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ABSTRACT
The microscopic phenomena which occur at the alkaline- 
water/crude-oi1 interface greatly affect the potential for 
success of the alkaline water flooding process. The propen­
sity of crude oils to emulsify and the ability of the oil to 
coalesce improves the chance for successful oil bank for­
mation and leads to better recovery efficiency. Interfacial 
phenomena are affected by interfacial rheological properties 
and interfacial tensions. This research investigates the 
interfacial behavior of alkaline-water/crude-oil systems in 
three parts.
In part one, a new method and apparatus are designed 
for the measurement of interfacial shear viscosity (IFSV). 
The method is applied to study the effect of oil composition 
and alcohol augmentation on the IFSV and to correlate IFSV 
with recovery efficiency. A phenolic, non-surfactant frac­
tion is found to severely increase the oil IFSV. Alkalinity 
of the water can increase or reduce the oil/water IFSV. 
Small, polar molecules are shown to affect interfacial 
structures reducing the IFSV in some cases and increasing it 
in others. In alcohol augmentation, a developed correlation 
shows that the alcohol that yields the lowest IFSV results 
in the best recovery.
Part two comprises an investigation of the transient 
interfacial tensions in the system. The effect of crude oil 
composition, temperature, and oil viscosity on the IFT
XV
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transients is determined. It is found that stability of the 
transients can be diffusion dependent, and that the nature 
of the acid fraction in the crude is responsible for the 
rate of loss of acid to the water.
In part three the interfacial phenomena are observed 
microvisually in cryolite porous media. The predominant 
émulsification mechanism is stringing of oil due to low IFT 
and flow of the water and subsequent breakup of the strings 
into emulsion droplets. A chronological description is 
developed describing the events which lead to alkaline 
flooding oil recovery.
The research improves the understanding of the phenome­
na which lead to alkaline flooding oil mobilization and 
displacement and enhances the capacity for future research 
of interfacial phenomena. The techniques employed will lead 
to improved screening tests for designing alkaline floods.
xvi
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CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION 
It is estimated that, in the United States alone, 
approximately 300 billion barrels of oil would not be re­
coverable by primary techniques and conventional waterflood- 
ing (1). Enhanced oil recovery (EOR) techniques have been 
developed which can significantly reduce this amount.
EOR techniques, can be divided into three categories; 
thermal methods, chemical methods, and gas-miscible dis­
placement methods. The degree of economical and technical 
success of the EOR methods varies widely, and the applica­
bility of the different EOR techniques depends on the speci­
fics of the reservoir they will be applied upon.
Alkaline flooding is a chemical EOR method which uses 
inexpensive chemicals and can be applied with virtually the 
same equipment as that used in a regular waterflood. In this 
method an alkaline solution is injected into the reservoir. 
The caustic in the flood water reacts with naturally oc- 
curing surfactant precursor molecules in the oil to form 
surfactant in-situ. The produced surfactant mobilizes en­
trapped oil and results in enhanced oil recovery.
In practice, the efficiency of the alkaline flooding 
process has been inconsistent. There have been several 
successful alkaline flooding field operations (2). However, 
highly publicized failures of alkaline flooding have resul­
ted in a disfavor towards this method. The general scien­
tific concensus is that alkaline flooding has good potential
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for technical and economic success, but that more basic 
research is needed to clarify problems which arise during 
the caustic flooding process and to allow circumvention of 
those problems.
One reason for the inconsistency of alkaline flooding 
efficiency is the unpredictability of the microscopic pro­
cesses occuring after the crude oil/alkaline water contact. 
These processes may include drastic reductions of oil/water 
interfacial tensions and the formation of emulsions. 
Experimental evidence (3,4,5) shows that the results of 
these processes can be crucial to caustic flooding per­
formance, often meaning the difference between success and 
failure. In order for alkaline flooding to become a viable 
EOR method, these phenomena must be understood and, where 
possible, controlled to optimize recovery.
The study of the caustic/crude-oil interfacial pheno­
mena is the scope of this investigation. Studies (6, 7-10) 
have shown that the ability of a crude oil to emulsify and 
subsequently coalesce may greatly improve the potential for 
alkaline flooding success. The propensity of different 
crude oils to emulsify may vary widely. Throughout this 
research, two crudes are studied which display different 
émulsification behavior in alkaline floods. The research 
investigates interfacial rheological and thermodynamic phe­
nomena, relates them to crude oil composition, and attempts 
to identify the cause for this difference in behavior.
The research comprises three major parts as outlined
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
below:
After a survey of the literature in Chapter 2, Chapter 
3 presents a study of the crude-oil/alkaline-water interfa­
cial viscosity. In this chapter, the theory and design for 
a new method and apparatus for the measurement of interfa­
cial shear viscosity (IFSV) are presented. The method is 
applied to investigate the effects of crude oil and alkaline 
water composition on the IFSV. Also, a correlation between 
IFSV and alkaline flooding recovery efficiency is estab­
lished.
Interfacial tensions between alkaline water and crude 
oil are often highly transient. After the initial contact 
between the phases, the interfacial tension (IFT) drops to 
low values, possibly leading to oil mobilization and often 
to émulsification. In Chapter 4 the transient IFT behavior 
of alkaline water/crude oil systems is studied. In this 
chapter an investigation is presented on the effect of oil 
composition and other parameters of the system on the IFT 
behavior.
In Chapter 5 the focus is turned to visual observation 
of the interfacial phenomena during alkaline flooding oil 
recovery. Specially constructed cryolite thin cells, which 
allow high magnification video microscopy, are used to 
observe and record the émulsification mechanisms in porous 
media during floods. The cells are also used to develop a 
chronology of the events which lead to oil recovery from the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
arrival of tha alkaline water front to either oil bank 
formation or other displacement mechanisms. The thin cell 
experiments are complemented by émulsification experiments 
in a pendant drop cell and on microscope slides, and by 
controlled coalescence tests in the spinning drop interfa­
cial tensiometer.
The results of the IFSV, IFT and microvisual studies 
are briefly reviewed and comprehensively discussed in Chap­
ter 6. In this chapter, the conclusions of the research are 
presented and explained.
By improving the understanding of residual oil release 
and displacement mechanisms, the study of interfacial phe­
nomena in alkaline flooding will enhance the ability to 
screen candidates and promote increased effectiveness of 
future alkaline flooding. The occurence of unexplained 
failures which have plagued the method will be reduced.
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CHAPTER II. LITERATURE SURVEY
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 History of Caustic Flooding
The first investigation of the possibility of the re­
duction of the interfacial tension between acidic crude oils 
and caustic solution was done by Donnan in 1699 (11). In
1922, Hartridge and Peters (12) related the interfacial ten­
sion of the system to the pH of the aqueous solution. The 
first caustic flooding process took place in 1925 in the 
Bradford area in Pennsylvania where a sodium carbonate solu­
tion was injected and Atkinson (13) patented the method of 
caustic flooding in 1927. Research in caustic flooding saw 
an increase in the seventies due to high oil prices and 
government efforts to reduce U.S. dependency on foreign oil. 
Table 2-1 shows a list of known caustic field tests compiled 
by Mayer et al. (2). Two of the early alkaline flooding 
projects at Harrisburg (14) and Singleton (15) reported 
recoveries of 20 to 30 barrels per acre. For two other 
early projects, the N. Ward Estes and the Orcutt floods, 
the incremental oil recovery is uncertain. The more recent 
alkaline floods, at Whittier, Huntington Beach, and 
Torrence Hill in California expect recoveries of 26 to 50 
barrel per flooded acre (3 to 7% Residual Oil in Place). 
The Isenhour unit polymer augmented alkaline flooding field 
test in Wyoming showed production rates increasing at a rate 
of 20% per year.
5
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Table 2—1 Documented known field tests of alkaline floods 
(After Yen et al. (39))
Field
Completed Field Tests:
Bradford Field, Pennsylvania 
South East Texas (Exxon) 
Harrisberg Field, Nebraska 
Nagylengyel Field, Hungary 
North Ward-Estes Field, Texas 
Singleton Field, Nebraska 
Whittier Field, California 
Wainwright Field, Alberta 
Brea Orlinda Field, California 
Orcutt Hill Field, California
Field Tests in Progress (1980): 
Biason Basin Field, Wyoming 
Epping Field, Saskatchewan 
Huntington Beach Field, Calif. 
North Ward-Estes Field, Texas 
Smackover Field, Arkansas 
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Recently, the direction of caustic flooding has been 
toward the use of larger volumes of the alkaline flood 
because it is suspected that great quantities of caustic are 
consumed by the reservoir rock and clay minerals (16). Co­
surfactants have been shown to improve the phase behavior of 
crude oil/caustic systems (36, 6) and polymers are now
being used in conjunction with caustic to improve mobility 
control (12). The use of preflushes to precondition reser­
voirs for caustic flooding has produced encouraging results 
(18). Sodium orthosilicates and soda ash (NagCOg) have been 
shown in the laboratory and in the field to reduce the 
chemical consumption problem (18,19).
2.1.2 The Caustic Flooding Process
In the caustic flooding process, natural surfactant 
precursor molecules present in the crude oil react with 
alkaline agents to form surfactant molecules. These amphi- 
phyllic surfactant molecules form monolayers at the inter­
face, reducing the interfacial tension (IFT) between the oil 
and water phases, altering interfacial rheological proper—  
ties, and, in certain cases, causing spontaneous émulsifica­
tion to occur. The interfacial tensions observed at the 
interface depend on adsorption and desorption reaction rates 
and are often highly transient in nature (20). Surfactants 
extracted from the oil and alkaline agents in the flood 
water may also affect the wettability of the rock matrix. 
These phenomena can result in EOR through any of several 
mechanisms (2,21) as given below:
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* Reduction of the IFT related capillary forces which 
resist movement of entrapped oil.
* Emulsification of the entrapped oil followed by entrain- 
ment of the oil in the flowing water phase.
* Emulsification of the entrapped oil followed by entrapment 
of the emulsion, resulting in improved sweep efficiency.
* Emulsification of the entrapped oil causing swelling of 
the oil phase resulting in enhanced oil recovery.
* Wettability reversal from water wet to oil wet resulting 
in a continuous flowpath for oil.
* Wettability reversal from oil wet to water wet resulting 
in the entrainment of oil.
* Solubilization of rigid interfacial films which restrict 
oil movement and prevent oil bank formation.
Figure 2-1 shows a schematic of an alkaline flood in 
progress. Inorganic alkaline chemicals such as sodium hy­
droxide, sodium carbonate, or sodium orthosilicates are 
added to flood water. Enhancement of oil recovery relies on 
the in-situ formation of surfactants during the neutraliza­
tion of petroleum acids in the crude oil by the alkaline 
chemicals in the flood water. The use of polymer water 
drives to improve mobility control has become more common in 
recent years. Alkaline chemical loss, which can be severe, 
can be reduced by the use of a softened water preflush.
Field success of caustic flooding has been mixed. 
There have been successful projects in several different
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reservoirs (2,18,21,22) but several disappointing failures 
of caustic floods (2, 23) have resulted in a disfavor to­
wards the method. Research on the chemistry and basic mecha­
nisms will clarify and, in the future, allow circumvention 
of problems which arise during the caustic flooding process 
and help prescribe optimal design guidelines. Current tech­
nical difficulties are discussed in the following section.
2.2 Technical Difficulties Associated with Caustic Flooding 
The results of several field tests are compiled in 
status reports and comprehensive literature reviews 
(2,3,23). In general, a lack of adequate project design has 
hindered conclusive evaluations of the method (2). Ne­
vertheless, observation of the technical difficulties en­
countered in the field, coupled with laboratory data sug­
gests 5 main categories of problems, discussed below, which 
may limit caustic flooding performance.
2.2.1 Excessive Alkali Consumption by the Reservoir System
The loss of the injected chemical because of reaction 
with reservoir rock, clay minerals, and connate water is one 
of the major problems associated with alkaline flooding. An 
ideal caustic flood allows the caustic to be maintained at 
an effective concentration as the slug propagates through 
the reservoir (24). Rock bound ions are often released into 
solution by ion exchange reactions which result in the loss 
of caustic. The most common caustic-rock reaction is the 
exchange of the sodium ion with multivalent cations in the
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rock matrix or clay. Equation 2-1 is an example of this 
reaction that forms a nearly insoluble precipitate.
+2 —
Ca + 20H — > CaOH (2-1)
2
Bernard (25) presents laboratory and field data for 
nine sandstone reservoirs. The data shows caustic consump­
tions ranging from 0.3 to 1.2 lbs of caustic per barrel of 
pore space (bblPV). Computations by Bernard (25) show that 
only 0.1 lb NaOH/bblPV is allowed to react with the crude. 
(Caustic injection is usually 1 lb per barrel of pare 
space). Jennings et al. (26) suggest that an alkali con­
sumption of 20 meq./lOO gram of rock is the upper limit for 
the applicability of alkaline flooding.
Sydansk (27) concluded, based on experiments conducted 
at temperatures ranging from 45 to 90 * C, that caustic 
consumption increases with increasing temperature. It has 
been found that NaOH preferentially interacts with the clay 
matrix and with large surface area silicate minerals (25, 
27, 28). Most reservoir rocks react with and neutralize
NaOH to some extent, and irreversable dissolution of silica 
has been documented by Bunge and Radke (29). Clay is con­
sidered the most reactive, sandstone is slowly reactive, and 
limestone and dolomite are nearly unreactive (26,16).
Research indicates that the extensive caustic con- 
sumtion problems can be alleviated by several precautionary 
procedures (3)i
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1. Careful pretesting is necessary to determine the caus­
tic/rock and caustic/connate water interaction characteris­
tics of the reservoir.
2. Operators have attempted to compensate for the loss of 
alkali by increasing the injection concentration. Mohnot 
(31) warns that an increased alkaline concentration causes 
increased consumption rates. In addition to this, laborato­
ry research (31,32) indicates that the effect of alkaline 
chemical on important phenomena is highly dependent on alka­
line concentration, and that an optimum low alkaline concen­
tration (0.05 - 0.1% NaOH) appears to exist.
3. Studies indicate that chemical consumption in the pre­
sence of clays can be curbed significantly with the use of 
sodium bicarbonate (NagCOg) as the alkaline chemical (33). 
An update in the Isenhour Unit polymer augmented alkaline 
flood (A field-wide Na^CO^ flood in a high clay content 
environment) shows a considerable reduction in alkali con­
sumption.
4. The use of potassium chloride preflush (34) has improved 
the consumption characteristics of reservoirs and is cre­
dited with improving recovery efficiencies.
2.2.2 Mobility Control Problems
Upon contact of the alkaline and oil phases, highly 
viscous emulsions may be produced (6, 35). These emulsions 
can cause mobility control problems, forcing alkaline chemi­
cals into regions already swept by previous waterflooding.
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Laboratory recovery efficiency étudiés have illustrated the 
detrimental effect of this loss in sweep efficiency on the 
recovery (6). Several authors (36) have proposed the aug­
mentation of alkaline floods with polymers to reduce this 
problem. Field implementation of polymer assisted alkaline 
floods has produced encouraging results (18).
2.2.3 Surfactant Precursor Concentration Limitation 
Although there is no single definitive criterion for
crude oil properties needed for alkaline flooding, several 
investigators (28, 16) have proposed minimum crude oil sur­
factant precursor concentrations for successful alkaline 
flooding. The requirement of sufficient naturally occuring 
acid in the crude limits the number of reservoirs which are 
candidates for alkaline flooding. Experiments have been 
conducted in which acids are generated in-situ by low tem­
perature oxidation of the crude oil, and laboratory results 
were encouraging (6, 28, 37, 38). Yen (39) proposed a method 
to rejuvenate crude oils after alkaline flooding using mine­
ral acid. This method is likely to be cost prohibitive.
2.2.4 Injection/Production Problems
Reactions between alkaline water and reservoir water, 
and between alkaline water and crude oil can cause the 
precipitation of divalent ion salts and asphaltenes (3). 
This can lead to a serious reduction in the injectivity and 
productivity of associated wells. The use of preflushes has 
proven effective in preventing permeability loss near the 
injection wellbore (3). In the Wilmington alkaline flood­
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ing project, a precipitate formed upon mixing at the surface 
of connate brine and orthosilicate, severely reducing the 
injectivity (40). This problem was alleviated by alter­
nating injection of brine and alkali. Also, several opera­
tors have found improved injectivity after caustic injection 
(41,28).
Alkaline flooding productivity problems have in general 
been more troublesome than injection problems. Solubiliza­
tion of calcium sulfites from reservoir gypsum results in 
gypsum scale formation at producing wells (24). Precipita­
tion of calcium carbonates, calcium/magnesium silicate pre­
cipitates, and formation of silica gel also occurs (40). 
The application of scale inhibitors helps but is complicated 
because of changes in scale type and migration of emulsified 
oil and fines. Nevertheless, early reports from current 
projects such as the apparently successful Isenhour Unit 
field test (18) indicate that production problems can be 
prevented by prudent reservoir management.
2.2.5 Transient and Unpredictible Interfacial Behavior
The transient physical, interfacial, and flow charac­
teristics of the phases which are developed upon contact of 
the alkaline phase with a specific crude oil in a specific 
porous media are important since they relate to oil release 
mechanisms and to oil bank formation. Upon first contact 
between the alkaline and oil phases, interfacial tensions 
decrease dramatically, possibly sufficiently so that reser-
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voir pressure gradients can overcome capillary pressures.
Ramakrishnan and Wasan (42) developed a fractional flow 
model for the caustic flooding process. The flow model uses 
a chemical equilibrium model to evaluate interfacial ten­
sions which are used to calculate capillary numbers. Deter­
mination of capillary numbers, which determine relative 
mobilities of oil and water, leads to a system of quasi li­
near differential equations describing fractional flow. 
Ramakrishnan and Wasan used the model to show theoretically 
that low interfacial tension can play a dominant role in 
determining oil recovery.
Arriola et al. (43) experimentally investigated the 
trapping and mobilization mechanisms of oil drops in non­
circular pore throats upon contact with a surfactant. It 
was observed that, after the reduction in IFT, the oil drops 
move further into the restriction, upon which a "snap off" 
process ensued. In this process, small oil droplets were 
released from the front of the entrapped oil drop and en­
trained in the flowing water phase. Arriola et al. state 
that the "snap off" process occurs because viscous forces 
exceed capillary forces, creating an instability at the 
interface at the front of the drop.
The reduction of interfacial tension often causes émul­
sification to occur. It has become clear that the nature of 
these emulsions can be an extremely important factor in the 
recovery process. Recent alkaline flooding research (6,
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7, 8, 36) suggests that the physical and flow characteris­
tics of the resulting emulsions varies widely depending on 
the compositions of the oil and alkaline phases. Oil bank 
formation and the stability of developed oil banks are also 
found to depend on the systems involved. The understanding 
of these phenomena is still in an early stage. In the past, 
the lack of understanding of the transient phenomena of 
caustic flooding, and of the manner in which these relate 
to oil recovery, has lead to inadequate flood designs. This 
has caused the unpredictable behavior observed in several 
field tests (2).
Nelson (36), in an empirical study of phase behavior in 
co-surfactant enhanced alkaline floods, proposed that 
additional surfactant should be added to alkaline floods to 
produce optimum phase behavior at the salt concentrations 
found in the reservoir. Nelson claimed that equilibium 
phases observed in test tubes are representative of phases 
produced in core flood experiments, and argued that equili­
brium phase diagrams can explain and predict chemical flood 
characteristics. Nelson distinguishes between three pos­
sible types of phase behavior which correspond to three 
types of environments:
1. Type II(-) Environment (Underoptimum) — The total sodium 
concentration is too low such that a dark, oil in water 
emulsion forms.
2. Type II(+) Environment (Overoptimum) — The total sodium 
concentration is too high such that a viscous, dark colored
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water in oil emulsion is formed.
3. Type III environment (Optimum) - Maximum partitioning of 
the surfactant at the interface results in favorable phase 
behavior. Light colored, low viscosity, stable emulsions 
form.
Figure 2-2 shows the phase diagrams which apply to the 
three environment types. Nelson warns that these diagrams 
may oversimplify the system since the isothermal invariant 
is not exactly invariant, especially if divalent ions are 
present in the brine.
Nelson's test tube observations and core floods allow 
users to create an easily interpreted graphical representa­
tion of the optimum phase behavior regions in co-surfactant 
enhanced alkaline flooding (Figure 2-3).
The emphasis of Nelson's research was on the effects of 
phenomena occuring in the reservoir rather than on the 
phenomena themselves. Although Nelson points out the poten­
tial importance of emulsion and flow characteristics, no 
attempt is made to explain the causes for the often dis­
tinctly different behavior observed in different systems. 
The test proposed by Nelson is subjective, and the conclu­
sions from this test are likely to depend on the researcher. 
Dahmani (6) performed the emulsion test to find distinc­
tions between two crudes that showed different émulsifica­
tion behavior and recovery efficiencies, but did not find 
significant difference in phase behavior between the two
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systems.
Recent research showed (6, 7-10) that the propensity of 
the crude oil/alkaline water system to emulsify and the flow 
behavior of the resulting emulsion plays an extremely impor­
tant role in the recovery process. Dahmani (6) studied the 
flow characteristics of the phases in thin cell caustic 
floods and recovery efficiencies in sand pack cores. Some 
systems resulted in freely flowing emulsions which displayed 
high sweep efficiencies; other systems produced emulsions 
that were highly viscous, blocked flow, and caused chan­
neling to a high degree. In yet other systems, émulsi­
fication did not occur, although the IFT was lowered signi­
ficantly. The recovery efficiencies for these three systems 
varied widely being lowest for the viscous emulsions and 
highest for the low viscosity emulsions. Dahmani (6) linked 
the émulsification characteristics of the system to a frac­
tion of the crude which has a high phenol content and sug­
gested that this fraction may affect the interfacial visco­
sity of the oil. For crude oils which emulsified, Dahmani 
found that the recovery efficiency could be greatly improved 
by the use of alcohol co-surfactants. The effectiveness of 
the alcohol appeared to be related to the size of the alco­
hol molecule. For the crude oil/alkaline water system stud­
ied, the alcohol yielding best recovery was t-butanol. 
Dahmani explained the decrease in effectiveness for larger 
alcohol molecules as an effect of increased partitioning of 
the alcohol at the interface which raises the IFT.
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Wasan (10) performed corefloads and analyzed the flow 
behavior by means of microwave scanning. Wasan found that 
water-in-oil emulsions display high viscosities which are 
detrimental to recovery. Oil-in-water emulsions were en­
trained but occasionally formed aggregates which became 
entrapped. Wasan suggests that the ability of the emulsion 
to coalesce determines the successful displacement of the 
emulsion. Cinephotomicrographic analyses of flow cell ex­
periments (122) showed that the emulsion characteristics 
were dependent on the water phase ionic strength. At low 
ionic strength, oil-in-water emulsions occured, and the oil 
content of the emulsion decreased with ionic strength. An 
ionic strength of 0.1 was found to result in best recovery. 
Wasan observed that émulsification and entrainment is one of 
four recovery mechanisms (10) including wettability rever­
sal, miscible displacement of trapped oil by swollen oil, 
and flow diversion by precipitation of divalent ions.
Coreflood experiments by Wasan (7) and by Dahmani (6) 
strongly suggest that the ability of the emulsion to co­
alesce governs the possibility of the development of a 
stable oilbank which enhances oil recovery. The results of 
the investigations of Wasan and the research of Dahmani 
indicate that in many cases the most crucial element of a 
caustic flood is a thorough understanding of the interfacial 
behavior of the caustic/crude oil interface and its re­
lation to émulsification and emulsion flow behavior.
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2.3 The Interfacial Behavior of Crude Oil/Alkaline
Water Systems
The boundary between two liquids is not simply a geome­
tric plane separating the liquids but it is a film of finite 
thickness with physical properties that are different from 
those in the contiguous homogeneous phases. The consitution 
of the interface governs its density, viscous properties, 
and free energy of formation. Equation 2-2 is an energy 
balance for the interface.
dF— SdT-PdV+fdA+mdn <2-2)
where F ■ Total Helmholtz free energy 
S « Entropy 
T ■ Temperature 
P " Pressure 
V " Volume
f " Force per unit length contracting 
the interface (interfacial tension) 
A ■ Area
m " Chemical potential 
n ■> number of molecules 
It is evident from equation 2-2 that if P, V and n are con­
stant, and if the interfacial tension f is positive, then 
minimizing the free energy of the system requires that the 
interfacial area tends to a minimum.
Amphiphyllic molecules are those molecules which are 
partially oil soluble, but have groups that are preferen­
tially hydrated. These molecules have a tendency to accu­
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mulate at the interface where they form a monolayer. If 
these molecules change the free energy of formation of the 
interface appreciably, they change the interfacial tension 
and they are called surface active. In some cases, the 
surface active material exists in liquid phases in a non- 
surface active form. This so called surfactant precursor 
reacts to become the active species only after arriving at 
the interface. Molecules which accumulate at the interface 
do not only change the IFT but often affect interfacial 
viscosities as well. Indeed cases have been found where the 
appearance of the interface was that of a solid <87).
As stated above, interfaces between immiscible liquids 
often behave as a distinct third phase with rheological 
properties entirely independent of the bulk phase proper­
ties. In addition, surfactant molecules at the interface 
can alter thermodynamic properties, changing interfacial 
free energy, and hence the tangential intrinsic tension 
(interfacial tension) associated with the interface. In 
the crude oil/ alkaline water system, where the chemistry 
of the interface is diffusion dependent (20), these proper­
ties are often very transient in nature.
2.3.1 Interfacial Tension Transients
Interfacial tension reduction in caustic/crude oil 
interfaces is the result of a process in which acidic compo­
nents in the crude diffuse to the interface where they react 
with alkaline agents from the water phase to form surface 
active, amphyphyllic molecules. Provided that there is an
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appreciable desorption barrier for these molecules, interfa­
cial tension observed at caustic/crude oil interfaces is 
often strongly transient in nature during early stages of 
the process (20). Authors have reasoned that reservoir 
times and distances are great enough that instantaneous 
equilibrium can be assumed. However, during early stages, 
the interfacial tension drops dramatically, sometimes cau­
sing spontaneous émulsification (44). Transient behavior of 
the system should be studied because this drop in interfa­
cial tension can provide a release mechanism for entrapped 
oil. There have been several attempts to develop an accu­
rate model for the IFT transient process as discussed below.
England and Berg (20) developed several analytical 
solutions for the transfer of surface active agents across a 
liquid-liquid interface between two semi-infinite, im­
miscible phases. The developed model is kinetic in nature 
and describes the accumulation of surface active molecules 
at the interface. The model takes into account bulk diffu­
sion in the water and oil phases and adsorptive accumulation 
at the interface in the presence of adsorption and desorp­
tion barriers. Trujillo (45) numerically verified England 
and Berg's model and satisfactory results were obtained at 
high interfacial ages.
Rubin and Radke (32) developed a numerical model which 
describes ths transient behavior of interfacial tensions for 
finite systems, taking into account adsorption/desorption
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kinetic* and bulk phase diffusion of components. The model 
allows for the application of Henry and Langmuir sorption 
kinetics. Adsorption and desorption are treated as first 
order kinetic reactions, composition of the aqueous phase is 
not taken into account, and the reactions are the same as 
those proposed by England and Berg.
Sharma et al. (46) formulated a model which takes into 
account the detailed chemistry of the oleic and aqueous 
phases. Unlike Rubin and Radke's model, the model of Sharma 
et al. can explain changes in the IFT behavior as the pH and 
the brine concentration of the aqueous phase change. The 
model allows for the presence of two organic acids in the 
crude with different sorption rates and different pKa val­
ues. According to Sharma et al., this addition to the model 
explains interfacial tension maxima observed in the IFT 
versus time curve at high water pH. Yen et al. (39) pro­
posed an equilibrium model which can explain the observed 
minimum in the IFT versus time curve by taking into account 
the effects of sodium and hydroxide ions.
Cambridge et al. (47) presented experimental evidence 
for Langmuirian sorption kinetics at crude oil/caustic in­
terfaces. The effects of initial crude oil acid number, the 
standard representation of acid concentration defined as mg 
titrated KOH/g oil, and brine concentration on the transient 
interfacial behavior of caustic crude oil systems were in­
vestigated. The effect of increased brine concentration 
was generally to increase the minimum interfacial tension
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while low interfacial tensions were retained for longer 
periods of time (Figure 2-4). Varying the crude oil acid 
number caused the shape of the IFT versus time curve to 
change* while the minimum IFT remained constant (Figure 2- 
5). These combined results imply that Langmuir and not 
Henry sorption (adsorption/desorption) kinetics were opera­
tive.
Cambridge et al. also proposed an improved model for 
the interfacial tension transients in caustic/crude oil 
systems. The model, which is kinetic in nature, allows the 
incorporation of the detailed chemistry of all phases invol­
ved, using the phenomenological surface phase approach to 
model the interface, as well as Langmuirian sorption kine­
tics for surface active molecules. In addition, differences 
in the interfacial activities of different surfactant mole­
cules are allowed. For realistic comparison of model re­
sults with interfacial tensiometer data, drastic interfa­
cial volume changes which accompany the transient interfa­
cial tensions in the system are taken into account. The 
model is simplified by using a single acid species, HA, to 
represent the complex mixture of acids which are present 
(32,39,46). Equations 2-3 through 2-9 comprise the chemical 
model.
[available interfacial apace] * HA^ * HA^ (2-3)
HA. ^A. 4H. * (2-4)
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% NaA^ (2-5)
a /  2 A^ + (available interfacial space] (2-6)
HAw 2 \ (2-7)
where: HA represents the acidic species present,
A" is the dissociated, surface active acid, 
subscript i indicates species at the interface, 
subscript w indicates species in the water phase,
and
subscript o indicates species in the oil phase. 
Diffusion and adsorption onto the interface of ions such as
Na* and H^were assumed to be instantaneous and governed by
the Boltzmann distribution.
[Nâ *] s [Nâ *I exp (j|) (2-8)
lHi*I = exp (j|) (2-9)
where: brackets C 3 indicate concentration
6 is the surface potential (V), 
e is the charge of a proton (C),
k is the Boltzmann constant (J/ K), and
T is temperature (K).
The apparent effect of a maximum interfacial surfactant 
concentration evident in the experimental results indicated 
that Henry's adsorption law was not valid. The Langmuir 
adsorption isotherm was adopted to relate the interfacial
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murfactant concentration to the interfacial tension. The 
equation proposed by Rubin and Radke (32) was modified to 
include a parameter which accounts for interfacial activity 
of acid molecules.
O = O* + aRTlA^ 1 In (1 - | ) (2-10)
lAj Jm
Where: a is a constant representing the interfacial activi­
ty of the acid molecules under study,
R is the ideal gas constant (J/ K-mole),
T is the temperature ( K>, and 
subscript m denotes maximum.
If the diffusion and adsorption reactions, the disso­
ciation reactions, and the desorption and diffusion reac­
tions are assumed to be first order kinetic reactions, then 
equations 2-11 through 2-16 are the rate equations which 
evolve from the chemical model.
dlA„‘l _
" \'w
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<2-14)
d[HA,] k. k , .
— = V^(HA^l[Nu] - + k.jiAf IIH. 1 -  k^[HAj <2-16)
where CNu] im the inter-fecial space available for adsorption 
as defined by equation 2-17, and V^, V^, and represent
respectively the volumes of the water, oil, and interface.
[Nu] = [maximum interfacial concentration] - [HÂ ]
- [Â  J - [NaA^l (2-17)
Equations 2-11 through 2-16 were solved simultaneously 
using a fourth order Runga-Kutta technique to yield concen­
trations and IFT as functions of time.
The focus of the paper of Cambridge et al 2. was on I FT 
transient trends predicted by the model for a given set of 
initial conditions and not on the solution of the model for 
specific rate constants. Rate constants within an order of 
magnitude of those used by previous authors (20,46) were 
used in the solution of the model. The experimentally 
observed trends (Figures 2-4 and 2-5) were rot simulated by 
previous models. The results indicated that the model, due 
to the inclusion of Langmuir sorption kinetics and the 
detailed chemistry of all phases, successfully predicted the 
experimentally observed trends (Figure 2-6).
As the original acid concentration was increased, as
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illustrated in Figure 2-6 from curve 1 to curve 2, the IFT 
versus time curve displayed less pronounced curvature, while 
the minimum IFT value was not lowered significantly. This 
was in agreement with the IFT behavior observed in Figure 2-
5. The lack of correlation between the crude oil acid 
number and the minimum IFT could be explained by Langmuir 
kinetics which impose an interfacial concentration limit for 
the surfactant.
An increase in the brine concentration, as shown in 
Figure 2-6 from curve 1 to curve 3, had the effect of rai­
sing the minimum IFT while low IFT values were retained 
longer. This agreed with the trends observed in Figure 2-4. 
Salt, by providing Na ions, promotes the formation of 
undissociated, interfacially inactive surfactant molecules. 
It was reasoned that the interfacially inactive molecules 
reduce the interfacial space available for adsorption of 
interfacially active molecules, resulting in lower adsorp­
tion rates, which caused the observed retention of low IFT 
values. Also, by reducing the interfacial space available 
for dissociated, surface active molecules, the salt contri­
buted to a higher minimum IFT value.
Although the ability of a crude-oil/alkaline-water 
system model to predict the transient interfacial tensions 
observed in the crude-oil/alkaline-water system is of great 
importance, it has become clear that propensity towards 
émulsification plays a dominating role in the recovery
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mechanisms for many crude-oil/alkaline-water systems. At­
tempts to model crude-oil/alkaline-water system behavior 
have not accounted for this important effect of the transfer 
of interfacially active material across the interface.
2.3.2 Emulsification and Coalescence in Crude-Oil/
Alkaline Water-Systems
Field test reports and laboratory investigations 
(3,6), show that émulsification plays a role in the recov­
ery processes of a majority of caustic floods. As discussed 
above, the émulsification and entrainment mechanism has 
been observed in the laboratory, and émulsification followed 
by coalescence is important in oil bank formation. Much is 
yet to be learned about the formation of crude-oil/alkaline- 
water emulsions in porous media and about the effect of 
interfacial phenomena and system composition on this émulsi­
fication.
2.3.2.1 Crude Oil/Alkaline Water Emulsions
The early knowledge of emulsions defined them simply as 
one liquid phase dispersed in another, immiscible, liquid 
phase, and it was contended that emulsion stability was 
achieved either when the droplets were small and charged, or 
when there was an emulsifying agent present. Today, it is 
understood that the liquid-liquid interface and the composi­
tion of multicomponent systems may dominate the formation 
and stability of emulsions. It has also become clear that 
often the effective unit is not the single surfactant mole­
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cule, but rather a larger aggregate known as the micelle 
(Figure 2-7). Such micelles, the size of which is generally 
in the order of 1 nm, form when the concentration of surfac­
tant molecules in an aqueous solution exceeds a minimum 
value. Micelle formation is classically explained by the 
theory that the structure of a micelle shields the hydropho­
bic portion of the surfactant molecules, making the aggre­
gate hydrophyllic and therefore the system more stable.
In Figure 2-8 it is shown that the formation of micel­
lar aggregates halts reduction in surface tension with in­
creasing surfactant concentration. As illustrated in this 
figure, the concentration causing the onset of micelle for­
mation can be quite distinct.
Micelles have the capability of solubilizing material 
such as hydrocarbons in their structure. Slightly surface 
active molecules such as alcohols can occupy positions at 
the micellar interface, decreasing the repulsive forces 
between the surfactant molecule head groups. This decrease 
in repulsion favors a decrease in the curvature of the 
micelle surface and hence increased retention of oil in the 
micelle. Swollen micelles which reach diameters exceeding 
4 or 5 nm are often called micro-emulsions.
The nomenclature of emulsion science presently does not 
clearly define terms such as micro-emulsion, macro-emulsion 
and micelle. As Lissant (48) states: "Some of the micro-
emulsions studied in tertiary or advanced petroleum recovery 
are neither micro-emulsions nor emulsions". The dividing
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Water
Figure 2-7 A schematic view of micellar aggregation of 
anionic surfactant is shown.
(After Miller (22))
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Surface tension as a function of surfactant 
concentration. The break in the slope is 
seen distinctly. (After Miller (22))
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line between emuleions and micro-emulsion* is vague. Micro­
emulsions have been described as those emulsions which have 
droplet sizes so small that they are stable (49). These 
droplet sizes can be in the order of nanometers, have the 
physical appearance of a transparent liquid.
Plague et §l_^ (50), performed a study of viscosity and
colloidal properties of crude-oil/caustic emulsions. Using 
a laboratory propeller agitator to homogenize emulsions, 
they found emulsion particle sizes ranging from 1 micron up, 
with average diameters ranging from 3 to 5 microns. Re­
searchers in enhanced oil recovery often refer to such 
emulsions as micro-emulsions, while the size of macro-emul- 
sion droplets apparently ranges upward from approximately 50 
microns (44).
Chang and Wasan (9) evaluated the characteristics of 
crude-oil/alkaline-water emulsions as a function of water 
phase salinity, alkalinity, and alkali type. Chang and 
Wasan found that the emulsion's shear viscosity is a 
function of alkaline water pH and salinity. It was found 
that, in the absence of divalent ion salts, viscous water 
external emulsions formed at low electrolyte concentrations, 
while high electrolyte concentrations resulted in the forma­
tion of viscous oil external emulsions (Figure 2-9). Chang 
and Wasan determined that there is an intermediate, optimum 
salinity which minimizes the viscosity of the emulsions. 
Optimum salinity differed for different alkali types.







Figure 2-9 Schematic Diagrams of Oil-in-Water (0/W) and Water-in-Oil (W/0) Microemulsions. 
The small Molecules Shown are the 
Co-surfactant. (After Miller (22))
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Chang and Masan's findings on the salinity dependence 
of alkaline water emulsions appear to parallel phenomena in 
surfactant science where oil solubilization increases with 
increasing salinity while brine solubilization decreases 
with increasing salinity. The cause for the transition of 
phase behavior with increase in aqueous phase salinity has 
been explained differently by several authors. Bancroft 
(17) introduced the rule that the phase in which the stabi­
lizing agent is more soluble will be the continuous phase. 
This implies that the solubility of the surfactant is depen­
dent on the salinity. Davies and Rideal (44), noting that 
the Bancroft rule is purely empirical, suggest that coa­
lescence kinetics are responsible for the phase behavior, 
the faster coalescing phase being the continuous phase. Yet 
another theory exists (49) which states that the curvature 
of the interface is affected by the salinity. When this 
curvature favors oil solubilization over water solubiliza­
tion, the system is oil continuous.
2.3.2.2 Emulsification
The phenomenon of émulsification is complex, and, al­
though considerable research has been dedicated to the sub­
ject, it is not yet fully understood. Emulsions result 
when a system is thermodynamically unstable, or when exter­
nal energy is supplied to a previously stable system. The 
new energy is stored in the form of interfacial free energy 
associated with the emulsion's area. If external energy (in 
the form of sonification or agitation) is the cause of
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émulsification, the type of emulsion varies with the type 
and the amount of applied energy and with the composition of 
the system. Emulsification which results from a thermodyna­
mic instability caused by first contact of non-equilibrated 
phases is called spontaneous émulsification. The type of 
emulsion created in this manner depends mainly on the chemi­
cal compositions of the phases.
In the caustic flooding process, emulsions appear to be 
created by spontaneous émulsification which follows the 
initial crude-oil/caustic contact. There is, however, a 
degree of agitation which occurs due to tortuosity during 
flow in porous media. The role of this agitation in the 
émulsification process has not been addressed by researchers 
investigating caustic/crude-oil emulsion properties. The 
current literature suggests that émulsification in caustic 
flooding is spontaneous émulsification driven by dynamic 
processes such as interfacial tension gradients (51).
The present theory of spontaneous émulsification in 
systems where there is transport across a liquid-liquid 
interface recognizes three possible mechanisms through which 
the phenomenon can occur (44). These are:
* Density related Rayleigh instability.
* IFT related Marangoni turbulence.
* Diffusion and oil phase stranding.
During transport of relatively large surfactant mole­
cules across the interface, spots appear on the interface
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where local density gradients are significant. Provided 
that these gradients are in a direction opposite the gravi­
tational gradient, they result in interfacial instabilities 
which can potentially disrupt the interface, causing sponta­
neous émulsification. This mechanism, which was first pro­
posed by Rayleigh (52), is known as Rayleigh instability, 
and Berg and Morig (53) present experimental evidence for 
its occurance.
Spontaneous émulsification can also occur when an une­
ven distribution of surfactant at the interface results in 
large interfacial tension gradients lateral to the inter­
face. This phenomenon, which was first discussed by 
Thompson (54), causes the so called Marangoni turbulence, 
which disrupts the interface. The effect of interfacial 
turbulence is greatest when the IFT is low and the emulsions 
are stable.
Finally, spontaneous émulsification can occur by diffu­
sion alone (44), when a diffusing substance caries with it 
some oil, forming a three component phase in the immediate 
viscinity of the interface. The diffusing material is usu­
ally water soluable, leaving the oil stranded in the form of 
emulsion droplets.
In an attempt to understand the mechanics of spontan­
eous émulsification, Wasan et al. (51) observed spontaneous 
émulsification of crude-oil/alkaline-water systems micro­
scopically and with high speed cinemaphotomiorography. An 
oil drop was placed between two glass slides and surrounded
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with the alkaline solution. Both water-in-oil and oil—in-
water emulsions were -formed. The water-in-oil emulsions
were formed in the following way:
1. Fingering of the aqueous phase into the oil phase lead­
ing to the formation of large aqueous droplets inside the 
oil phase.
2. Revolving action of the aqueous droplets during which 
they disrupt into small, stable aqueous particles.
Formation of the oi1-in-water emulsion occurcd as follows:
1. Development of oil buds at the interface.
2. Immediate "pinching off" of these buds to form an oil in 
water emulsion.
Wasan et al^ concluded that the mechanism of spontaneous 
émulsification in the crude-oil/alkaline-water system is 
interfacial turbulence.
Spontaneous émulsification in the system of oil drops 
immersed in alkaline water appears to originate in uneven 
distribution of surfactant at the interface and to depend on 
the interfacial activity and the size of the surfactant 
molecules. Sternling and Scriven (55) formulated a mathe­
matical description for interfacial tension driven instabil­
ities at plane interfaces across which mass is being trans­
ferred. This model was generalized by Scriven and Sternling 
(56) to allow deflections of the plane free surface and the 
effects of other interfacial phenomena. Later Bupara (57) 
improved the model of Scriven and Sternling by the intro­
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duction of curvature of the surface. These approaches pro­
vide insight into the mechanism of the phenomenon and the 
general effects of interfacial parameters such as IFT and 
interfacial viscosities. Nevertheless, they comprise highly 
idealized mathematical models, and for more exact purposes, 
are defied by the high degree of complexity in alkaline- 
water/crude-oi1 systems.
An exact analytical model describing the onset of in­
terfacial instability in the system of a crude oil drop 
surrounded by an alkaline phase would be extremely complex. 
In the caustic/crude oil system it is desirable to attain a 
compromise between practicality and a rigorous solution, as 
Kim and Li (52) accomplished in their work. They observed 
onset of interfacial disturbance and related it to calcu­
lated empirical estimates of critical interfacial flow per­
pendicular and lateral to the interface in 3-D liquid-liquid 
systems. Flow in the system was assumed to be ordered and 
follows a two dimensional roll cell model. A roll cell model 
predicts flow streamlines at and near the interface assuming 
a given shape of the interface. The roll cell model uses 
the two dimensional Navier-Stokes equation and the continui­
ty equation to solve for the stream function. The uniformi­
ty which the model of Kim and Li demands is absent in oil
droplets and ganglia surrounded by an aqueous phase in 
porous media. Moreover, the arrival of surfactant molecules 
at the interface is more likely to be disordered than or­
dered. Therefore, the exercize of Kim and Li has very
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limited application to the came of caustic flooding émulsi­
fication.
The importance of émulsification in the caustic flood­
ing process is established, but much is yet to be revealed 
about the conditions and mechanisms which drive this phenom­
enon. In contrast to the émulsification process, the pro­
cess of coalescence of emulsion droplets is understood and 
has been modelled to a degree.
2.3.2.3 Coalescence of Caustic/Crude-Oil Emulsion Droplets
Coalescence phenomena in the caustic flooding process 
are considered to have important effects on the oil recov­
ery. Wasan (SB), in an investigation of the mechanisms of 
oil bank formation in alkaline and surfactant floods, 
stated that low interfacial tension provides a release mech- 
chanism (émulsification), but must be accompanied by rapid 
coalescence to prevent the bypassing and eventual re-entrap- 
ment of freed oil drops/ganglia. Wasan suggests that im­
proved coalescence rate increases oil production much more 
than improved mobility.
The theory of emulsion droplet coalescence is relative­
ly well established. Coalescence is considered to be the 
culmination of a series of events (Figure 2-10)i
1. Two droplets are brought together through forces such as 
Brownian collisions, gravity settling, or creaming.
2. The forces involved cause the liquid separating the 
droplets to reduce to a flattened film which thins and
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Figure 2-10 Illustration of film drainage during 
coalescence.
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spreads.
3. When the film thickness approaches a critical value, 
dc, a rupture developes at a random location in the film and 
at a random time.
4. The process is ended with the rapid disappearance of the 
film and the combination of the contents of the drops.
The rate of coalescence depends on the rate of film 
thinning and the thickness at which the rupture occurs. In 
caustic flooding, where surfactant molecules are present, 
the situation is complicated by the fact that adsorbed 
surfactant molecules at the interface are swept out of the 
film during the film thinning process. This causes the
initiation of Marangoni flows which oppose film thinning and
therefore have a stabilizing effect.
Surface active material can also increase interfacial
dilational and shear viscosities. The dependence of emul­
sion droplet coalescence rates on interfacial rheological
properties has been well documented (19, 59-66). In addi­
tion, at low salt concentrations, there exists an electro­
static repulsion between the droplets. This so called dou­
ble layer repulsion can also enhance the stability of the 
emulsion.
As discussed above, the coalescence process comprises 
two major steps; interdroplet film thinning and interdrop­
let film rupture. Details of these steps are discussed in 
the following sections.
A. Interdroplet Film Thinning
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Film thinning i# enhanced by an increase in the -force 
between the droplets, by a reduction in the dispersed and 
continuous phase viscosities, by a reduction in the size of 
the flattened area (due to higher IFT or smaller drops), 
and, perhaps most importantly, film thinning is strongly 
related to interfacial rheological properties. Flumerfelt 
(62) notes that in the series of steps leading to coales­
cence, the film thinning phase tends to be rate limiting. 
Several authors have developed models describing drainage of 
surface films (67,68,69). Flumerfelt, using the Barber 
Hartland (67) drainage model, theoretically related the 
initial stage of film drainage between oil drops in water to 
the sum of interfacial shear and dilational viscosities, the 
coalescence force, the continuous phase viscosity, and the 
interfacial tension (62). Flumerfelt later extended the 
analysis to the latter stages of thinning by taking into 
account the effects of the London-van der Waals forces (63). 
As expected, it was found that the rate of drainage de­
creases with increasing surface viscosities. Hahn and 
Slattery (66) improved the model by incorporating the linear 
stability analysis suggested by Chen et al.(69) in order to 
predict the critical time or coalescence time at which the 
film becomes unstable and presumably begins to rupture. 
(Flumerfelt et a K  assume that the film remains stable and 
drains to zero thickness at the predicted coalescence time).
B. Film Rupture Mechanisms
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The critical thickness for film rupture can vary consi­
derably depending on the emulsion system. Several mechan­
isms have been proposed to explain the rupture of inter­
droplet films.
1. In very thin films (of the order of 2 nm) holes in the 
film may form spontaneously (70). This spontaneous hole 
formation is enhanced by increasing temperature and de­
creasing interfacial tensions. Since most films rupture at 
thicknesses that are much greater than 2 nm, this mechanism 
is not expected to be common.
2. Surface films are rough due to temperature fluctuations. 
If the film is thin, fluctuations on either side become 
correlated because of van der Waals forces. This leads to 
spontaneous growth of certain wavelengths and eventually 
film rupture.
3. Finely dispersed material such as clay fines can enhance 
emulsion stability, but they have also been shown to promote 
instability in certain instances (70). Sideman et al. (71) 
found that water droplets containing sodium sulphate crys­
tals coalesce more easily than droplets without crystals. 
In order for solids to stabilize emulsions, the particles 
must be partially wetted by both phases, and the size must 
be small compared with the droplets.
4. Hazlett and Schechter (72) described a film rupture 
mechanism in which rupture of films between macroemulsion 
droplets is triggered by percolation of micro-emulsion drop­
lets.
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5. Surface active components at the interface can cause 
Marangoni effects which act to enhance localized film thin­
ning. This spreading results in local thin spots in the
film which may cause rupture. Localized thinning is en­
hanced by low bulk and interfacial viscosities.
The process of emulsion coalescence has been the sub­
ject of numerous laboratory investigations. Wasan and co­
workers studied the coalescence behavior of oil droplets in 
surfactant-oil-water and alkaline water-crude oil systems 
(59). Emulsions were created with the use of a hand homogen­
izes and analyzed by counting and sizing microphotographs 
taken at 400k magnification. Whereas a quantitative corre­
lation was found between the rate of coalescence and the
interfacial shear viscosity, interfacial tensions had no
apparent effect on the coalescence rate. The addition of 
hexanol to surfactant systems considerably decreased emul­
sion stability.
Flumerfelt et al. (62) found an apparent relationship 
between interfacial tensions and coalescence rates and 
concluded that this may indicate that the critical film 
thickness depends on the interfacial tension. Low tension 
systems exhibited film rupture at greater film thickness 
than high tension systems.
Chang and Wasan (9), in an investigation of alkaline 
water flooding emulsion characteristics, found that coales­
cence rates were independent of water phase ionic strength.
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but at high salinities emulsion stability decreased with 
increasing salinities. Chang and Wasan suggest that emul­
sion stability at lower electrolyte concentrations is due to 
electrostatic repulsion between droplets which becomes neu­
tralized in the presence of some finite electrolyte concen­
tration.
Thorton and Peru (19) studied the effects of sodium 
bicarbonate on oil/water interfacial viscosity and emulsion 
coalescence of diluted heavy crude oils. Crude oils were 
diluted 2:1 with a low viscosity crude oil for reduction of 
bulk viscosities. In general, it was found that the coales­
cence rate was inversely related to the interfacial viscos­
ity.
2.4 Methods of Measurement Pertaining to the Study of 
Alkaline-Water/Crude-Oil Interfacial Phenomena
Contrary to early beliefs, the caustic flooding process 
is complicated and can fail when conditions are unfavorable. 
It is now known that, after first contact between the oil 
and the alkaline solution, there is a series of important 
events which are often highly transient and strongly affect 
the nature of the oil/water interface and also the physical 
nature of the oil water system. Knowledge of these events, 
which are crucial to oil mobilization and oil bank forma­
tion, has recently improved. Laboratory experiments have 
shown a wide range of caustic flooding efficiencies depend­
ing upon interfacial phenomena which affect the release of 
the residual oil and the flow of mobilized oil (9, 6).
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Researcher# have stated that the ability of oil to coalesce 
and form a stable oilbank may be more important than mobili­
ty improvements (9).
The study of the interfacial phenomena in the 
caustic flooding process requires an assessment of several 
physical properties of the interface and an understanding of 
the components in aqueous and oleic phases which affect 
these properties. This section discusses methods currently 
available for the measurement of interfacial tensions, in­
terfacial shear and dilational viscosities, and methods for 
identifying the surface active components in crude oil.
2.4.1 Measurement of Interfacial Rheological Properties
In alkaline flooding, interfacial viscosities have been 
shown to significantly affect recovery. Giordano and 
Slattery (73) found that interfacial viscosities Increase 
the resistance to displacement regardless of the wetting 
condition. As discussed in section 2.3, interfacial visco­
sities have also been shown to affect émulsification and 
coalescence in alkaline flooding. Current literature indi­
cates that emulsification/coalescence may be of extreme 
importance in alkaline flooding (6, 7-10) and the effect of
interfacial viscosities may be more important than dis­
placement retardation.
In order to quantitatively assess the role of inter­
facial viscosity in fluid-fluid interactions, one must be 
able to accurately measure this property. Much effort has
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been devoted to devising procedures -for the measurement of 
surface and interfacial rheological properties. Only the 
more recently developed procedures discussed below have 
proven reliable; previous methods were plagued with diffi­
culties (74).
2.4.1.1 Measurement of Surface/Interfacial 
Shear Viscosity
In 1983, T.S. Jiang, et al. (75) compared four of the 
currently accepted procedures for surface shear properties 
at gas-liquid interfaces: the disk (76), knife-edge (77,
78), thin biconical bob (76), and deep channel (79) inter­
facial viscometers. For the first time, agreement between 
viscosity measurements was obtained supporting the validity 
of the procedures.
The disk, knife-edge and thin biconical bob instruments 
share similar designs. In all three cases, the torque re­
quired to hold the bob stationary is measured as the dish 
containing the fluid rotates with a constant angular veloci­
ty (Figure 2-11). 8mall deflections of the torsion wire from 
rest (where the angular velocity of the disk is zero) are 
determined by reflecting a low power laser beam off a small 
mirror mounted on the bob. The theoretical analysis of 
these instruments does not rigorously account for the vis­
cous effects in the bulk phases, but instead assumes that 
viscous traction does not affect the interface. Mannheimer 
and Burton (77), in a theoretical estimation of the viscous











Figure 2-1 la Zero-thickness disk inter-facial 
vi Bcometer







Figure 2-1lb Biconical interfacial viscometer
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interaction effects in torsional surface viscometers, found 
that assuming perfect slippage of the surface film can cause 
serious error for surface viscosities less than 1 surface 
poise (surface poise (sp) is the standard measure of surface 
viscosity; one surface poise is one poise-centimeter). 
Hence, these methods are valid only for relatively large 
interfacial viscosities such that the effects of viscous 
forces in the adjacent bulk phases can be neglected.
The most widely used method for the measurement of 
surface shear viscosity at gas-liquid interfaces is the deep 
channel surface viscometer developed by Burton and
Mannheimer (79) (Figure 2-12) and refined by others (80,
81-84). In this design, fluid motion is generated in a 
circular canal with fixed walls and ceiling by rotating the
floor of the canal located at a known depth below the inter—
face. A circular design was used to eliminate the surface 
pressure gradients associated with earlier linear canal 
viscometers. The velocity distribution of particles float­
ing at the gas-liquid interface is measured and analyzed to 
calculate the surface shear viscosity.
Goodrich at al. (85) presented the design for a sur­
face shear viscometer of high sensitivity. A surface film 
is driven by contact with a rotating ring inserted in a 
narrow gap in the wall of a cylindrical vessel. Goodrich et 
al. found the practical limits of the instrument are lOT^sp 
<surface viscosity<10^sp.
In 1981, Krieg et al. described a new procedure for the













Figure 2-12 Schematic cross section of viscometer
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measurement of surface shear viscosity (86). The experi­
mental design is straightforward, easily cleaned, and less 
expensive to construct. In addition, the underlying theory 
is straightforward, and the method appears to be suffi­
ciently sensitive and adaptive to have a wide range of 
applications. The method of Krieg et al. involves the obser­
vation of decaying surface motions of a cup of liquid fol­
lowing sudden cessation of rigid body rotation. Small par­
ticles are floated on the surface to serve as tracers. 
Krieg et al. note that the rate of decay of these surface 
motions can be strongly affected by the shear viscosity of 
the gas-liquid interface. The surface shear viscosity is 
determined from measurements of original cup angular speed, 
cup geometry, surface particle angular displacement, and 
bulk fluid properties. Angular displacement measurements 
for water-air and oil-air systems which have negligibly 
small surface shear viscosities showed good agreement with 
those predicted theoretically.
At present, there are few designs allowing measurement 
of interfacial shear viscosities at liquid-liquid inter­
faces. There exists an extension of the analysis and appli­
cability of the deep channel geometry to liquid-liquid sys­
tems (64). In addition. Oh and Slattery (76) have provided 
the theoretical analysis for use of the thin disk and bico- 
nical bob geometries at liquid-liquid interfaces. However, 
experimental difficulties, tedious calculations, and/or the
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small range of applicability have seriously limited the use 
of these procedures to perform routine measurements.
The deep channel procedure requires a complicated appa­
ratus which is dificult to clean (clean surfaces are essen­
tial for the measurement of surface properties, since minute 
quantities of contaminants can seriously affect results) and 
tedious to use (84, 87). Furthermore, the experimental
difficulties are magnified for liquid-liquid systems when 
the top phase is opaque. The thin disk and biconical bob 
are more simple experimentally, but as stated earlier, are 
limited in sensitivity.
2.4.1.2 Measurement of Surface/Interfacial Dilational 
Viscosity
As discussed in section 2.3, interfaces display resis­
tance to shear (interfacial shear viscosities) and also 
resist dilation (spreading). The interfacial dilational 
viscosity is a measure of the latter resistance. Measure­
ment of interfacial dilational viscosity is difficult and 
currently very few methods for this measurement are availa­
ble. The methods that are available give only indirect 
measurement of this property.
Wasan and co-workers (88, 89, 90) developed a longitu­
dinal wave apparatus which allows the measurement of a 
combination of surface dilational and shear rheological 
properties by analysis of surface waves at liquid-gas inter­
faces. The instrument does not measure the surface shear 
viscosity or dilational viscosity, but a combination of
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these properties. For the determination of surface dila­
tional viscosity, this instrument must be used in con­
junction with a surface shear viscosity apparatus (89) such 
as the deep channel surface viscometer. The application of 
the apparatus was extended to include measurements at 
liquid-liquid interfaces (90).
Flumerfelt, et al. (63) have also described a procedure 
for estimating the total interfacial viscosity (shear plus 
dilational), involving the measurement of interfacial 
coalescence rates in an inclined spinning drop instrument 
commonly used for interfacial tension measurements. When 
this method is used for measurements at oil water interfaces 
an appreciable salt concentration is required to reduce the 
double layer effect which is not accounted for. Flumerfelt 
et al. use the Barber Hartland (67) film drainage model 
described in section 2.3.2 and the assumption that films 
rupture when the thickness approaches zero to relate coales­
cence time to interfacial viscosities.
2.4.2 Measurement of Interfacial Tension
Oil-water interfacial tensions (IFT) are an important 
factor in EOR interfacial phenomena. Not only does IFT 
directly affect the displacement of trapped oil, but it 
plays an important role in processes such as émulsification 
and emulsion phase transition. There are several methods 
available for the measurement of interfacial tension. All 
methods discussed below are based on balancing the interfa­
cial tension in a closed system with some known force.
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allowing deduction of the interfacial tension from an analy­
sis of the equilibrium geometry of the system.
2.4.2.1 The Sessile Drop Technique
The sessile drop is a flat, pancake shaped drop of 
moderately large volume which is surrounded by a second 
phase and supported by a solid material (Figure 2-13). The 
sessile drop technique is based on the theory that the 
deformation due to gravity of a drop which rests on a sup­
port is related to the interfacial tension. The solid 
support should be chosen such that the contact angle (■») is 
sufficiently large. The method, which originated in the 
early nineteenth century, was first used for petroleum re­
search by Hutchingson (91). The technique allows measure­
ment of ultralow interfacial tensions, and is a static and 
isothermal method which makes it suitable for long term 
studies.
2.4.2.2 The Pendant Drop Technique
Closely related to the sessile drop method is the 
pendant drop technique which was first suggested by Andreas 
at al. (92)o In this method a drop of the more dense phase 
is suspended in the less dense phase from a capillary tube 
(Figure 2-14). Gravity acts to elongate the drop, while 
interfacial tension opposes elongation because of the asso­
ciated increase in interfacial area. The ratio of two 
specific diameters of the drop and the interfacial tension
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Figure 2-14 Pendent drop dimensions
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#re related to mome function of the curvature of the drop. 
This function allows determination of IFT through an empiri­
cal tabulation of water in air drop dimensions.
2.4.23 The Spinning Drop Technique
In the spinning drop technique, a drop of the less 
dense phase is injected into a capillary tube holding the 
more dense phase, and the tube is then spun at high speed 
(Figure 2-15). The interfacial tension, which tends to mini­
mize the interfacial area, counteracts the gyrostatic pres­
sure differential, which seeks to minimize the drop diame­
ter. Measurement of the drop dimensions during rotation 
provides an indirect measure of the interfacial tension. 
Manning et al. (93) found that when the ratio of drop length 
to diameter is greater then 4 to 1, the dimensions can be 
approximated as those of a cylinder. The interfacial ten­
sion can then be calculated with the following equation:3
o- .  iÜ 5___  (2-20)
4
where: Ap - density difference between phases (g/cc),
w ■> rotary speed (rad/sec), and 
R " radius of the cylinder (cm)
Cayias et al^ (94) developed the equations by which the 
interfacial tension of the drop can be estimated from the 
drop length and diameter with the use of eliptic integrals. 
The solution can be used for drops with length to diameter 
ratios less than 4 to 1. If the rotational speed of the 
system is not high enough, the speed of the drop lags behind 
the speed of the container, and gravity induced shear layers
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Figure 2-15 Spinning drop dimensions
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recirculate liquid through boundary layers at the tube's 
ends. The flow can be witnessed in flow visualization 
experiments where dust particles are suspended in the a- 
queous phase. This lack of gyrostatic equilibrium can sig­
nificantly affect IFT measurements. Some authors even deem 
it necessary to let the system stabilize for several hours 
before taking data <45). Manning et al. (93) after inves­
tigation of the phenomenont concluded that rotational speeds 
higher than 5000 rpm are sufficient to eliminate interfacial 
lag and ensure gyrostatic equilibrium (Figure 2-16).
2.4.2.4 Other Methods for Interfacial Tension Measurement
The methods for IFT measurement described above are the 
most widely used. There exist several other classical me­
thods which, when carefully applied, allow quite accurate 
measurements. These include the capillary rise method, the 
Wilhelmy plate method and the Du Nouy ring method. The 
capillary rise method uses a small diameter capillary tube 
wherein an interface is allowed to rise until system gravity 
and interfacial forces are in equilibrium. In the Wilhelmy 
plate and the Du Nouy ring methods the vortical force acting 
on a solid body is measured during its withdrawal from the 
interface (49).
2.4.3 Analysis of Crude Oil Composition
As stated in Section 2.2.5, one area of interest in the 
study of alkaline water/crude oil interfacial phenomena is 
to relate crude oil composition to the interfacial pro-
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Figure 2-16 Interface lag in the Spinning Drop Interfacial Tensiometer (After Manning et al« (117))
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partie*. It is necessary to study the compositions of crude 
oils and to separate and identify the natural surfactant 
precursors present in crude oils.
Characterization of the whole crude oil is convention­
ally performed through atmospheric and/or vacuum distilla­
tion followed by gas chromatographic, infrared, and mass 
spectroscopic analysis of the fractions (39). The chemical 
composition of the crude is important as it determines the 
physical characteristics of the crude, and indirectly, the 
interfacial and phase phenomena in the caustic/crude oil 
system. However, of greater importance to this study is the 
nature of the surface active material which causes the bulk 
of the observed phenomena. Several authors have been able 
to separate and analyze crudes in order to identify species 
which are interfacially active. The following is a brief 
review of separation schemes used and the crude oil compo­
nents which were determined to be surface active.
Seifert and Howells (95), in a general study of natu­
rally occuring anionic surfactants in a Midway Sunset (Cali­
fornia) crude oil, qualitatively extracted the entire virgin 
crude oil to obtain all components substituted by anionic 
functional groups. Seifert and Howells determined that the 
surface active components in the crude were carboxylic acids 
with average molecular weights ranging from 285 to 3S5. 
Phenols were shown to be present but not surface active.
Green et al. (96) used a modified high performance
liquid chromatography (HPLC) method for rapid isolation of
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cmrboxylic acid* a* a class from whole crude oils and dis­
tillates. In mature or biodegraded oils, n-fatty acids were 
found. Geologically immature oils contained terpenoid a- 
cids, and acids in intermediately aged oils were mostly 
cycloalkane and/or aromatic structures.
Dunning et al. (97) used solvent fractionation supple­
mented by chromatographic processes to isolate some of the 
nickel and vanadium porphyrin complexes from a California 
crude, and found that these complexes are surface active. 
In a later study. Yen et al. (39) analyzed the porphyrin­
like structures present in a California crude and found it 
unlikely that they were interfacially active. Yen et al. 
(39), working with two California crudes and one Arkansas 
oil, separated the crude oil into three fractions with the 
use of silica gel column chromatography. Fractions were 
eluted with hexane (fraction 1), toluene (fraction 2), and 
toluene/methane (fraction 3). It was found that virtually 
all of the interfacially active material was concentrated in 
fraction 3, which contained high concentrations of carboxy- 
lic acids and asphaltene molecules.
Seifert (99) presented an excellent comprehensive over­
view of carboxylic acids in petroleum and sediments. A 
great diversity of acids was shown to exist in crude oils 
and sediments. The range of the types of acids spans paraf- 
finic acids, cyclic saturated acids, aromatic acids, and 
many other mono and multi-functional acids.
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The distinctly different behavior of different crude 
oils when contacted with alkaline water is caused by the 
great variety of surface active components in crude oils.
2.5 Visual Observation of Crude-Oil/Alkaline-Water
Interfacial Phenomena
Visual observation of crude oil/alkaline water inter­
faces during the period early after oil/caustic contact 
provides valuable insight into the mechanisms of émulsifica­
tion in caustic flooding. If the oi1-water system is in a 
porous medium, knowledge is gained about caustic flooding 
oil mobilization and production mechanisms.
Wasan et al. (100) developed a flow visualization me­
thod in which a 4 x 2 x 1/16 inch cell was packed with sand
grains. Flow behavior was observed with a camera equipped
microscope. Although the microcell was used to visualize 
surfactant flood oil mobilization, observations for alka­
line flooding oil mobilization and oil production were not
reported. For the surfactant flood it was found that large 
strips of oil formed which preferentially traveled to the 
bulk oil/surfactant interface.
Wasan et al. (4) performed a two-dimensional cinepho- 
tomiorographie study of émulsification at alkaline water 
interfaces. An oil drop was placed between two glass 
slides, surrounded with the alkaline solution and filmed 
through a microscope. Both water-in-oil and oi1-in-water 
emulsions were formed. The water-in-oil emulsions were
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formed in the following way:
1. Fingering of the aqueous phase into the oil phase lea­
ding to the formation of large aqueous droplets inside the 
oil phase.
2. Revolving action of the aqueous droplets during which 
they disrupt into small, stable aqueous particles.
Formation of the oil-in-water emulsion occured as follows:
1. Development of oil buds at the interface.
2. Immediate "pinching off" of these buds to form an oil in 
water emulsion.
Wasan et al^ concluded that the mechanism of spontaneous 
émulsification in the crude oil/alkaline water system is 
interfacial turbulence.
Emulsification of oil in alkaline solutions has also 
been observed in thin flow cells by Dahmani (6). Thin cell 
studies, developed by Kimbler (87), Sykes (101) and 
Bourgoyne (102) involve the observation of crude oil during 
recovery in a thin strip of transparent, consolidated me­
dium. Kimbler and Caudle (87) constructed a visual cell 
using crushed glass between two glass plates as the porous 
media. Sykes (101) and Bourgoyne (102) adopted the configu­
ration of Kimbler's thin cell, but used cryolite as the 
porous medium. The cryolite was consolidated in place by 
the precipitation of silica. Cryolite is a highly water wet 
mineral (Na^AlFg), and since it has a refractive index very 
close to that of water, it is transparent when wetted, al­
lowing clear observation of water oil interfaces. While
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Dahmani did not report the mechanisms of émulsification and 
oil bank formation, caustic flooding mechanisms on a more 
macroscopic scale were observed. Dahmani presented the 
following list of observed caustic flooding mechanisms:
* Emulsification of residual oil and entrainment in the 
flowing water stream.
* Emulsification of residual oil and coalescence of re­
leased oil. Dahmani reasoned that this mechanism prevented 
re-entrapment of the oil.
* Emulsification of residual oil and subsequent re-entrap­
ment of emulsion droplets.
* IFT lowering resulting in oil droplet/ganglia mobiliza­
tion.
The current literature does not include a study of the 
mechanisms of émulsification in porous media. The obser­
vations of Wasan <51) provide important information about 
interfacial turbulence driven spontaneous émulsification. 
However, the observations were performed in a system where 
there was no flow after the formation of the interface, 
eliminating flow induced instability. The interfacial in­
stabilities were always perpendicular to the gravity field, 
which precluded the observation of gravity induced instabi­
lities. Finally, there were no pore throat constrictions 
which may play an important role in émulsification mecha­
nisms.
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2.6 Conclusions from Literature Review and
Research Goals
2.6.1 Review Conclusions
A review of the literature pertaining to alkaline wa— 
terflooding indicates that the process is complex and that 
its success depends on careful project planning and execu­
tion. Some of the major problems associated with alkaline 
flooding are caustic consumption by the reservoir rock, 
mobility control problems, and injection/production pro­
blems caused by precipitation and émulsification. Recent 
projects that paid great attention to the alleviation of 
these problems have shown vast improvements in project suc­
cess (IB).
One problem that has been indicated in the laboratory 
as well as in the field, is the unpredictability of the 
results of the often extremely transient processes that 
occur after the first alkaline water/crude oil contact. 
Unlike other chemical enhanced oil recovery processes, the 
alkaline flooding process is essentially unsteady state. 
The release of trapped oil usually depends on the temporary 
decrease of interfacial tensions. Mobilized oil can be re­
entrapped and laboratory experiments (6) indicate that the 
formation of a stable oilbank during the first stages of the 
process can be the deciding factor for the overall efficien­
cy of the flood. Alkaline flooding oil bank formation, as 
it is currently understood, depends heavily on the phenomena 
occuring at the early alkaline-water/crude-oil interface.
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Phenomena such as interfacial tension reduction, émulsifica­
tion, and coalescence have been proven to govern successful 
development of an oil bank. It is clear that the inter­
facial phenomena during this crucial period of the flood 
must be understood to enhance the capacity to screen alka­
line flooding candidates and to design and perform success­
ful projects. Research of alkaline water/crude oil interfa­
cial phenomena requires study of crude oil composition (par—  
ticularly as it pertains to surface active material), inter­
facial tension phenomena, interfacial rheological proper­
ties, and emulsification/coalescence phenomena. After in­
vestigation of the literature the following points have been 
notedI
1. The chemistry of the material responsible for the sur­
face phenomena in caustic crude oil systems is very complex. 
Nevertheless, several authors have succeeded in separating 
and, to a degree, identifying this surface active material. 
The procedures used to fractionate and identify crude oils 
are difficult and time consuming.
2. Measurement of interfacial viscosities is of great impor­
tance in the study of alkaline water/crude oil interfacial 
phenomena. Current methods are plagued by experimental 
difficulties and/or tedious calculation, and are difficult 
to use for routine measurements.
3. The measurement of interfacial tension is facilitated by 
a variety of instruments. The spinning drop instrument 
allows accurate measurement with good reproducibility. The
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configuration of this method makes it suitable for the 
measurement of transient interfacial tensions as those ob­
served in alkaline-water/crude-oil systems.
4. Experimentally observed trends of interfacial tension 
transients can be predicted with the use of a kinetic model 
which incorporates Langmuir kinetics. The effect of crude 
oil composition (in particular natural surfactant type) on 
IFT transients has not been studied.
5. Alcohol augmentation can significantly improve alkaline 
flooding recovery efficiency. The effectiveness of the 
alcohol appears to depend on the size of the alcohol mole­
cule, and appears, under certain conditions, to be optimum 
for t-butanol.
6. Experiments showing the mechanics of spontaneous émulsi­
fication have been conducted by Wasan et al. (4). The
design of Wasan's experiment, which was essentially two
dimensional, precluded observation of spontaneous émulsifi­
cation caused by density or flow induced Rayleigh instabili­
ty since density gradients were parallel to the interface, 
and there was essentially no flow in the system after forma­
tion of the interface. Wasan concluded that interfacial 
turbulence is the mechanism of spontaneous émulsification.
7. Coalescence rates are considered to affect oil bank 
formation. Research suggests that coalescence rates strong­
ly depend on interfacial rheological properties which deter­
mine the rate of interfacial film thinning. At low ionic
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strengths, coalescence may be prohibited by electrostatic 
repulsion. Coalescence has been observed in the laboratory 
for dispersed emulsions (4, 5) and in a controlled form in
the spinning drop interfacial tensiometer (62,63).
8. The current literature describes the mechanism of oil 
bank formation in alkaline waterflooding as follows:
* Interfacial tension reduction leads to oil mobilization.
* Mobilized oil quickly coalesces to form a stable oil 
bank.
This mechanism was proposed on the basis of evidence rela­
ting coalescence rates to indirectly observed (through mi­
crowave scanning) oilbanks.
9. The relationship between crude oil composition and in— 
terfacial phenomena must be better understood in order to 
allow more accurate predictions of the performance of an 
alkaline flood.
2.6.2 Study Goals
Recent research (6, 7-10) strongly emphasizes that the 
transient phenomena at alkaline water/crude oil interfaces 
may be the governing factor in the successful mobilization 
and displacement of crude oil by alkaline waterflooding. 
The understanding of these phenomena, although significantly 
improved in the past years, is still in an early stage. 
This research is devoted to the study of the transient 
phenomena at the alkaline-water/crude-oil interface. In 
particular, the following goals are stated:
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1. The measurement of liquid/liquid interfacial shear vis­
cosities (IFSV) is currently difficult and not conducive to 
routine measurement. A new method and apparatus for inter­
facial shear viscosity measurements will be developed. The 
method, which will be simple in design, will be easily 
implemented, and quick interpretation of the data will be 
facilitated by a generic computer program. A set of graphi­
cal correlations for faster but less accurate data interpre­
tation will also be presented.
2. Different crude oils react to contact with caustic 
solutions in ways which may be distinctly different, and 
which are often, with current technology, unpredictable. 
Several crude oils have been carefully fractionated in a 
related study (103). In addition, synthetic crude oils 
containing a spectrum of surface active species which have 
been identified in crude oils have been prepared. The 
effect of crude oil and alkaline water composition (with and 
without added co-surfactant) on interfacial tension tran­
sients and on interfacial rheological properties will be 
investigated.
3. The effect of alcoholic co-surfactant on interfacial 
rheological properties will be investigated, and co-surfac­
tant augmented alkaline flooding recovery efficiency data 
obtained in a previous study (6) will be correlated with 
IFSV.
4. Reports of observations of alkaline-water/crude-oil
émulsification mechanics have been few, and certain ques­
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tions remain. The mechanics of émulsification of alkaline- 
water/crude-oil systems in porous media will be studied in 
specially constructed cryolite thin flow cells which are 
equipped with windows of ultra-thin glass (170 micrometers) 
allowing magnifications up to lOOOX.
5. A pendant drop apparatus will be used to allow microvi­
sual observation of spontaneous émulsification in a calm 
environment at up to 500x magnification. Wasan's microscope 
slide experiment for the observation of spontaneous émulsi­
fication (51) will also be performed.
6. Cinephotomiorographic studies wil be performed of the 
events leading to oil bank formation in cryolite thin cells. 
Mobilization and coalescence are video recorded at 29 
frames per second and at magnifications up to 500X.
Meeting these goals will enhance the understanding of 
the alkaline flooding process, as well as enhance the capa­
city to further investigate and improve this process.
The new method and apparatus for the measurement of 
interfacial shear viscosities will provide an uncomplicated 
procedure that is conducive to routine experiments. Corre­
lation of IFSV data for alcohol augmented crude oil/alkaline 
water systems with recovery efficiencies for these systems 
will enhance the understanding of the reasons for alcohol 
induced recovery efficiency improvement. Microvisual study 
of the origins of émulsification and oil bank formation 
will improve the basic understanding of the process, and
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this knowledge will enhance the -foundation for future re­
search efforts.
By relating crude oil and alkaline water composition 
(with and without added co-surfactant) to interfacial pheno­
mena such as IFT, IFSV, émulsification and coalescence, the 
present research will assist in improvement of alkaline 
flooding candidate screening methods.
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CHAPTER III. INTERFACIAL RHEOLOGICAL PHENOMENA
3.1 Introduction
Inter-facial viscosities are considered to affect co­
alescence of bubbles in foams and of droplets in emulsions, 
and therefore the stability of foams and emulsions (104- 
106). Interfacial viscosities are also believed to contri­
bute to the suppression of interfacial turbulence by 
surfactants (107) and to play an important role in mass 
transfer across liquid-liquid interfaces (108, 109, 110).
In addition, interfacial rheological properties affect oil 
displacement in a variety of oil recovery processes includ­
ing waterflcoding, alkaline flooding, and steam and COg 
flooding employing foam for mobility control (73, 101, 102,
105).
As discussed in section 2.3, interfacial viscosities 
have been shown to affect emulsification/coalescence pheno­
mena in alkaline flooding. Current literature indicates 
that emulsification/coalescence may be of extreme importance 
in alkaline flooding (6, 7-10). The effect of crude oil
composition on interfacial rheological properties must be 
investigated in order to devise screening criteria.
Dahmani (6), in a study of the effects of alcohols on 
the performance and mechanics of alkaline flooding, found 
that alcohols can dramatically improve recovery efficien­
cies, provided that the oil/alkaline water system emulsi­
fies. Dahmani found that the alcohol"s effectiveness
80
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depends highly on the size and structure of the alcohol 
being used. Dahmani reasoned that larger alcohol molecules 
partitioned at the interface due to the fact that they are 
more oil soluble, and that flood performance was therefore 
dependent on the water solubility of the alcohol. The 
effect of alcohol type on the interfacial viscosity and the 
possible ramifications of this effect on recovery efficiency 
were not determined.
Dahmani also investigated the effect of crude oil com­
position on the propensity of crude oil to emulsify in thin 
flow cells. It was found that a viscous phenolic fraction 
was responsible for reduction in the tendency to emulsify. 
An investigation of interfacial viscosities for the frac­
tionated crudes conducted by Cambridge (111) indicated that 
this fraction is responsible for an increase in the interfa­
cial viscosity. Dahmani argued that this increase in inter­
facial viscosity prevented émulsification.
It is clear that interfacial viscosities in alkaline 
flooding have a profound effect on émulsification, on the 
properties of created emulsions, and on coalescence of emul­
sions. Interfacial viscosities must therefore significantly 
affect recovery efficiencies in alkaline flooding. Follow­
ing a general discussion on interfacial stress/ strain rela­
tionships in section 3.2, the theory, apparatus, and experi­
mental procedure for a new method for the measurement of 
interfacial shear viscosities are developed in section 3.3. 
In this section, the method is also tested with computer and
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experimental parametric studies. The method is applied in 
section 3.4. The effect of crude oil composition on interfa— 
cial shear viscosity is investigated. The effect of alcohol 
type in the aqueous phase on interfacial viscosities is also 
studied. Finally, interfacial viscosities are correlated 
with recovery efficiencies.
3.2 Alkaline Water/Crude Oil Interfacial 
Viscosities; Dynamics of Interfaces
Alkaline-water/crude-oil interfaces usually contain 
adsorbed surface active material and display physical pro­
perties that are independent of those in the bulk phases. 
As discussed in section 2.3, the interface is a three 
dimensional region in which all quantities are continuous, 
but in which the constitutive equations for mass flux, 
energy flux, and the stress tensor differ from those appli­
cable in the bulk phases. In reality, the interface is a 
region in which all quantities are continuous, though rapid­
ly changing, functions of position, approaching the proper­
ties of the adjoining liquid phases as the distance from the 
center of this interface increases. It will be assumed here 
that the interface is a flat, three dimensional region with 
negligible mass and which is singular with respect to inter­
nal energy and stress/strain behavior.
The rate of deformation of an interface is related to 
the rate of stress acting on the interface. Depending on
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the nature of this stress, the deformation of the interface 
can be shear or dilation (spreading) (Figure 3-1). In 1913, 
Boussinesq (112) first proposed a stress-strain deformation 
analysis for interfaces. The system was essentially a mo­
mentum balance which was analogous to the Navier-Stokes 
momentum conservation equations describing the dynamics of 
Newtonian bulk phases. The equations of Boussinesq, which 
were two-dimensional and stationary, were generalized by 
Scriven (113) and later Slattery (114, 115) to apply to
moving, deforming, three-dimensional interfaces.
Maintaining the constraints of a planar, massless in­
terface with negligible mass transfer across it, the in­
terfacial momentum balance is essentally a force balance:
(3-1)
V-T® +  7y ® » +  F®
k I x=0F^ x=0^where: |x=0 is the tangential component of the viscous
traction exerted on the interface by the fluid
below the interface,
F® -+ is the tangential component of the viscous
raction exerted on the interface by the fluid
above the interface,
V is the gradient vector operator,
s
T is the interfacial shear stress, and
T is the interfacial tension.
If it is assumed that the bulk fluids behave in a
Newtonian manner, then the bulk phase viscous traction
stresses L-o" are related to the bulk phase
rate of strain as follows:
A*





Figure 3-1 Shear and Dilatiohal Deformation




II®' bwhere:  ̂ and U are the coefficients of shear viscosity of 
the two liquids,
n is the unit normal vector, and
. a  ^ b
Ij and Ij are the ij components of the bulk 
fluid rate of strain tensors:
a y 3v^ 3v?
''id ■ + 5Jj> : ''id ■ <5;- + s;J>
As proposed by Boussinesq, the Newtonian shear stress/ 
deformation behavior of the interface can be represented as
T  = - E  (3—4)s s
where: e is the coefficient of interfacial shear viscosity
and is the ij component of the bulk fluid
rate of strain tensor in the plane of the interface:
s 3v ® 3v ®
''id ■ + 3;;)
Then, from equation 3-1 it follows that the momentum balance 
for a system composed of Newtonian bulk phases and with an 
interface behaving as a Newtonian fluid is the following:
This equation is the Newtonian surface fluid model. As this 
equation requires, the interfacial shear viscosity e has 
basic dimensions of mass/time (i.e bulk viscosity multiplied 
by length). The unit measure for this quantity is the 
surface poise (sp) which is equal to one poise-cm.
In radial coordinates the Newtonian surface fluid model is:
3*u , 1 3u u V ,,b 3u I , ,a 3u
+ Vy® -
where: u is velocity in the angular direction
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With this general discussion of interfacial rheological 
properties, the focus is now turned specifically to the 
methods used in this research for the measurement of inter­
facial shear viscosities.
3.3 The Cylindrical Cell Interfacial Shear Viscometer
As discussed in section 2.4, the methods currently a- 
vailable for the measurement of interfacial shear viscosity 
are few. In addition, the use of the existing methods for 
routine measurements is limited due to experimental diffi­
culties, tedious calculations, and/or the small range of 
applicability.
Presented in section 3.3.1 is the theoretical basis for 
a new method for the measurement of liquid-liquid interfa­
cial viscosities. Liquid-liquid interfacial shear viscosi­
ties are measured by the observation of the unsteady state 
deformation of the interface after a slowly rotating cylin­
drical cell containing the liquids is abruptly halted. The 
deformation is established with tracer particles located at 
the interface between two liquids. Also presented in sec­
tion 3.3.1 are correlations which relate the traversed angle 
of the particles to the interfacial shear viscosity, the 
viscosities and densities of the bulk phases, and thé cell 
dimensions. Correlations show that the method is suffi­
ciently sensitive to allow measurements of interfacial shear 
viscosities ranging from 0.001 to 1.0 sp.
A computer parametric study of the method is provided
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in section 3.3.2. Section 3.3.3 discusses the experimental 
setup and methods provided for fast and easy interpretation 
of test results. An experimental parametric study, and re­
producibility test data showing good agreement between theo­
retical predictions and experimental observations for a 
system expected to show negligible interfacial shear visco­
sity are presented in section 3.3.4.
3.3.1 Measurement of Liquid-Liquid Interfacial 
Viscosities — The Unsteady State Deformation 
of Interfaces.
3.3.1.1 Statement of the Problem
It is assumed that the two fluids are contained in a 
slowly turning cylindrical cell. When the cell and its
contents approach a state of "rigid body rotation" (i.e. 
when the cell and its contents rotate approximately as a 
solid body), the motion of the cell is abruptly halted. 
After cessation of the rotating motion of the cell, the bulk 
fluids, through inertia, continue the rotation. This rota­
tion of the bulk fluids is unsteady state, with the decay of 
motion being related to the kinematic viscosities of the
liquids. The interface is assumed to have no mass and
therefore no inertia. However, if the interface has an 
appreciable interfacial viscosity, it does resist deforma­
tion. If it is assumed that there is no slippage at the
interface, then the interface will deform depending upon the 
unsteady state rotating motion in the bulk phases and the 
interfacial viscosity. Therefore, measurement of the de­
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formation of the interface allows determination of the in­
terfacial viscosity.
Figure 3-2 shows the shear deformation of the liquid- 
liquid interface in the cell. To establish the deformation 
of the interface, tracer particles are used which rest at 
the interface. The trajectory of the particles may be video 
recorded through the bottom phase. Figure 3-3 illustrates 
the location of the particle at the interface. The angle -B- 
(Figure 3-3) is the traversed angle of the particle from the 
moment of rotation cessation until the particle stops. This 
angle represents the deformation of the interface at radius 
r.
3.3.1.2 Theoretical Analysis
The interfacial shear viscosity between two liquids is 
determined by observation of the deformation of the liquid- 
liquid interface after a slowly rotating cylinder containing 
the two liquids is brought to an abrupt halt. The geometry 
of the rotating cylinder is illustrated in Figure 3-5. The 
cell radius is R* and its total height is Ht*. The interface 
between the liquids is located at height Hi*. Initially, 
the fluids are assumed to rotate as a rigid body at constant 
speed w*. The equations of motion for the bulk phases and 
the interface are solved to determine the total angle of 
displacement on the interface as a function of radius and 
interfacial shear viscosity. Assuming Newtonian flow behav-
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Figure 3-2 Shear Deformation of Interface
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Particle position at 
cessation of rotation
— Trajectory
Particle position after 
decay or all movement




Figure 3-4 Tracer particle at interface













Figure 3-5 | N T E R F A C IA L  V ISCOMETER C E L L
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ior and laminar flow only, the equation of motion for the
bulk ph.... . . 1  ;u _u_ . afu .2*
jr̂  ' "  r' 32  ̂ "  <3-7)
where: u(r,t,z) ie dimenmionleam velocity in the
angular direction defined as:
u*
" “ R*w:
where: u* - initial angular velocity (rad/aec), 
u* " velocity in angular direction, 
t " dimenaionlesa time (t-t*v /R*> 
t* - time from halt of cell,
V m kinematic viacoaity of the liquid, 
z ■ dimenaionleaa height (z«z*/R*>, 
z* ■ height,
r " dimenaionleaa radial diatance (r*r*/R*), and 
r« ■ radial diatance.
The aolution for the bottom phaae muat aatiafy the 








where: Ht " value of z at x* ■ Ht*
Aaauffling rigid body rotation of the fluid before the
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halt, the initial condition in th# bulk phmm*# and at the 
interface i*
u<r,0,z)»r <3-8)
The discontinuity of dimenaionlemm time, t, acroma the 
interface, prevent# application of the etraighforward meth- 
thod of solution such as that employed by 10 ieg et al. (86) 
for the "Cup of Tea" method for measurement of surface 
viscosities. The model presented here forces homogeneous 
boundary conditions at the interface by the definition of 
the variable w(r,t).
Let w<r,t) be the velocity of the interface, and let 
“ ■ *(r.t,i) * *(l,t) (3-91
Hher. 3(0) - 0: - 1
Ü ' '(r.t.:) + j(z) "(r.z)'
- 0
■ value of * at z* ■ H*
The boundary conditions for the variable s are
®(r,t,0) " 0 °
Similarly
“ "(r.t.H,) ' "
The resulting system of equations is non-homogeneous 
with homogeneous boundary conditions. The system is solved 
by expansion of the eigenvalues of the corresponding homoge­
neous system of partial differential equations.
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It i« assumed that the radius function R can be sepa­
rated. Hence:
"(r,t,z) " ®(r,t,z) (̂z)'̂  " *(r)[̂ (z,t) ^ ̂ (z) (̂t)̂
The eigenvalue expansion:
“(r.t..) • ' ^ ”  M  ’(t) « - “ >
where  ̂is the z eigen function which is obtained in ho­
mogeneous solution. It is further assumed that is a 
second order polynomial which satisfies the conditions in
equation 3-9. Equation 3-7 and boundary conditions 1 and 2 
require that
'(,) ■
where = Bessel function of the first kind of order 1
k = roots of J,
ID i
Substituting (3-10) and (3-11) into (3-7) yields
(3-12)
where J -  6 z^ - (6H^ - ̂  )z
Similarly for the top phase
-Z + G(c)Z(z) + % )  V(t) (3-13)
"  ’’it) %(z) \  *(z)V(t)
"h"r" . n U l  , H,-H^_l 2 «
â " (: + +H-3Ç]: + ( 1^:%;--
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The interface ie modeled with the Newtonian surface 
fluid model (see section 3.2).
% 3z Hi
Substituting (3-12) and (3-13) into (3—14)
(3-14)
-k̂ v 1(t) "i [bZ(Hi) + +




k:, + +,L + (3-16a)
K2 - -CK; (3-16b)
then
(3-17)
Rewriting equation (3-12) as
bZ" - k^bZ - b'Z + [i6z^ - (6H^ - ̂  )*}(v’+k v̂) - 26vl (12) <3“1B)
The non-homogeneous term [(6ẑ  - (6H. - ̂  )z)(v'+k^v) - 12v]1
is also expressed as a series of eigenfunctions
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Let [(6z - (6Ĥ  - ~  )z}(v'+k^v) - 12v - %
(t)n (3-19)
The coefficient* v ere given by
(3-20)
/ YZ^dz - / [{6ẑ  - (6H, - ) z}(v'+k^v)-12v]Zdz
0 0  ̂ i
Note that the solution to the corresponding homogeneous 





Y(t) - 6̂ 1 [V(t) + ^  cos(YHi)[v̂ ŷ+k2v(;)I
Rewriting equation (3-13)
, V 6(H -H ) 2 H -H
bz^-k^Ez - ^  b'Z + (6=: + „ Z-6IH, + ,3-23)a i t  t i
(3-22)
_ — üi—  (v'+k̂ v) - 12v)Hi-Ht
,2 ,.2\ ., „2 „2Let , 2 V ”i > 2
+ H -H '-‘'"i * "t' - inis- >I t  1 t 1 r.
E ŸZ 
n-1
where z - sin dlH^-z])
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A COS Â(H
l-et W  ■ ' p  I
then i{t) ■ 6Ih ( ̂  V}:) + (k̂ +X̂ ) »(„! -
cosÂ(H;-H^)( ~  V  + kfv) 
b
To complete the determination of , the initial condition
u(r,o,z) " r ie used.
Recalling equation (3-11) (bottom phase)
u - [bZ +
V(g)R is the velocity of the interface at radius r at time 
t. The assumption of rigid body rotation at time t"0 im­
plies that VqR “ r.
Let b(Q) - a
The initial condition requires that
asin(Xz) Jj(k^r) + Jr - r (3-25)
m m
Z Z a Bin(Xz) J,(k r) - r(l-^, , 1 IDm«l n«l
The first order Bessel function of the first kind satisfies 
the Sturm-Louiville theory of orthagonality with respect to 
the weight function P(y) " ron the interval CO,13.
Therefore
2 2 ‘ "i 2^ ^ a r 8in^(Xz) J^(k^r) dzdr - ^ ^ r (I-^) sin (Xz) Jj(k^r)dzdr









“ " (AH )k J (k )1 m / m
A similar operation for the top phase yields
<3-29)
To finalize the solution, equation# (3-22) and (3-19) are 
substituted into equation (3-18). Then, considering that
Z(z) - csin(Xz),
2 2 . _ (3-30)[-1 k(t) - kfk(t) - t(t) - T(t)]Z " 0
To avoid the trivial solution Z"0, the following first 
order, linear differential equation is solved.
(3-31)
k(t) + . 0
Where; - a
Similarly, in the top phase
Vu . , , 13-32)
»(c) + () )E(t) + ?(t) ■ 0'*a
Where b^Qj
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Substituting C3-22) into (3-31) yields
, , 2cosXH. (3-33)
(k +A )t(c) + - - 1 ^
, , 2k^cosXH.
+  [6Lj(k^+X^) xîÇ-^ ] V -  0
Substitution of (3-17) into (3-33) yields
, , 2cosXH^ (3-34)
b' + (k“+x-)b + [6Lj ]
{K^X cos(XHpb' -  K2Xcos(X(Hj.-Hj^)lb'
- , 2k̂ cosXH.
+ [6Li(k̂ +X̂ ) --- ^ ----   ] {KjXcos(XH^)b - KgXcosfXCH^-H^ilb
2cosXH.
Let 1 + [ 6 L ^---- ] {KjXcôs(XHp) -
» ,  - ,  2k^cosXH.
k^+x' + [6Lj(k>X^>--- ^ ---   ] {KjXcos(XHĵ )} - 8%
2cosXH.
- (6L^--- ^   ] (KgXcoatXCH^-H^)]} -
, , 2k^cosXH.
- l6Lj(k^+X'')--- xii ^ ^  {K2Xcos(X[Hj.-H^]} - a^
Then a ^ b ' +  agb +  a y b ' +  a^E  -  0 ( 3 . 3 5 )
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Similarly, if
%  2c o s [X (H  -H )] _ _
— ----------  :-^  ) K,Xcos[l(H -H,)]
 ̂ X(H -H ) 2 *= 1
5̂ “  [1  (6L, - a
2 2 2 2 2k cos[A(H -H )]
a ,  -  k  -  (6 L  ( k > A ^ )  —  - )  k J c o s (X (H  -H,)] ̂ X(H -H ) 2 t i
V . _  2cos[X(H -H.)]
 ) (K,Xcos[X(H -HJ]
a - X(H -H )  ̂ ^" T  -
- , 2cos[X(H -H.)] -
a- - (6L,(k/+X^)---------k'] K,Xcos(X(H -H,)]
 ̂  ̂ X(Hg-H;)  ̂ ‘ 1
then Bjb' + a^b + â b' + agb ■ 0 (3-36)
Simultaneously rearranging (3-35) and (3-36),
3b _ .
3t “ " ^l^Ct) " V (t) (3-37)
3b
Jt • - <=4 S(t) - '3 ‘(t) <3-3B)
where:
• . - Ç
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Solving (3-37) for give*
, c (3-39)
b ■ —  b * — —  b
—  1 Hence b* ■ - b” - —  b*
®2 ®2 
Then, from equation (3-38)
b" + (c^+c^) b' + (CjC^ - CgCg) b - 0
(3-40)
The solution to equation (3-40) is
hjt hjt (3-41)
b(t) - Dje + Dge
Where .
-(C1+C4) ~ - A(c^c^-cgc^
t»2 2
Equation (3-39) requires that
h,+c, h.t h.+c, h,t
5 ( 0 - - “. - T T *  -'2 4 4 " '
(3-42)
The constants and are determined by the initial condi­
tions




D g - a - D ^
The time function of the velocity of the interface is
given by equation (3-17)
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- Kĵ Xcos(XĤ )b̂ ^̂  -
The total transgressed angle (̂t) at location r on the 
interface is
"(t) - ̂  6
Assuming that and are both negative, the total angle at t ■ * is
R t <3-45)
'(t ■ - f -  »(s)d:
■ „$1 mSl •’I ' V ’ ‘''l ’ hj ■*' hj 'mn <3.4*)
+ "2 \  1- ^  * ” i - ^ 2  ’ "-i
where ie the total traversed angle experienced by an
infinitesimal element on the interface located at radius r.
The angle can be approximated numerically with the 
use of a computer by summing the m^^and n^^terms of equation
(3-46) as m and n are incremented from 1 to some finite num­
ber.
A study of the numerical behavior of the solution shows 
that convergence is not fast. Figure 3-6 is a plot of the 
percent change in the angle with an additional term versus 
the number of terms in the series. The symbols used are 
computed values of the percent change in the solution at
intervals of fifty terms. The figure indicates three clear 
convergence trends, each of which is manifest in a cycle of 
three terms. To distinguish between the three trends, dif-
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(0„= 1.000 G/CC 
1.000 CP 
Pi= 0.720 G/CC 












Figure 3-6 MODEL CONVERGENCE; 7. CHANGE IN ANGLE WITH 
ADDITIONAL TEAM VS. NO. OF TEAMS IN SERIES
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fermnt symbol* #r* used, and the symbol* which rsprassnt 
each trend are connected with lines. Observing always the 
worst trend of convergence, it can be seen that at least 200 
terms (14 terms in each summation) are needed for less than 
10% fluctuation in the solution. 1600 terms improve the 
convergence to within 0.1%. All the results reported in the 
present research were evaluated to 2500 terms, which, in 
this case, approximated the solution to within 0.03%.
3.3.2 Measurement Sensitivity to Design Parameters
The design of the apparatus should allow maximum sensi­
tivity of the measured parameter, the total traversed angle, 
to the interfacial shear viscosity, while maintaining di­
mensions which are reasonable with respect to experimental 
procedures and sample size requirements. A parametric study 
was conducted with the model and is presented in Figures 3-7 
through 3-9. For all theoretical predictions and experi­
ments, the height of the interface was chosen to be half of 
the cell height.
The most important correlation predicted by the model 
is that between the interfacial shear viscosity (IFSV) and 
the traversed angle. This correlation, which is shown in 
Figure 3-7, will indicate whether traversed angles are suf­
ficiently affected by the interfacial shear viscosity to 
allow the method to be effective over an appreciable range 
of IFSV*s. Figure 3-7 shows model predictions for a cell 
which is 6 cm in diameter. The dimensionless cell height Ht
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Figur* 3-7 ANGLE VS. INTERRACIAL SHEAR VISCOSITY 
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Figure 3-8 E F F E C T  OF C E L L  HEIGHT AND R A D IU S 'O N  
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Figur. 3-9 RELATION BETWEEN CELL VOLUME AND 
TRAVERSED ANGLE.
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is 2.0 and the interface height Hi is 1.0. The phases are 
distilled water and pure n-decane. It can be seen that for 
IFSV's ranging from 0.01 sp to 3.0 sp, the measured angle is 
sensitive to the interfacial shear viscosity. Hence, theo­
retically, the range of applicability of the method is good.
Figure 3-8 shows the effect of radius and cell height 
on traversed angle. It can be seen that for each cell 
radius the traversed angle increases with cell height. This 
is due to the interface being further away from the cell top 
and bottom's drag. There is a minimum height, however, 
beyond which there is no improvement in traversed angle.
Figure 3-8 also shows that the radius of the cell wall
strongly affects the measured angle. Again this is because 
of the reduction of the retarding action of the cell wall. 
Greatest angles would be obtained for cell radii approaching 
infinity. This figure illustrates that it is possible to
increase the sensitivity of the method indefinitely by in­
creasing the cell radius and height.
The relationship between cell volume and traversed 
angle is depicted in Figure 3-9 for several values of the 
dimensionless cell height Ht. As expected, for constant 
height Ht, the volume necessary to ensure traversion of a
given angle increases with that angle. It is clear that, in 
reality, a reasonable balance must be obtained between prac­
tical experimental considerations such as sample size and 
ease of measurement, and measurement sensitivity. Figure 3- 
9 indicates that for a given cell volume, traversed angle
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increases with increasing height Ht at low values of Ht. 
There is an optimum height, however, beyond which the angle 
decreases with increasing height. This optimum height, 
which is approximately 2.0, represents the ideal cell geo­
metry.
The information provided by the parametric study indi­
cates that it is possible to increase the sensitivity of the 
technique indefinitely, but that the price for increased 
sensitivity is a larger cell volume, which means an increase 
in the required sample size and perhaps technical difficul­
ties during measurement. It should also be noted that an 
increase in the cell volume may cause greater velocities in 
the cell which can result in the occurence of secondary 
flows in the cell. This can significantly distort measure­
ments. However, those systems where sensitivity is most 
important (liquids with high bulk viscosities) are most 
likely to maintain laminar flow. For any given cell volume, 
the optimum ratio of total cell height to cell radius is 
approximately 2.0.
3.3.3 Experimental Setup, Procedure and Data Analysis 
for Measurement of Interfacial Shear Viscosity
3.3.3.1 Experimental Setup and Procedure
The experimental setup is shown in Figure 3-10. The 
cylindrical cell has a transparent bottom to allow video 
recording of tracer particle movement through the bottom 
phase, and is connected at the top to a motor/geai— reducer.



















CYLINDRICAL CELL INTERFACIAL VISCOMETER
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An independently supported, stabilizing bearing and rubber 
shock absorber prevent the transfer of vibrations front the 
motor to the cell. Between the Link Aviation 88135 gear 
reducer and the Talboy T-line 104 motor there is a discon­
nection mechanism which allows abrupt cessation of the 
motion of the cell. The motor is connected to a speed 
control unit, and the range of the motor's speed output can 
be changed by switching between two available output shafts. 
Overall, the range of available cell rotational speeds is 0 
to 0.785 rad/sec. In all experiments presented in this 
research the initial rotational speed was 0.12 rad/sec.
Figure 3-11 shows the design of the rotating cell. The
cell is made out of pyrex except for the bottom plate which
is made out of optical glass. The cell consists of a cylin­
drical, cup shaped bottom part which constitute the system's 
wall and flat bottom. The cup is connected to the top part 
of the cell by an easily disconnectable ground glass joint. 
The top section of the cell provides the system's flat top
and is fixed to a shaft which is connected, through the
stabilizing bearing, to the rubber shock absorber.
Video recordings of particle movement are made with a 
General Electric video camera-recorder which is connected to 
a television monitor through a Panasonic AG-2200 video re­
corder. The lens of the camera is located 2 to 4 inches 
beneath the cel1's bottom.
The tracer particles used were wood-dust particles cut 
to less than 100 microns in diameter. Crushed cryolite
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Figure 3-11 Rotating Cell
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grains, also of sizes less than 100 microns, were used when 
sharper contrast against a dark oil background was needed.
The cell was filled to the interface height (which in 
this research was always half of the cell height) with the 
heavy liquid (water). The light liquid (oil) was carefully 
poured along a stirring rod onto the heavy liquid. When the 
interfacial tension between the liquids is low, caution is 
needed since even a small disturbance can cause the forma­
tion of an emulsion at the interface. Particles were 
placed at the interface by simply dropping them through the 
top phase. The cup was then connected onto the top of the
cell and the ground glass joint, which was grooved, allowed
any excess liquid to spill out. After connecting the cell 
to the rubber shock absorber, the cell was rotated at 
constant speed (0.12 rad/sec) until a state of rigid body 
rotation was reached. At this time the video recording was
started and the cell was halted with the use of the discon­
nection mechanism.
Data was taken by replaying the movement of the parti­
cle on the monitor screen and tracing the trajectory of the 
particle, recording the radial distance (mm), the wall ra­
dius (mm), and the traversed angle (degrees).
In conjunction with the measurement in the cylindrical 
cell interfacial viscometer, bulk fluid viscosities and 
densities were measured. The experimental procedure which 
was used for this purpose is outlined in Appendix E,
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3.3.3.2 Analysis of Experimental Data
Inspection of the solution for the system presented in 
section 3.3.1 (Equation 47) indicates that the traversed 
angle at any radial location on an interface can be com­
puted for a cell which has specified dimensions if the 
viscosities and densities of the two bulk phases are known 
and if the interfacial shear viscosity is known. Interpre­
tation of the data obtained from the interfacial viscometer 
described above, can be done through graphical correlation 
of angle with interfacial shear viscosity for a series of 
combinations of top phase and bottom phase viscosities and 
densities and cell dimensions.
A FORTRAN computer program which uses the solution 
presented in section 3.3.1 to compute the traversed angle as 
a function of interfacial shear viscosity and radial dis­
tance is listed in Appendix F. This correlation was gener­
ated for a range of bulk phase viscosities and densities for 
a cup which is 6 cm high and has a 3 cm radius. The series 
of generated graphs is presented in Appendix A. Using a cell 
with the specified dimensions, one may choose the graph 
corresponding to the liquid bulk phase properties, and 
entry of the traversed angle yields the interfacial shear 
viscosity.
The graphical method described above requires interpo­
lation between graphs. Also it imposes the restriction that 
only those cell dimensions for which graphs are available 
can be used. This method of interpretation is satisfactory
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for quick but less accurate estimation of IFSV's.
A generic FORTRAN program, IFVGN, accepts the pertinent 
data and plots it on a graph of traversed angle versus 
radial position which the program generates. Such a graph 
of traversed angle versus radial position will henceforth be 
refered to as an angle profile. The FORTRAN source code for 
this program is provided in Appendix B. The data required 
by the program is the following:
VISCA " Top Phase Viscosity [poise]
RHOA " Top Phase Density Cg/cc]
VISCB " Bottom Phase Viscosity [poise]
RHOB " Bottom Phase Density [g/cc]
HT " Cell Height [cm]
HI " Interface Height [cm]
RW " Wall Radius [cm]
WO - Initial Rotational Speed [rad/sec]
The program IFVGN computes angle profiles for the expe­
rimental system for a range of values of the IFSV. In 
addition, the program estimates numerically the interfacial 
shear viscosity corresponding to each measured angle. Re­
gression analysis of the computed IFSV's is performed and 
the mean and standard deviation of the estimated IFSV's are 
computed. Finally, IFVGN plots the data on the graph, 
generates the traversed angle profile that corresponds with 
the mean IFSV, draws error curves, and prints the values of 
the mean IFSV and the standard deviation to the graph and to
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m datafile.
IFVGN uses the LSU System Network Computer Center's 
graphics library to interface with the LSU Benson plotter 
(116). However, the program is written in a manner that 
allows it to be easily appended or changed if it is to be 
used with a different graphics library or if the output is 
to be presented in a different format.
3.3.4 Experimental Tests of the Method
3.3.4.1 Compliance between Theory and Experimental Data 
Experimental data shows good agreement with theoretical
predictions for a system expected to have a negligible 
interfacial shear viscosity. Figure 3-12 shows the results 
of measurements conducted with pure n-decane and water. This 
Figure was created by the generic program IFVGN described in 
section 3.3.3.2. The absence of film forming material in 
this system justifies the assumption of negligible IFSV. 
The cell wall radius was 3.0 cm and the total cell height 
was 6.0 cm. The tests were done at room temperature. De­
formation of the interface was established by measurement of 
the movement of cryolite tracer particles.
3.3.4.2 Experimental Parametric Study
An experimental parametric study was conducted to 
establish the effect of parameters such as cell dimensions 
and liquid phase viscosities on the precision and accuracy 
of the method. Four different cells were used throughout 
the study as shown in Figure 3-13. The top phase fluids
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Figure 3-12 Comparison of Experimental Data with Theoretical 
Predictions of Angular Displacement for Decane/ 
water (R* « 3cm.s Ht = 6cm.)
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Figure 3-13 PARAMETRIC STUDT 
CELL DIMENSIONS
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used for the parametric study were toluene (viscosity ■ 5.8
cp, density “ 0.867 g/cc), decane (viscosity ■= 1.0 cp,
density » 0.720 g/cc), and hexadecane (viscosity “ 3.34 cp, 
density - 0.773 g/cc). Distilled water was used as the
bottom phase. All three fluids were tested in cells 1 and 3 
(see Figure 3-13), and the decane/distilled water combina­
tion was tested in cells 2 and 4.
The parametric study investigated the following points:
1) Effect of cell size on the accuracy and precision of the 
method.
2) Effect of cell geometry (Height/Wall radius) on the 
accuracy and precision of the method.
3) Effect of bulk phase viscosity on the accuracy and the 
precision of the method.
The results of the experimental runs are presented in 
Tables C-1 though C-32 (Appendix C). The data was entered 
in the program IFVGN described above. Figures 3-14 through 
3-21 (Tables C-1 through C-8) show the results of the para­
metric study. The results of the experimental parametric 
study are summarized in Table 3-1. The liquids studied in 
this parametric study are pure hydrocarbons and distilled 
water and the interfacial shear viscosity in these systems 
is expected to be negligible. Therefore, the deviation of 
the mean from zero is a measure of the accuracy of the 
method (for systems displaying negligible interfacial visco­
sities). The standard deviation is an indication of the 
precision of the method.
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Figure 3-14 ANGLE VS. RADIAL POSITION 
STANDARD CELL
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Figure 3-15 ANGLE VS. RflOIRL POSITION 
STANDARD CELL
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Figure 3-16 ANGLE VS. RADIAL POSITION 
STANDARD CELL
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Figura 3-17 ANGLE VS. RADIAL POSITION 
CELL NO. 2




















Figure 3-18 ANGLE VS. RADIAL POSITION 
CELL NO. 3
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Figure 3-19 ANGLE VS. RADIAL POSITION 
CELL NO. 3
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Figure 3-20 ANGLE VS. RADIAL POSITION 
CELL NO. 3
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Figure 3-21 ANGLE VS. RADIAL POSITION 
CELL NO. 4
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Table 3-1. Experimental Parametric Study
Viscosity Effect in Standard Cell
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Table 3-1 ehows the effect of top phase viscosity on 
the mean measured interfacial shear viscosity and on the 
standard deviation in the standard cell. It can be seen 
that the mean is within 0.001 of zero, which is the true
IFSV for these systems. Therefore, the accuracy is good.
The standard deviation is found to increase with the viscos­
ity. This was expected since the sensitivity of the de­
tected parameter (the traversed angle) to the measured para­
meter (IFSV) is reduced due to the fact that the effect of 
bulk viscosity on traversed angles is increased. Also, for 
the system with the more viscous bulk phase, the absolute
value of the detected parameter, the angle, is decreased,
which means an increase in the possibility for experimental 
error.
The effect of bulk phase viscosities in the smaller 
cell No. 3 is also shown in Table 3-1. It is shown that, 
for the viscous hexadecane, the mean diverges from zero by 
the amount of 0.0025 sp, an inaccuracy which is significant­
ly greater than those observed for the other liquids. The 
precision of the measurement also appears to be affected by 
the high viscosity of the hexadecane, since the observed 
standard deviation of 0.0051 exceeds the other observed 
standard deviations significantly.
Finally, the effect of cell dimensions is listed in 
Table 3-1. No clear trend was found relating cell geometry 
to precision or accuracy. Also, for the decane/water sys-
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tern, the cell size did not seem to significantly affect the 
precision or the accuracy.
The parametric study indicates that, for the cell sizes 
and the cell geometries studied, the experimental accuracy 
and precision for the method when interfacial viscosities 
are negligibly low is apparently not affected by cell size 
and cell geometry with the exception of the system compris­
ing the smallest cell (cell No. 3) containing the most 
viscous liquid (hexadecane). The latter system displays 
both accuracies and precisions which are significantly worse 
than those seen in the other systems.
3.4 Analysis of Results of Research Pertaining to 
Interfacial Rheological Properies
3.4.1 Effect of Crude Oil Composition on Interfacial 
Shear Viscosity
Different crude oils react to contact with caustic 
solutions in ways which may be distinctly different. Very 
little research has been done which attempts to improve the 
understanding of this often marked difference in behavior 
between crudes. In this research the effect of crude oil 
composition on interfacial shear is investigated. This part 
of the study is executed in three steps.
3.4.1.1 Synthetic Crude Oil Study
To gain insight into the contribution of specific, 
identified surfactant species to the oil/alkaline-water 
interfacial viscosity, m synthetic crude oil containing
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Table 3-2. Surfactant Precursor Material in 
Synthetic Crude Oil
Name Formula MW
Decanoic Acid CHg/CHaXpCOOH 172.27
Laurie Acid CHa(CH*\,COOH 200.33
Pentadecanoic Acid COOH 242.41
Octadecanoic Acid COOH 284.50
Octadecenoic Acid-(cis) 
(Oleic Acid)
CH^(CHg^)y CH: CH (CHĵ )̂  COOH 282.40
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known quantities of pure acids and other surface active 
material was prepared. Table 3-2 lists the surfactant pre­
cursor material used in the preparation of the simulated 
oil. These organic acids have been shown to be present in 
natural crude oils (95). Although the diversity of acid 
species was less than that seen in crude oils, the range of 
surfactant precursor material resembled that in crude oils. 
Besides material that is interfacially active (i.e. material 
that lowers the interfacial tension), crude oils contain 
molecules that accumulate at the interface, but do not lower 
IFT. Such molecules may increase the viscosity of the 
interface under certain conditions (6, 58) and reduce it
under others (117). In the synthetic oil study, 2- 
naphthol, a phenol which exists naturally in crude oils, was 
added to the oil to study its effect on the interfacial 
viscosity.
The interfacial viscosity of the synthetic crude was 
measured on the cylindrical cell interfacial viscometer. 
Figures 3-22 through 3-25 (Tables C-9 through C-12, Appen­
dix C) show the results of the interfacial shear viscosity 
measurements for the synthetic crude oil. These figures 
show the experimentally observed traversed angles versus 
particle radial position. The figures also show the theore­
tically predicted angle profiles for a range of interfacial 
viscosities. The numerically computed profile of best fit 
through the data is drawn and identified along with error 
curves showing the standard deviation. The value of the mean
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IFSV and the standard deviation are displayed.
Figure 3-22 shows the angle profile for the synthetic 
crude over distilled water. The experiment indicated an 
interfacial viscosity of 0.0187 sp (+0.0155 sp), which was 
considered low. The addition of the phenol to the synthetic 
crude did not significantly affect the interfacial viscosity 
against water. Figure 3-23 shows that the interfacial vis­
cosity between the synthetic crude with 0.5 wt% phenol was 
0.0198 sp (+0.0114 sp).
The low interfacial viscosity observed for the oil 
against distilled water is explained as follows: In the
absence of the alkaline agent, the diffusion of the surface 
active material in the crude to the interface is decreased 
since the reaction of acid to form surfactant at the 
interface does not occur. Surface active material accumula­
tion at the interface is lessened, and the viscosity build­
ing effect is reduced.
When the synthetic oil was contacted with a 0.1% aqueous 
NaOH solution containing 1% NaCI, a dramatic increase in the 
interfacial viscosity was observed. The interfacial viscosi­
ty was found to increase from 0.0167 sp (Figure 3-22) to 
4.4128 sp (Figure 3-24). This increase in interfacial vis­
cosity indicates that surfactant material, through inter­
action of the alkaline agent with carboxylic acids in the 
synthetic oil, alligned in a crystaline structure, causing 
a rigid film at the interface. As will be indicated later
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(Section 4.5) interfacial tension transient studies indicate 
that the surfactant material is quickly rendered inactive.
This can be the result of either diffusion of surfactant . 
away from the interface or reaction of surfactant with Na 
ions to form the undissociated, non-surface active sur­
factant salt. The results provided here indicate the devel­
opment of a rigid interfacial film, suggesting that the 
probable cause for the increase in the interfacial tension 
and in the IFSV is the reaction of the surfactant to form 
the surfactant salt which remains at the interface and coats 
it.
When phenol was added to the synthetic crude (Figure 3- 
25), it was found that the interfacial viscosity against the 
0.1% NaOH 1% NaCI solution was greatly reduced (4.4128 sp to
0.276 sp). This is in accordance with the theory proposed 
by Baviere (117) which states that small, polar, non-surfac­
tant species which distribute at the interface can break a 
crystalline structure. In this study, the phenol has ap­
parently taken such a role.
The synthetic crude oil study shows that, when the oil 
contacts an alkaline solution, the surfactant species appa­
rently forms a crystaline structure at the interface, in­
creasing the ISFV dramatically. When a small, non-surfac­
tant, polar species in the form of naphthol is present, the 
crystalline structure is broken, and the IFSV is reduced.
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3.4.1.2 Comparison of Crude Oils Which Display Different 
Emulsification and Interfacial Tension Transient 
Behavior
A range of crude oils has been identified which differ 
widely in interfacial tension transient and émulsification 
behavior. Four crudes were used in this section of the 
study. These oils include the following:
1. Tenneco crude: A low viscosity crude oil from Oklahoma. 
As will be discussed in section 4.6, this crude displayed 
highly transient interfacial tension behavior, indicating 
that the interfacial concentration of active surfactant 
material is quickly reduced after it reaches a maximum at an 
early interfacial age.
2. Tullos crude: A crude from the Tullos oil field in
Louisiana. The interfacial tensions observed for this crude 
are very stable, remaining low for several hours. This 
crude oil was studied in thin cells and in sandpack cores by 
Dahmani (6). It was found that the crude did not emulsify 
during recovery at caustic and salt concentrations of 0.1% 
NaOH and 10000 ppm NaCI respectively. The recovery improve­
ment due to alkaline flooding for this crude was moderate.
3. MG-3 crude: A crude from Vinton Louisiana which, like 
the Tullos crude, displayed relatively stable interfacial 
tensions. This crude was also studied by Dahmani (6) and 
the émulsification behavior between it and the Tullos oil 
during recovery was strikingly different. The MG-3 crude 
emulsified during recovery, creating the opportunity for 
very efficient recovery.
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4. California crude: A heavy crude obtained from the
Huntington Beach field in California which is more viscous 
then the three previously described crudes. This crude has 
been studied by Wasan in 1981 (61) on the deep channel 
viscometer. Caution is warranted in comparing data for 
crude oils which may have been obtained at different times 
and may have been subjected to different chemicals for 
recovery purposes (the history of the field is not known). 
However, it is one of few crudes for which actual inter­
facial shear viscosity data is currently available in the 
literature.
The physical property data for these four crudes is 
provided in Table 3-3.
Figures 3-26 through 3-33 (Tables C-13 through C-20) 
show the results of the crude oil studies. Except for the 
low viscosity Tenneco crude, the oils have been diluted with 
25 % by volume heptane to reduce bulk phase viscosities and
thereby improve the measurement of the IFSV.
The Tenneco oil displayed a very high interfacial vis­
cosity when contacted with water (1.5004 sp; Figure 3-26. 
This indicates that film forming material in the crude 
accumulated at the interface. Unlike the case of the syn­
thetic crude, the rigid film formation occurs when the 
Tenneco crude is contacted with water. This indicates that 
the film forming material is something other than carboxylic 
acids such as those which were added to the synthetic crude.
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Table 3-3 Physical Properties of Crude Oils 
Used In The Study







Synthetic 8.4313 0.8563 1.5
Synthetic+Napthol 8.7434 0.8563 1.5
MG-3+25%Heptane 8.8142 0.8828 3.625
Calif+25%Heptane 15.0081 0.8647 0.594
Tullos+25%Heptane 14.1631 0.8719 1.38
Tenneco II 4.2490 0.8271 0.013
Toluene 0.58 0.867 0.0
Decane 0.92 0.720 0.0
Hexadecane 3.34 0.773 0.0
Tullos 250 0.867 1.84
MG-3 170 0.720 3.5
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Hence, the film forming material im not neceeearily car­
boxylic acids, but may be other polar material such as 
sulfur, nitrogen, or oxygen compounds. When the Tenneco 
crude is contacted with a 0.1% NaOH and 1% NaCI solution, 
the interfacial viscosity is drastically reduced (0.0214 sp; 
Figure 3-28). The behavior of the Tenneco crude is exactly 
opposite to that of the synthetic oil. The possibility of 
the reduction of the interfacial viscosity by contact with 
caustic solutions has been suggested by Strassner (118). A 
possible explanation for this phenomenon is that the surfac­
tant material which is drawn to the interface due to the 
contact with the alkaline water increases the randomness at 
the interface, thereby destroying the film structure.
The interfacial shear viscosity of the Tullos crude, 
like that of the synthetic crude was found to increase as 
the alkaline agent was added to the water (Figures 3-28 and 
3-29). The increase in interfacial viscosity was not as 
great as that seen in the synthetic oil, but it is probable 
that the same mechanism through which the interfacial vis­
cosity in the synthetic crude increases is responsible for 
the increase observed here. The surface active material mi­
grates to the interface and contributes to the interfacial 
viscosity.
The MG-3 crude (Figures 3-30 and 3-31) showed behavior 
that was similar to that of Tullos crude. The interfacial 
viscosity against water was relatively low (0.0268 sp; 
Figure 3-30), and it was increased as the alkaline agent was
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added to the water (0.0557 >p; Figure 3-31). The inter-fa­
cial viscosities observed in MG-3 crude were slightly lower 
then those seen in Tullos crude.
The California crude also behaves in a way which is 
very similar to that of Tullos crude (Figures 3-32 and 3- 
33). The interfacial viscosity of the crude against water 
was found to be low and increased for the crude-oi1/alka­
li ne-water interface.
The crude oil study indicates that crude oils can 
display different interfacial viscosities against water. 
The reactions of different crude oils to contact with alka­
line solutions was also found to differ greatly. Whereas 
the Tenneco crude shows a breakdown of interfacial viscosity 
with the addition of the alkaline agent, the Tullos, MG-3, 
and California crudes show a buildup of interfacial viscosi­
ty. This behavior is due to differences in the chemical 
composition of individual crudes. The next section 
identifies the fractions responsible for the difference in 
the observed behavior.
3.4.1.3 Fractionated Crude Oil Study
The two crude oils which in the research of Dahmani (6) 
showed the sharpest contrast in émulsification behavior have 
been carefully fractionated in a related study. The proce­
dure used to isolate the fractions has been described in 
section 2.4.4 (Wolcott and Constant (103)). The fractions 
that are isolated are the following:
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Fraction A:
Fraction A was extracted with pentane. This fraction 
volumetrically comprised the bulk of separated crude. 
Infrared (IR) and Nuclear Magnetic Resonence (NMR) spectra 
for this fraction were similar to those for the whole 
crudes. Elemental analysis for C, H, N, O, and S showed 
that only the oxygen content was significantly reduced from 
that of the whole crudes. Also the acid number was sharply 
reduced (less than 0.1 mg KOH/g oil). Interfacial tension 
measurements show no interfacial activity in this fraction 
when contacted with alkaline water. Therefore, this fraction 
is the bulk of the crude with the surface active acidic 
components removed.
Fraction Bi
Fraction B was extracted with toluene. IR Spectra of 
both the Tullos and the MG-3 B fractions showed an OH band 
in the 3250-3380 cm range and several peaks which can be 
attributed to aromatic structure. The spectra indicate the 
presence of phenols but no carbonyl ptretch was observed, 
indicating that carboxylic acids were not present. The NMR 
spectra showed aliphatic and aromatic protons and indicated 
the presence of hetero-atoms (0, N, B). Interfacial ten­
sions were higher than those of the whole crude but lower 
than those of fraction A, and the acid number was approxi­
mately zero. Elemental analysis of fraction B showed that it 
had a lower H/C ratio than fraction A, indicating more ring 
structures. There was also more nitrogen and sulfur than in
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fraction A, and there was a dramatic increase in oxygen 
content over fraction A. It was concluded that this frac­
tion was predominantly comprised of phenols.
Fractions D and E:
Fraction D was extracted with 0.1 N HCl in 25% methanol/to­
luene, and fraction E was eluted with 0.1 N HCl in 50% 
MeOH/toluene followed by 0.2N HCl in MeOH. IR and NMR 
spectra of the D and E fractions were characteristic of 
aliphatic carboxylic acids. Elemental analysis showed that 
the H/C ratio was approximately the same as that in fraction 
A, and that there was more oxygen present than in other 
fractions. Aromatics were present but in smaller concentra­
tions than in other fractions or in the whole crudes. In­
terfacial tensions reached low values and were highly tran­
sient, increasing early after a minimum was observed. The 
acid numbers for these fractions were very high. These 
fractions contained highly concentrated amounts of the sur­
face active, mostly aliphatic acids.
In addition to fractions A, B, and D and E, a fraction 
was extracted with 10% isopropyl alcohol in toluene (frac­
tion C> which was intermediate between fractions B and D, 
containing significant amounts of both phenols and carboxy­
lic acids.
The whole MG-3 crude emulsifies when contacted with 
alkaline water at 10000 ppm salt concentrations, whereas 
the Tullos oil does not. A thin cell study of the fractions
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was performed by Dahmani (6), to identify the reason why 
TullOB crude oil and the MG-3 crude displayed such a marked 
difference in their émulsification behavior. Studying the 
propensity of the fractions to emulsify, Dahmani made the 
following observations:
* Fractions A and B of neither crude emulsify.
* Fractions D and E of both crudes emulsify.
* Fractions A combined with E of both crudes emulsify.
* Fraction A combined with B and E of Tullos does not
emulsify. (Combined fractions A, B, and E for MG-3 were 
not studied)
A study of the interfacial viscosities conducted by 
Cambridge (111) showed that the interfacial viscosity of the 
Tullos oil was much higher than that of the MG-3. Also, the 
interfacial viscosity of the fractions was affected strongly 
by the presence of fraction B.
Dahmani deduced that fraction B was responsible for the 
difference in the émulsification behavior by inceasing the 
interfacial viscosity of the crude. The results of Dahmani 
emphasize the importance of a study of the effect of oil 
composition on interfacial viscosity.
In this study, fractions B, D, and E were dissolved in 
fraction A which was seen as the inert base of the crude 
oils. Interfacial shear viscosity data of the following 
fractions against an aqueous solution of 0.1% NaOH and 1% 
NaCl was obtained:
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* Tullos fractions A + B
* Tullos fractions A + D + E
* Tullos fractions A + B + D + E
* MG-3 fractions A + B
* MG-3 fractions A + D + E
* MG-3 fractions A + B + D + E
Table 3-4a shows the proportions of the fractions used 
to produce the test solutions and the proportions of the 
fractions in the crude oils. The results are presented in 
Figures 3-34 through 3-39 (Tables C-21 through C—26) and are 
tabulated in Table 3-4b.
It can be seen that for both Tullos and MG-3, the B 
fraction displays the highest interfacial viscosity. This 
is in accordance with the observations of Dahmani (6). It 
is further shown that the IFSV of the Tullos B fraction 
(0.2471 sp> is significantly higher then that of the MG-3 B 
fraction (0.1251 sp). This may be due to the higher 
concentration of B in Tullos.
In both Tullos and MG-3, the combined fractions D and E 
display the lowest IFSV. This was expected since these 
fractions readily emulsify when contacted with an alkaline 
solution. The IFSV of the D and E fractions for the MG-3 
crude (0.0347 sp) was lower than that of the D and E frac­
tions of the Tullos oil (0.0544 sp).
When all fractions (fractions A, B, D, and E) were 
recombined the interfacial viscosity was high.
This study indicated that, as Dahmani suggested, the
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Less was used since extraction did not yield enough
Table 3-4b. IFSV of Tullos and MG-3 fractions 
Crude Oil Fraction IFSV (sp)
Tullos A + B 0.2471
Tullos A + D + E 0.0544
Tullos A + B + D + E 0.1352
MB—3 A + B 0.1251
MG-3 A + D + E 0.0374
MB—3 A + B + D + E 0.1421
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■fraction B in both the Tullos and the MG-3 crudes is respon­
sible for high interfacial viscosities. Fractions D and E, 
which contain most of the interfacially active material 
(i.e. interfacial tension lowering material), in both Tullos 
and MG-3 displayed low interfacial viscosities.
3.4.2 Effect of Alcohol on Interfacial 
Rheological Properties
Dahmani found that, when the crude did emulsify, the 
improvement in recovery could be greatly increased by the 
use of alcohol in the alkaline solution. There appeared to 
be an optimum with respect to recovery efficiency in the 
size and structure of the molecules of the alcohols used. 
Greatest oil recovery improvements (12.5% over plain alka­
line flood) were reported for alkaline solutions containing 
0.5% t-butanol, 0.2% NaOH, and 1% NaCl. The use of lower 
molecular wt. or higher molecular wt. alcohols resulted in 
less enhancement of recovery. 1-pentanol actually decreased 
the recovery from that observed with the plain alkaline 
flood. Dahmani explained the decrease in recovery efficiency 
with the higher molecular wt. alcohols by pointing out that 
these alcohols are more oil soluble and therefore more 
likely to partition at the interface than the lower molecu­
lar wt. alcohols. It was reasoned that this increased 
partitioning had a detrimental effect on interfacial ten­
sions and hence adversely affected the oil recovery. The 
effect of alcohol type on interfacial viscosities is studied 
here since it is conceivable that alcohols of different
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types affect this property in different ways. Therefore, it 
is possible that oil recovery improvement with alcohol would 
correlate with the interfacial shear viscosity of the crude 
oil/alcohol-alkaline water interface.
In this study, MG-3 crude and Tullos crude were inves­
tigated. IFSV's were measured when both oils were contacted 
with 0.1% NaOH and 10000 ppm NaCl solutions which contained 
0.1% isopropyl alcohol (IPA) and 0.5% IRA. In addition, 
IFSV measurements were performed for the MG-3 crude against 
0.1% NaOH and 10000 ppm NaCl water solutions containing 0.5% 
of t-butanol and the experiment was repeated for alkaline 
solutions containing 0.5% 1-pentanol. These alcohol sizes 
covered the range of recovery efficiency which Dahmani ob­
served .
The effect of IPA on Tullos crude oil is shown in 
Figures 3-40 and 3-41 (Tables C-27 through C-2S). It was 
found that IPA increased the interfacial shear viscosity. 
The IFSV for 0.1% IPA (0.1174 sp; Figure 3-40) is greater 
than that observed for the plain alkaline water (0.0634 sp; 
Figure 3-29) and the IFSV is found to increase further as 
the IPA concentration is increased to 0.5% (0.1355 sp;
Figure 3-41). This can be explained by the theory of Wasan 
(117) that alcohol molecules can in certain instances in­
crease molecular packing at the crude oil/alkaline water 
interface.
A different trend was observed for the MS-3 crude
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(Figures 3-42 through 3-45, Tables C-29 through C-32). The 
IFSV against the plain alkaline water was 0.0557 sp (Figure 
3-31). Whereas the IFSV increased for the 0.1% IPA concen­
tration (0.1105 sp; Figure 3-42), it decreased sharply as 
the concentration was increased to 0.5% IPA (0.297 sp; 
Figure 3-43). It is clear that the effect of alcohol is not 
straightforward. Alcohol is seen here to affect the IFSV, 
and hence the molecular packing at the interface, in two 
different ways. At low concentrations it appears to enhance 
the structure which is in accordance with Wasan s hypothesis 
(117), but at higher concentrations the alcohol appears to 
break the structure down, which is in accordance with the 
observations of Chiang and Shah (119). Therefore, it is 
apparent that the effect of alcohol on the IFSV can be 
concentration dependent.
Dahmani observed a trend in the recovery efficiency of 
alcohol augmented floods with alcohol size and structure. 
Table 3-5 (6) shows that the recovery efficiency generally 
increased for low alcohol molecular weights. However, there 
was an optimum alcohol structure and molecular weight (t- 
butanol) beyond which recovery efficiencies were found to 
decline rapidly. Dahmani explained this phenomenon as an 
effect of increased partitioning of the alcohol at the 
interface which acted to influence the IFT behavior in a 
manner which was detrimental. Although the interfacial 
tension upswing with less water soluble alcohols can explain 
the effect of these alcohols on recovery, there is no ap-
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Table 3—5 Effect of Alcohol Composition on
MG//3 Recovery After Dahmani (6)
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a) Total oil recovered from plain waterflood followed by alcohol-assisted 
flood in terms of original oil-in-place (OOIP) (initial oil saturation - 
87.9%; recovery from plain waterflood » 58.6+ 1% OOIP)
b) Total recovered by alcohol-assisted flood minus 72.1% (total recovered 
from plain alkaline flood)
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parent correlation for the lower molecular weight alcohols 
where recovery generally increases with alcohol molecular 
weight. The interfacial tensions observed by Dahmani for t- 
butanol were found to have actually increased over those 
observed for IPA and for the plain alkaline flood while the 
recovery efficiency was higher.
The recovery efficiencies are correlated here with 
interfacial viscosities. IFSV's were measured for the MG-3 
crude oil against the following aqueous phases:
* The plain alkaline water solution; 0.1% NaOH, 1% NaCl.
* A 0.5% IPA solution with 0.1% NaOH, 1% NaCl
* A 0.5% t-butanol solution with 0.1% NaOH, 1% NaCl
* A 0.5% 1-pentanol solution with 0.1% NaOH, 1% NaCl
The results were presented in Figures 3-42 through 3- 
45. It can be seen that the IFSV was found to decrease when 
the IPA was added to the alkaline water. The use of t- 
butanol resulted in a further decrease in IFSV, but there 
was an upswing in IFSV for the l-penfanol. Linear regres­
sion was performed to correlate the interfacial viscosities 
with the corresponding recovery efficiencies observed for 
the alcohols and the results are summarized in Figure 3-46. 
It can be seen that there is a clear correlation between the 
IFSV and the recovery efficiency of the crude. It is clear 
that the IFSV of crude oils which emulsify is an important 
indicator of the recovery efficiency in alkaline floods.
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CHAPTER IV. INTERFACIAL TENSION TRANSIENT PHENOMENA
4.1 Introduction
Interfacial tension reduction in caustic/crude oil 
interfaces is the result of a process in which acidic compo­
nents in the crude diffuse to the interface where they react 
with alkaline agents from the water phase to form surface 
active, amphyphyllic molecules. As shown in Figure 4-1 the 
surfactant at the interface can subsequently diffuse away 
from the interface into the water, which then leads to an 
increase in the IFT. Interfacial tension observed at crude 
oil/alkaline water interfaces is often strongly transient in 
nature during early stages of the process. At early times, 
the interfacial tension drops dramatically, sometimes caus­
ing spontaneous émulsification. This drop in interfacial 
tension can provide a release mechanism for entrapped oil.
The IFT versus time curve, which in this research 
shall be termed the IFT transient, may have important impli­
cations on the potential effectiveness of the process. It 
is possible that the persistence of low interfacial tensions 
can prolong the period during which the residual oil moves 
through the reservoir, and this may increase the chance for 
successful recovery through the formation of an oilbank.
Conversely, it may be reasoned that successful recovery 
depends on leaching of surfactant out of the oil into the 
water phase until the surfactant concentration is high e- 
nough that ultralow interfacial tensions (< 10  ̂ dynes/cm)
175
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are reached. If there is no upswing in the IFT transient, 
this may mean that the surfactant is retained in the oil and 
at the interface.
The stability of the IFT transient is here defined 
qualitatively as the rate at which low interfacial tensions 
in the IFT versus time curve pass away with time (see Figure 
4-1). The criteria which govern the stability of the IFT 
transient (i.e. the time that low IFT's are retained) are 
currently subject to discussion. The following points have 
been noted in the literature:
* It is clear that, when the acid content of the oil is 
low, this stability is dependent on the acid concentration 
in the oil. In this case, lower acid numbers lead to faster 
depletion of the surfactant and consequently an earlier 
upswing in the transient.
* England and Berg (20) proposed that the stability of 
the transient is dependent on the desorption barriers for 
the surfactant away from the interface into the water phase.
When the desorption rate is high, the surface active agent 
is lost faster, and the upswing in the transient occurs 
earlier.
* Cambridge et al. (47) reported experimental evidence 
for Langmuirian sorption kinetics. When there is a finite 
interfacial surfactant concentration limit, the rate of 
adsorption of the surfactant from the oil to the interface 
is retarded. This causes the dependence of the IFT tran­
sient on the initial surfactant concentration in the oil to
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be intensified (higher initial acid concentrations lead to 
greater transient stability). It also affects the minimum 
IFT reached in the IFT transient curve.
* Aqueous phases which contain alcohol have been found to 
display enhanced solubilization of surfactant in the water 
phase (51). Since this would increase desorption rates, it 
may reduce the stability of the IFT transient.
* Yen et al. (39) compared water soluble acids and oil 
soluble acids and stated that water soluble acids diffuse 
into the water phase more rapidly. Oil soluble acids may 
stay at the interface longer but are more susceptible to 
salt formation.
Although there may be several possible implications of 
particular IFT transient behavior, the IFT transient, when 
it is better understood, will provide important, easily 
obtained information about the system, and it has the poten­
tial of being a valuable tool in forecasting and analyzing 
caustic floods.
IFT transients can conceivably assist in obtaining 
information about diffusion, sorption kinetics, the interfa­
cial film forming ability, and, as Cambridge et al. (47) 
suggested, the IFT lowering potential of the surface active 
material. For this purpose, the understanding of the IFT 
transient phenomenon must be improved. This chapter inves­
tigates the effects of crude oil composition, crude oil acid 
number, crude oil viscosity, and system temperature on the
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IFT transient behavior.
Also, the IFT transient is used in this section to gain 
information about the Tullos and MG-3 crudes which were 
investigated in Chapter 3. As discussed in Chapter 3 these 
oils display different émulsification behavior.
4.2 Measurement of Interfacial Tensions
The measurement of dynamic interfacial tensions for 
the establishment of interfacial tension transients is fa­
cilitated well by the spinning drop technique which is 
discussed in section 2.4.3. All interfacial tension mea­
surements for interfacial transients presented here are 
performed on the enhanced SITE Model LP-10 spinning drop 
interfacial tensiometer (EOR Inc., Tulsa OK). The following 
is a brief description of the instrument.
A drop of a lighter phase (oil), which is suspended in 
a heavier phase (water), upon rotation of the system, is 
forced into a cylindrical shape. The gyrostatic pressure 
difference between the oil and water phases which causes the 
drop to elongate competes with the interfacial tension which 
tends to minimize the interfacial area. If the rotational 
speed and the density difference between the light and heavy 
phases is known, the interfacial tension can be calculated 
by a force balance.
In the spinning drop interfacial tensiometer, the aque­
ous phase is contained in a spinning capillary tube, and the 
oil is injected into the tube with a micro-syringe.
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A diagram of the instrument is shown in Figure 4-2.
The system includes:
* An open end capillary and surrounding thermal oil cham­
ber.
* Tilting support base with worm drive.
* Variable speed drive and control unit (speed range: 1000
through 10,000 rpm) with digital speed indicator.
* Temperature sensor with digital readout.
* Stroboscope trigger output and stroboscope for optical 
illumination.
* Zeiss precision microscope with X-Y positioning stage and 
azimuth adjustment.
* Thermostated oil bath for temperature regulation and 
circulation of thermal oil.
* Camera and associated attachments for the microscope 
system.
As is stated above, this improved spinning drop inter­
facial tensiometer allows accurate temperature control and 
it is equipped with a camera for rapid measurement of highly 
dynamic interfacial tensions. In addition, the instrument 
allows measurements of IFT while the oil drop is suspended 
in a flowing alkaline phase.
Drops with volumes ranging from 1 to 2 microliters are 
injected with a syringe. Visual measurement of drop dimen­
sions are performed with the Zeiss microscope which is 
equipped with a travelling scale. The interfacial tension is










































Figure 4-2 SITE Inter-facial Tensiometer
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computed from drop dimensions, rotary speed, and the density 
difference between the phases with equation 2-20 which is 
presented in Section 2.4.2.3.
The IFT transient is established by measuring interfa­
cial tensions over a range of time until the IFT increases 
beyond approximately 4 dynes/cm.
Reproducibility experiments on the SITE interfacial 
tensiometer have been performed. Temperature, caustic con­
centrations, and brine concentrations were held constant at 
39*C, 0.1 wt% NaOH, and 10,000 ppm NaCl respectively. Ele­
ven experimental runs with a heavy, acidic crude oil and 
with a light, less acidic oil were performed. The standard 
deviation of minimum observed interfacial tensions was 5.2%.
This accuracy is better than that reported by other authors 
(39). Besides the standard deviation of the minimum ob­
served IFT, the standard deviation of IFT readings after 3 
minutes was computed since this would provide a better idea 
of the reproducibility of IFT versus time curves. A stan­
dard deviation of 19% was found.
4.3 . Temperature Effect on IFT Transients
Studies to determine the effect of temperature on IFT 
transients have shown pronounced correlation between temper­
ature and the time at which the increase in IFT occurs. 
Figure 4-3 shows the effect of temperature on IFT transients 
for the MG-3 crude, a crude oil which at room temperature 
displays fairly stable behavior.
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EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE ON IFT TRANSIENTS
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As the temperature increases, the time at which IFT 
transients curve upward decreases. The marked relationship 
between temperature and IFT transients is significant. It 
indicates that the step which limits the rate of loss of 
surfactant from the oil to the water (diffusion, adsorption 
or desorption) is dependent on the temperature.
It can also be noted in Figure 4-3 that the IFT drops 
quickly to a minimum value where it remains virtually con­
stant until there is a sudden and sharp upswing. Since the 
interfacial tension is directly related to the interfacial 
surfactant concentration (20, 32, 47), this finding
strengthens the theory that there is an interfacial surfac­
tant concentration limit, and that sorption kinetics must be 
described by Langmuirian theory.
The rate limiting step in the loss of surfactant is 
presently not clear. Authors have considered diffusion of 
the surfactant through the oil less important than adsorp­
tion and desorption kinetics (14). In order to test this 
contention, IFT transient experiments were performed where 
the crude oil bulk phase viscosity was varied. Variation of 
the bulk viscosity is not expected to affect interfacial 
sorption processes considerably, but it does affect the 
diffusion of the acid through the oil.
4.4 Viscosity Effects on IFT Transients
The effect of crude oil viscosity on the IFT transient 
was studied by diluting Tullos oil with small to moderate
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amounts of heptane. Heptane, even in low concentrations, 
can significantly affect the viscosity of the crude. Table 
4-1 shows the diluted oils used in this study and their
viscosities and acid numbers. Dilution obviously decreases 
the acid number, but, since the transient of the pure crude 
was extremely stable, the effect of this relatively small 
variation of initial acid number on the IFT transient is not 
expected to be a dominating one.
Figure 4-4 shows the results of the viscosity experi­
ments. As seen in this figure, the effect of decreasing oil 
viscosity on the stability of the IFT transient is quite 
strong. The transients are less stable as the viscosity 
decreases. Hence, for less viscous bulk phases the loss of 
surfactant from the oil into the water is more rapid.
These results were tested by preparing oils which
contain the same amounts of acid. The acid was extracted 
from the crude in a related study (103). These acids were 
dissolved in base oils of hexadecane and decane to prepare 
oils with acid numbers of 1.0. The IFT transients for these 
oils are shown in Figure 4-5. These results support those 
obtained in the crude oil dilution experiment as the more 
viscous base oil results in the more stable transient.
Since the bulk phase viscosity is not expected to 
affect adsorption/desorption rate constants (see section 
2.3), this observation indicates that, for this crude, the 
limiting step in the loss of surfactant is the diffusion of
the surfactant through the oil.
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Table 4-1 Diluted Oils Used in Viscosity Experiment
Dilution Acid Number Viscosity
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4.5 Synthetic Crude Oil Study
As in the study of the interfacial rheological proper­
ties, an attempt was made to gain insight into the contribu­
tion of specific pre-identified surfactant species to the 
IFT transient behavior. Synthetic crude oils containing 
known quantities of pure acids and other surface active 
material were created. Table 3-2 lists the surfactant pre­
cursor material used in the preparation of the simulated 
oil. These organic acids have been shown to be present in 
natural crude oils (95). The synthetic oils were created 
using a base oil containing 80% decane, 20% toluene, and 
equimolar mixtures of the pure surface active species.
4.5.1 Synthetic Oils Containing Four or Fewer Acid Species
IFT studies were performed on synthetic crude oils 
containing one single acid species. Lower molecular weight 
acids (i.e., less then displayed little interfacial
activity. There was no apparent drop in the interfacial 
tension. It was concluded that for these acids, the rate of 
loss of surfactant to the water phase was so fast that the 
interfacial tension lowering effect was not detectable with 
the spinning drop interfacial tensiometer.
Rigid interfaces were observed in oils containing one 
single acid species of molecular weight higher then C^g ■ 
Oil drops observed in the spinning drop interfacial tensio­
meter had an irregular, potato like shape. This can be 
explained by noting that, much like co-surfactants, diversi­
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ty of film forming material causes randomness at the inter­
face and thereby promotes liquefaction of the interface.
When the number of acid species is low, the surfactant salt 
which forms at the interface upon contact between the oil 
and the caustic solution is able to align itself in a crys­
tal ine structure. In this instance, interfacial tension 
measurement is not possible.
4.5.2 IFT Behavior of a Synthetic Oil Containing 
a More Diverse Array of Acid Species
A synthetic oil was created which contains an equimolar 
mixture of the five acids specified in Table 3-2. Visual 
observation of the interface in the microscope of the spin­
ning drop interfacial tensiometer showed no apparent crys­
talline structure, indicating that the diversity of material 
was enough to ensure a liquid interface.
Interfacial tension transients were obtained for the 
synthetic crude at acid numbers of 0.1 and 1.0. Figure 4-6 
shows results of experimental tests for these oils. At the 
high acid numbers (acid number “ 1.0) the IFT rose rapidly,
while the transient observed for the low acid number was 
more stable. This observation was contrary to that which 
would be predicted. As the initial acid number increases, 
then, provided that the surfactant concentration maximum at 
the interface is constant, the interfacial tensions should 
remain low for a longer period of time, and the transient 
should be more stable. The fact that the opposite behavior
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of this is observed indicates that the interfacial surfact­
ant concentration limit is dependent on the initial acid 
concentration in the oil. At a high initial acid concentra­
tion the formation of the interfacially inactive surfactant 
salt may be increased, reducing the interfacial space avail­
able for the active surfactant, and hence reducing the 
interfacial surfactant concentration limit. This effect 
must be progressive, resulting in the upswing in the tran­
sient.
The synthetic crude oil study shows that the loss of
interfacial activity may, in certain cases, be dependent on
the formation of undissociated surfactant salt. When the 
size of the acid is less then approximately no apparent
interfacial activity is observed, presumably due to rates of 
loss of surfactant which are so high that the IFT lowering 
effect can not be captured in the spinning drop interfacial 
tensiometer.
4.6 Effect of Crude Oil Composition on
IFT Transients
The interfacial tension behavior of crude oils differs 
widely. Presented in Figure 4-7 are interfacial tension
transients for 6 different crude oils. The physical charac­
teristics of the crudes shown in this figure are presented 
in Table 3-3. It can be seen that the interfacial transient 
behavior of the crudes spans a range from sharp, early 
increases (Tenneco crude) to stability (Tullos crude). In
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general, crudes which have very low acid numbers display 
less stable transients. However, as seen in Figure 4-7, IFT 
transients do not correlate directly with acid number.
In order to improve the understanding of IFT transient 
behavior, interfacial tension studies of fractions of two 
Louisiana oils, Tullos and MG-3 which display different 
interfacial tension transient and émulsification behavior 
have been performed. The procedure used to isolate the 
fractions is described in Appendix E (Wolcott and Constant 
(103)). A description of the fractions that are isolated is 
presented in Section 3.4.1.3.
A study of interfacial tension transient behavior of 
the fractionated Tullos and MB-3 crudes is presented here. 
Fractions B, and E were dissolved in fraction A. IFT mea­
surements of fraction A show that this fraction has a very 
high interfacial tension (>10 dynes/cm; pendent drop inter­
facial tensiometer measurement). This fraction was seen as 
the inert base of the crude oils. It was also found that 
fraction B displays little interfacial tension lowering 
potential. Elemental and spectral analyses (103) of this 
fraction indicate that it is a largely phenolic fraction. 
Phenols have been indicated to be non-surface active (72). 
No significant difference in the IFT transient behavior of 
the B fractions of Tullos and MG-3 was observed.
Interfacial tension transients of the following frac­
tions against an aqueous solution of 0.1% NaOH and 1% NaCl 
were obtained:
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* Tullos fractions A + E (0.017g E/g A)
* MG-3 fractions A + E (0.017g E/g A)
The results are presented in Figure 4-8.
The IFT transients for fraction A combined with frac­
tion E for the Tullos and the MG-3 crudes did show a signi­
ficant difference. As seen in Figure 4-8, the transient for 
the Tullos fractions A+E was very stable, while the tran­
sient for the MG-3 fractions A+E increased steadily.
Finally, in effort to separate the effects of the 
fractions A and E for each crude, the Tullos fraction A was 
combined with the MG-3 fraction E, and the MG-3 fraction A 
was combined with the Tullos fraction E. It was anticipated 
this action would determine whether fraction A or fraction E 
was responsible for the stability of the transients. The 
transients obtained for these mixtures are shown in Figure 
4-9. It can be seen that the transient for fraction MG-3 A 
+ Tullos E is higher then that for Tullos A + Tullos E, but 
that it is stable. However, the transient for Tullos + MG- 
3 E rises with time. This observation indicates that the 
fraction responsible for stability is fraction E. Tullos 
fraction E appears to promote stability in the transients 
while the transient for MG-3 fraction E is unstable.
The finding that fraction E, which is the surfactant 
species, is responsible for the difference in the IFT tran­
sient behavior is significant. It means that surfactant 
molecules from the MG-3 crude are extracted into water more
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easily then those from the Tullos. As will be discussed in 
Chapter 6, this, along with other results of this study, 
explains the difference in the émulsification behavior of 
the crudes under investigation.
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CHAPTER V. VISUAL OBSERVATIONS OF EMULSIFICATION/COALESCENCE 
MECHANISMS IN CRUDE OIL/ALKALINE WATER SYSTEMS
5.1 Introduction
Chapters 3 and 4 discussed the rheological and interfa­
cial tension transient properties of crude oil/alkaline 
water interfaces, and investigated the manner in which they 
are affected by the compositions of the oil and the alkaline 
water. The study of the properties discussed in these chap­
ters is important since they directly affect oil release 
mechanisms. Interfacial tension reduction can cause the 
mobilization of entrapped crude oil drops. The contact 
between the oil and the alkaline water often results in 
emulsion formation. Interfacial viscosities have been shown 
to correlate with the rate of coalescence of the emulsions. 
The ability of crude oils to form emulsions, the physical 
characteristics of the emulsions, and the ability of the 
emulsions to coalesce have been linked to the formation of 
oil banks and to the recovery efficiency of alkaline floods.
A microvisual study of the mechanisms of émulsification 
of crude oil during alkaline flooding has not been reported 
in the literature. Presented here is a study of the phenome­
na which yield crude oil/alkaline water emulsions during 
alkaline flooding of crude oil in a porous medium.
For the purpose of comparison and to complement the 
émulsification phenomena observed in porous media, Wasan's 
spontaneous émulsification experiment on a microscope slide
199
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(51) is performed. Furthermore, émulsification is observed 
in a pendant drop cell.
As stated in section 2.3.2, the recovery efficiency of 
alkaline flooding is affected by the propensity of the 
system to emulsify, and the ability of the emulsion to 
coalesce. An actual chronology of microscopically observed 
events leading to either the formation of oil banks or other 
modes of recovery of residual oil in alkaline flooding has 
not been recorded. Such a description of the recovery 
process can improve the understanding of the process and it 
will therefore assist in the discovery of ways to improve 
its efficiency. Presented here is a chronological descrip­
tion of the microscopic events which occur during an alka­
line flood in a modified cryolite thin cell from the time 
that the alkaline water front reaches the residual oil until 
the alkaline flood is completed.
Finally, to substantiate some of the findings reported 
here, spinning drop interfacial tensiometer controlled co­
alescence tests were performed, and the results are presen­
ted.
5.2 Method of Microvisual Observation of Alkaline
Flooding in Cryolite Thin Cells
5.2.1 Observation of Alkaline Flooding Emulsification
The microvisual observation of alkaline flooding émul­
sification phenomena can provide important information about 
the alkaline flooding process. Since the ability of a crude 
oil to emulsify has been shown to increase the potential for
t#»
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alkaline flooding success (6), the study of this phenome­
non and its relation to crude oil composition will assist in 
the screening of candidate oils. Improved understanding of 
the events which precipitate alkaline flooding émulsifica­
tion may also lead to techniques which optimize the result 
of this phenomenon.
Wasan et al_._ (51), noting that the mechanisms of 
émulsification in oil reservoirs when chemical slugs are 
injected are largely unknown, conducted a study to under­
stand and characterize these mechanisms by microscopic ob­
servations. The procedure used by Wasan et al.̂  was the 
following. A droplet of crude was placed on a clean glass 
slide and covered with a coverslip. The drop size was such 
that it occupied half of the space between the glass. The 
aqueous alkaline solution was then allowed to enter the 
unoccupied space between the glass plates by imbibition. 
Upon contact between the oil and water phases, the events 
were video recorded through a microscope at magnifications 
of 400X and lOOOX. Wasan et al. reported that the mechanism 
of alkaline flooding émulsification is interfacial turbu­
lence. This turbulence, which is called Marangoni turbu­
lence, is a type of instability in the interface which is 
caused by uneven distribution of surfactant. The uneven 
distribution may arise when there is transfer of surface 
active material across the interface, and it causes interfa­
cial tension gradients. The gradients of interfacial ten-
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«ion result in spontaneous, buckling movements of the inter­
face which can disrupt it or result in the formation of 
discrete emulsion droplets of one phase in the other.
Wasan's experiment provides valuable information about 
IFT induced alkaline flooding spontaneous émulsification. 
However, the system that was studied comprised no pore 
throat constrictions, and there was no flow after the crea­
tion of the interface. Also, since the experiment was 
performed in a system which was essentially two dimensional 
and horizontal, gravity induced interfacial instabilities, 
which may be important (44, 52), were precluded. The re­
strictions imposed in the study limited the degree to which 
the experiment approximated the reality of the émulsifica­
tion in the alkaline flooding process. To enhance the 
understanding of the important process of émulsification 
during an alkaline flood, research is needed which simulates 
the conditions which are prevalent during alkaline flooding.
In the present research, the mechanisms of caustic 
flooding émulsification are studied in porous media under 
flowing conditions. A modified cryolite thin cell is con­
structed which allows microvisual observation of the oil 
water interface in a porous medium during alkaline flooding 
at magnifications up to lOOOX. For the purpose of iOOOX 
magnification video microscopy, the thin cell is equipped 
with a window of ultra-thin glass (thickness is 170 mic­
rons) .
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5.2.2 Chronological Microvisual Observations of the
Events Leading to Alkaline Flooding Oil Recovery 
in a Modified Cryolite Thin Cell
Alkaline flooding, unlike surfactant flooding, is es­
sentially an unsteady state process. After the arrival of 
the alkaline front, there are events which occur which may 
lead to the eventual recovery of the residual oil. These 
crucial events, which include oil release, possibly oil 
bank formation, and subsequently flow and recovery of the 
released oil, are directly related with oil recovery effi­
ciency, and must be understood.
The modified thin cell is used to develop a chronologi­
cal description of the microscopic events which occur during 
an alkaline flood from the time that the alkaline water 
front reaches the residual oil until the alkaline flood is 
completed. The study presented here is purely qualitative 
and is intended only to investigate the microscopic phenome­
na in the porous media as they occur during the flood, and 
not to provide quantitative flood efficiency data. Video 
recording was initiated when the alkaline flood entered the 
inlet of the thin cell. Of particular interest in the study 
were the following points:
* The reaction of the oil/water interface to first contact 
with the alkaline solution.
* The release mechanism of residual oil (Emulsification, 
capillary pressure reduction, etc.).
* Flow behavior of the residual oil (channeling or non­
channeling flow).
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* Formation of an oil bank and its effect on recovery ef­
ficiency.
* Reentrapment of mobilized oil.
5.2.3 Construction of the Modified Thin Cell
Figure 5-la shows the schematic of cryolite thin cells 
used by Dahmani (6). The modified thin cell is comprised of 
one l"x8"xi/8" length of glass which serves as the base, and 
two l"x3.7"xl/16" lengths of glass (cover strips) which arc 
separated from the base by two lengths of 28 gauge (0.015") 
nichrome wire. The nichrome wires are 0.5" apart (Figure 5- 
Ib). The cover strips reach the ends of the base on each 
side, but do not touch in the center. The gap which is left 
is l"x0.6" in size. In this gap, a window of ultra thin 
glass (170 microns) is installed. The window is also sepa­
rated from the base by the nichrome wire. At a distance of
0.25" from each end of the cell, 1/16" diameter holes are 
drilled in the cover strips. The cell is sealed by allowing 
clear, waterproof Oevcon 2-ton epoxy glue to imbibe into the 
space separating the base and the cover strips or the base 
and the window, until the glue touches the nichrome wire. 
The epoxy is also allowed to imbibe to a distance of appro­
ximately 0.25" into each end of the cell. Flow into and out 
of the cell is facilitated by two 1/8" stainless steel 
Swagelok caps with 1/16" holes drilled through them. These 
caps are placed over the holes in the cover strips and glued
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in place with the epoxy.
The porous medium injected into the cell consists of
cryolite grains. Cryolite (Na AIF ) is a mineral which is3 6
strongly water wet and, as it has a refractive index which 
is close to that of water, it is nearly invisible when 
wetted with water. The cryolite was crushed and sieved, and 
the 100 to 150 mesh fraction was used. One of the Swagelok 
caps was filled with glass wool, and the cryolite was drawn 
into the cell by applying a vacuum at the glass wool fit­
ting. Proper packing of the cryolite medium was ensured by 
constantly tapping the cell as it filled up with the grains.
The porous medium was consolidated by injecting a mix­
ture of tetraethyl orthosilicate (60% by volume), ethanol 
(32% by volume), and 0.IN HCl (8% by volume). Most of the 
mixture was removed from the cell by drawing air through the 
medium for twelve hours with vacuum. The medium was conso­
lidated by the remainder of the orthosilicate mixture which 
precipitated into non-reactive silica at the points of con­
tact between the crystals.
5.2.4 Preparation of the Cell
The cell was saturated with a 10000 ppm aqueous NaCl 
solution by injecting the solution into the cell for three 
consecutive days with a Sage Instruments syringe pump Model 
355 (Figure 5.2). The crude oil which was to be tested was 
then injected for one day at a rate of 1 ft per day (higher 
rates resulted in cracking of the thin glass window). The 
cell was then waterflooded with the 10000 ppm brine at a
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rate of 1 ft per day to residual oil saturation. The dura­
tion of the waterflooding step ranged from two to five days, 
depending on the viscosity of the crude. More viscous 
crudes were allowed more time to reach residual oil satura­
tion. At this point, the cell was ready to be flooded with 
the alkaline solution at rates of 1 ft/day to simulate 
reservoir flowrates.
5.2.3 Cinephotomicroscopic Analysis of 
Emulsification Phenomena
Events which occur in the cryolite cell were observed 
at magnifications up to lOOOX with the use of an Olympus 
microphotographie system model PM-IOAD. This system in­
cludes a microscope with a 35 mm camera and an automatic 
exposure control unit. For video recording of the émulsifi­
cation phenomena, the microscope is equipped with a 
Panasonic WV-1500 video camera which is connected to a 29 
frame per second Panasonic AG—2200 video recorder with 
single frame advance.
Alkaline flooding émulsification phenomena occur after 
the alkaline water front reaches the entrapped residual oil 
drop/ganglion. The phenomena which occur in the cell from 
the instant that the alkaline flood starts (i.e. from the 
time that the alkaline water reaches the inlet of the cell) 
were video recorded and analyzed.
5.3 Method of Microvisual Observation of Emulsification
in Wasan's Experiment and in the Pendant Drop Cell
The modified thin cell provides a simulation of the
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caustic flooding process, and therefore it can enhance the 
understanding of the alkaline flooding émulsification 
process. The observation of crude oil/alkaline water émulsi­
fication in a more controlled and calm system such as that 
used by Wasan (51) can provide information about Marangoni 
turbulence driven spontaneous émulsification. Wasan's easily 
implemented experiment allows a clear view of the interface, 
and therefore, within the confines of its limitations, it 
may indicate the occurence of Marangoni turbulence. The 
experiment is performed as follows: A one microliter oil
droplet is placed on a microscope slide and covered with a 
microscope cover slip. The drop is allowed to spread, and, 
after its spreading is completed, an oil/alkaline water 
interface is created by allowing the alkaline solution to 
imbibe between the glass slide and the cover slip. The 
Olympus model PM-IOAD microscope described above is used to 
observe the interface at lOOX, 500X, and lOOOX magnifica­
tions, and the events immediately after the contact between 
the phases are video-recorded.
The configuration Wasan's experiment allows disturban­
ces in a direction perpendicular to the field of gravity. 
Gravity, however, may affect émulsification in the system. 
It has been suggested (44, 52) that gravity may induce
interfacial instabilities through density fluctuations. 
These instabilities can result in émulsification. In other 
cases, gravity may stabilize the interface and prevent émul­
sification (33). In order to perform a controlled study of
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•mulsification in a three dimensional, calm environment, a 
pendant drop apparatus was constructed. This apparatus 
allowed the study of vertical disturbances across a hori­
zontal interface, and it allowed the observation of interfa­
cial instability at the interface of a pendant drop of oil 
suspended in water. The pendant drop apparatus is shown in 
Figure 5-3. It consists of a cell which holds the aqueous 
liquid, a micro-liter syringe which probes into the cell 
through a septum at the cell bottom, a microscope illumina­
tor, and a Zeiss microscope which is equipped with a 
Panasonic WV-1500 video camera. The video signal from the 
camera is recorded with a Panasonic AG-2200 video recorder. 
The box-shaped cell is made of 1/32" thick glass, and it has 
inside dimensions of 2.5"xO.75"x3/16". A box shape rather 
than a cylindrical shape was used to prevent optical distor­
tion of the observed image. At the bottom of the cell there 
was a septum which could be sealed. Through this septum, a 
flat tipped syringe was inserted into the cell and the cell 
top was open.
The experimental procedure for the pendant drop test 
was the following: The septum was closed and the cell was
filled with the alkaline solution. The crude oil was drawn 
into the flat tipped syringe. The septum was then opened 
and the syringe was inserted into the cell to a height of 
approximately one inch from the cell bottom. The microscope 
light was turned on and the microscope was focused on the








FIGURE 5-3 PENDANT DROP APPARATUS
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tip of the syringe. At this time, a 0.5 microliter drop was 
ejected from the syringe. This drop pcnded upward from the 
tip of the syringe into the alkaline solution, and the
phenomena at the freshly created interface were recorded.
Figure 5-4 shows the setup which was used for the
observation of interfacial phenomena at a horizontal oil
water interface. The procedure for this test was the
following: The septum was closed, and the cell was filled
with distilled water to a height of approximately one inch 
from the cell's bottom. Two 1/16" OD glass tubes were in­
serted into the cell to locations slightly below the
water's surface. Next, a 1/4" layer of the crude oil was 
poured onto the water, and the microscope was focused on 
the interface. One of the glass tubes was connected to a 
rubber bulb for removal of aqueous solution. The other was 
connected to a small funnel through air removing Gore-tex 
tubing. This tube was used the inject alkaline sulution 
into cell. The glass tubes allowed slow and careful re­
placement of the distilled water in the cell with the alka­
line solution. The rate of replacement of the aqueous 
solution was 0.03 ml/sec. This procedure was used to reduce 
the effect of agitation that is associated with the pouring 
of the liquids after the crude oil/alkaline water interface 
was formed. One disadvantage of the procedure is the fact 
that the concentration of the aqueous solution is not know 
exactly, but, as several cell volumes of the alkaline solu­
tion are passed through the cell, it is assumed that the
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average alkaline and salt concentrations in the cell ap­
proach those of the original alkaline solution. Video­
recording of the interfacial phenomena was started when the 
replacement of the distilled water with the alkaline solu­
tion began.
5.4 Discussion of Results of Microvisual Experiments
As in Chapters 3 and 4, the focus of the research is on
the TullOB and the MG-3 crude oils which in recovery effi­
ciency experiments in a previous, related study showed dis­
tinctly different behavior (6). The MG-3 oil was found to
readily emulsify in sand packs and in thin cells when
flooded with 0.2% NaOH and 10000 ppm NaCl alkaline solu­
tions, while the Tullos did not. Whereas the recovery 
efficiency of the emulsifying MG-3 oil could be improved by 
alcohol augmentation, alcohol had no apparent effect on the 
recovery of Tullos oil. The microscopic processes during 
the recovery of these oils have been recorded and are pre­
sented in Appendix D, which is a video cassette tape. Of 
particular interest were the alkaline floods of the MG-3 
crude, since these have indicated the greatest potential for 
alkaline flooding success.
5.4.1 Emulsification Mechanisms
Three type of émulsification experiments were per­
formed. These included:
1. Emulsification in porous media under flowing conditions.
2. Spontaneous émulsification on microscope slides and at a
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horizontal interface in the pendant drop cell.
3. Pendant drop émulsification in the pendant drop cell.
In all experiments the following aqueous phases were tested:
* 0.1% NaOH, iOOOOppm NaCl
« 0.1% NaOH, IOOOOppm NaCl, 0.5% IPA
* 0.1% NaOH, IOOOOppm NaCl, 0.5% t-butanol
* 0.1% NaOH, IOOOOppm NaCl, 0.5% 1-pentanol
However, in none of the pendant drop experiments was there
a noticable difference in the émulsification behavior for 
the different alkaline solutions and the observations re­
ported here were valid for each aqueous phase used.
Although the IFT of the Tullos oil was clearly lowered, 
the Tullos oil did not emulsify in any of the experiments, 
and the following results pertain to the MG-3 oil.
Examining first the émulsification behavior in the 
modified cryolite thin cell (Video Clip D-1), the following 
observations were made:
* Observing entrapped oil drops in the cell at 500X magni­
fication shortly after first oil/alkaline water contact 
(Video Clip D-la), it was found that the initial contact 
between the oil and the alkaline solution generally did not 
result in a noticable change in the interfacial behavior. 
The drop did not deform and there was no émulsification.
* At times greater than four hours after the initial crude 
oil/alkaline water contact, some oil drops were found to 
emulsify while others did not. The emulsifying drops were 
generally in the viscinity of each other (Video Clip D-lb).
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* The emulsifying oil drops did not show any signs of the 
shocking behavior which typifies Marangoni turbulence at the 
interface (44). Observation of the interface found a very 
slight cloud near the interface, indicating some diffusion 
and stranding.
* The primary mechanism of émulsification appears to be 
the formation of very narrow strings of oil in the water 
phase, probably due to low IFT and flow of the water phase 
(Video Clips D-lc through D-le; lOOOX magnifications). The 
jets of oil in the water string out until instabilities 
occur which result in the breakup of the jets into several 
emulsion droplets. These emulsion droplets become en­
trained in the flowing water phase.
In the microscope slide experiment (Video Clip D-2) 
shocking motions of the interface were observed (Video Clip 
D-2a). This kicking of the interface is associated with 
Marangoni interfacial turbulence (44, 57). It was further
observed that there was "pinching off" of oil droplets from 
the interface followed by rapid movement of these droplets 
into the water phase (Video Clip D-2b). This mechanism has 
been observed by Wasan (51) and was explained as interfacial 
turbulence induced spontaneous émulsification. In the mi­
croscope slide experiment, this was the only observed émul­
sification mechanism.
Finally, the pendant drop cell experiments (Video Clip 
D-3) yielded the following information:
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* The pendant drop of oil in the alkaline water did not 
ehow signs of kicking (Video Clip D-3a). Since pendant 
drops in systems where Marangoni turbulence is prevalent 
have been observed to kick, it is apparent that this ef­
fect, although it does occur to some degree, is not preva­
lent in these systems.
« When a horizontal interface was created in the pendant 
drop cell by forming a layer of oil on alkaline water, there 
were clear signs of diffusion and stranding. A cloud of 
finely dispersed emulsion was seen to move from the inter­
face into the water (Video Clip D-3b>. This was not accom­
panied by the formation of larger emulsion droplets. There
was evidence of diffusion induced flow in the water phase,
as the cloud moved in a definite pattern to the interface, 
along the interface, and away from the interface.
The émulsification experiments lead to the following 
conclusions:
1. Marangoni turbulence, although observed to a degree in 
the microscope slide experiment, does not appear to be the 
prevalent mechanism of alkaline flooding émulsification in 
porous media for MG-3 crude.
2. The dominant mechanism of émulsification that was ob­
served was the formation of long and narrow strings of oil 
in the water, which subsequently broke up into several 
emulsion droplets. The strings of oil were probably formed 
due to the flow of the water phase and low interfacial 
tensions. There were locations in the cell where the forma­
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tion of emulsion occured very actively, while in the re­
mainder of the cell practically no émulsification was seen. 
The émulsification occured apparently due to ultra-low in­
terfacial tensions which occured at certain localized pock­
ets in the media.
3. Diffusion and stranding was observed in the pendant drop 
cell. It is clear that surfactant in the MG-3 oil is ac­
tively extracted into the water phase.
5.4.2 Chronological Description of Microvisually 
Observed Events in Alkaline Flooding
A general observation that was made concerning the 
alkaline flooding recovery behavior of the Tullos and the 
MG-3 crude was that the Tullos crude did not emulsify during 
alkaline floods with 10000 ppm NaCl and 0.2% NaOH, while the 
MG-3 crude did. Dahmani (6), in a sandpack recovery effi­
ciency study, noted that the MG-3 oil was recovered more 
efficiently and that the opportunity for enhancement of this 
efficiency by alcohol augmentation existed for this crude 
but not for the Tullos. Dahmani further observed that, when 
there was alcohol augmentation, recovery efficiencies were 
related to the type of alcohol used. The most effective 
recovery was found with t-butanol, recovery being poorer for 
IPA. 1-Pentanol gave the worst recovery. In Chapter 3, it 
was indicated that t-butanol also shows the lowest IFSV.
5.5.2.1 The Alkaline Floods of MG-3 Crude
For the MG-3 crude, experiments were conducted with the 
following alkaline water compositions:
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* 10000 ppm NaCl, 0.2% NaOH
* 10000 ppm NaCl, 0.2% NaOH, 0.5% isopropyl alcohol
* 10000 ppm NaCl, 0.2% NaOH, 0.5% t-butanol
* 10000 ppm NaCl, 0.2% NaOH, 0.5% 1-pantanol
All the alkaline -floods of the MG-3 crude oils were 
similar with only one major distinction; the t-butanol flood 
showed more rapid coalescence of emulsion droplets and de­
veloped the most distinctive oilbank. With this exception, 
the chronology which is presented here is valid for all the 
MG-3 alkaline floods.
Before the alkaline floods, the cells were waterflooded 
with a 10000 ppm NaCl brine solution. Recording started 
when the alkaline solution reached the cell's inlet. The 
microscope was focused on a droplet/ganglion of residual 
oil which was entrapped in a pore or which wetted the rock. 
The scene which was chosen was always representative of the 
state of the residual oil. Observations were made at differ—  
ent locations along the cell as the flood progressed. Time 
was kept as time from the arrival of the flood front at a 
given location and not as absolute time from the beginning 
of the flood. For example, if the location of a given scene 
(X) was 3 in. from the inlet, and the time from the start of 
the flood (ts) was 4 hrs, then, since the velocity in the 
floods was 12 in./day, the reported time (t) was given by: 
t ■ ts - X *(1/12 day/in.>*(24 hrs/day) ■ -2 hrs 
Times before arrival of the front were negative; after
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arrival of the front they were positive. This system was
used to generate an accounting of the times when the video
clips at different locations were recorded relative to each 
other. The following chronology of events was developed. 
It should be noted that the reported times do not represent 
sharp contrasts in behavior. They should rather be inter­
preted as providing a general sequential order of events.
1. t < 4 hrs:
(Video Clip D-4)
The alkaline front has passed, but there is no 
visible effect on the interface. There is no émul­
sification, there is no flowing emulsion, and there
is no deformation of the drop.
2. 4 hrs < t < 10 hrs
(Video Clip D-5)
Oil-in-water emulsion is observed passing the en­
trapped oil, but there is still no interfacial 
activity.
3. 8 hrs < t < 20 hrs
(Video Clip D-6)
There is either a sudden takeover of the entrapped 
oil by a flowing oil bank or the passing of an 
oilbank is evident by a high incidence of passing 
emulsion and oil ganglia. The oil bank is not a 
volume of oil saturating the pore space and displa­
cing all residual oil in a piston like manner, but
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rather a moving zone of very high oil saturation 
where there is constant connecting and disconnec­
ting of flowing oil ganglia.
4. 10 hrs < t < 20 hrs
(Video Clip D-7)
The trailing edge of the oilbank is observed. The 
oilbank is seen to loose some droplets of oil which 
are left behind. The retreating flowing oil is 
followed by flowing emulsion droplets which catch 
up with it and subsequently coalesce. In a quali­
tative observation, the emulsion droplets in the t- 
butanol flood clearly coalesced much faster (Video 
Clip D-7a) then in the other floods (Video Clip D- 
7b). This would be in agreement with the theory 
that t-butanol is successful because low interfa­
cial viscosities result in high coalescence rates 
and hence better oil bank formation.
5. 10 hrs < t < 20 hrs
(Video Clip D-B)
The oil bank has passed and a considerable amount 
of emulsion flows by at a faster rate than the oil 
bank. No form of emuslification of the residual 
oil in this zone is observed, which indicates that 
any émulsification must occur up-stream.
6. 12 hrs < t < 24 hrs
(Video Clip D-9)
Behind the flowing emulsion, a belt of discrete
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pockets is observed where there is m high degree of 
interfmcial activity. The interfacial tension in 
these pockets, which comprise several pore spaces, 
is apparently very low. There is much deformation 
of oil drops which are mobilized. Most striking in 
these areas is a high degree of émulsification of 
entrapped oil. The oil, apparently because of 
ultralow interfacial tensions and the flow of the 
water, strings out in the water phase. The long 
and narrow strings develop instabilities at several 
locations and break up into a series of emulsion 
droplets. The pockets in this belt are the only 
locations where a significant amount of émulsifica­
tion is observed.
7. t > 14 hrs
(Video Clip D-10)
The active region has passed and left behind it is 
a zone where there is no deformation of oil drops, 
no émulsification, and no flowing emulsion or oil. 
There is some emulsion which coats the grains and 
there are some unrecovered oil droplets. In all 
MG-3 alkaline floods this zone is clearly cleaner 
of oil then it was after the waterflood.
With regard to these observations, the following points
of discussion are notedi
* The alkaline floods of the MG-3 crude showed emulsifica-
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tion and in all cases there was a sequence of events which 
was reproducible.
* There is the formation of an oil bank which looses oil 
as it progresses, but which is constantly replenished by 
oil which is overtaken and by coalescing emulsion at its 
trailing edge. It is reasonable that the oil bank would 
dissipate if the rate at which it is replenished was less 
than the rate at which oil is lost. Coalescence of the 
emulsion is therefore important in the sustained propagation 
of the oil bank.
* The interfacially active region where the bulk of the oil 
mobilization takes place is well behind the alkaline front 
and it also trails the oil bank. A study of the IFT tran­
sient behavior of MG-3 crude in the spinning drop interfa­
cial tensiometer indicates that the minimum IFT is reached 
almost immediately after the crude oil/alkaline water 
contact. The fact that the most active region appears at 
such a late stage in the process indicates that the IFT in 
the porous media during the alkaline flood does not simply 
depend on diffusion and sorption of the surfactant, but 
that accumulation of the surfactant in certain regions 
occurs, resulting in very low interfacial tensions and 
subsequent émulsification.
5.52.2 The Alkaline Floods of Tullos Crude
The experiment was performed for the Tullos crude with 
alkaline water containing 10000 ppm NaCl and 0.2% NaCl.
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Analysis of the alkaline flood of the Tullos oil produced 
the following chronology:
1. t < 2 hrs
(Video Clip D-11)
The front has passed but there are no signs of 
interfacial activity. There is no deformation of 
drops/ganglia, and there is no flowing oil.
2. 2 hrs < t < 12 hrs
(Video Clip D-12)
Several oil drops/ganglia are flowing but there is 
no flowing emulsion or émulsification. The oil 
increasingly coats the rock and it appears that 
this accomodates oil flow (Video Clip D-13).
3. t > 12 hrs
(Video Clip D-14)
Recovery appears to have been completed. There is 
no more flow of oil. The grains are clearly coated 
with oil and now water drops/ganglia are observed 
in the pore space (Video Clip D-15). No apprecia­
ble amount of emulsion is present. The swept zone 
does not appear as clean as the those in the MG-3 
floods, since a significant amount of oil wets the 
rock.
The thin cell experiment for the Tullos oil did not 
show émulsification. There was flow of oil which was proba­
bly mobilized by capillary number reduction. The fact that 
the mobilization was delayed to more than two hours after
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the arrival of the front indicates that here, as in the MG-3 
flood, there is some accumulation of surfactant which 
eventually results in IFT's which are low enough to cause 
mobilization. However, as discussed in Chapter 6, the 
amount of extracted acid is expected to be less than for the 
MG-3 crude.
It was found that the recovery of oil in the Tullos 
flood was accomodated by a wettability reversal from water 
wet to oil-wet which provided a continuous flowpath for the 
oil. Inspection of the cell after the flood, however, 
suggests that this mechanism was less effective than the 
émulsification mechanism seen in the MG-3 floods, since much 
oil remained in the cell wetting the grains. This finding 
is in accordance with that of Dahmani (6) who reported lower 
recovery efficiencies for the Tullos oil then for the MG-3 
oil.
5.5 Controlled Coalescence of Oil Drops in the
Spinning Drop Interfacial Tensiometer
5.5.1 The Controlled Coalescence Test
As discussed above, the coalescence of released oil 
drops during caustic flooding is considered to affect the 
formation of oil banks. To complement the observations in 
the modified thin cell experiments, the coalescence rates of 
oil droplets were tested in the spinning drop interfacial 
tensiometer controlled coalescence test proposed by 
Flumerfelt et al.(63). The aim of this method is to force
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two droplet* together with a known external force. If the 
radius of the area of contact between the drops, R, is 
known, then the time it takes the two drops to coalesce 
gives a measure of the sum of the interfacial dilational and 
shear viscosities. The test is performed in the SITE model 
LP-10 spinning drop interfacial tensiometer (EOR Inc., 
Tulsa OK.). In this instrument a capillary tube is filled 
with the continuous phase liquid and spun at high speed 
(1000-10000 rpm). To perform this test a 5 mm long, cylin­
drical rubber constriction which has gaps at its perimeter 
to allow continuous phase liquid to pass (see Figure 5-5) 
was placed into the capillary tube. The drop phase was 
injected into the rotating capillary tube with a syringe. 
Due to the hydrostatic pressure differential in the tube, 
the drop elongates and aligns itself with the longitudinal 
axis of the tube. The tube is inclined at a slight angle 
(0.5 to 3 degrees) to maneuver drop to the constriction. At 
this point, a second drop is injected into the tube. The 
second drop is allowed to move to the first drop which is 
restrained from movement by the rubber constriction (Figure 
5-6a). When the droplets barely touch, the angle is ad­
justed to stop the movement of the second drop to the first 
drop. The system is now ready for the coalescence test. 
The tube is suddenly inclined again to a known angle. Ac­
cording to the severity of this angle, the drops are forced 
together with a certain, computable force (Figure 5-6b). At




FIGURE 5-5 CROSS SECTION OF CONSTRICTION IN CAPILLARY TUBE
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the time of inclination of the tube, timing is started, and
the time it takes the two droplets to coalesce is recorded.
Before and after the coalescence test is actually per—
formed, the diameter of the drops is denoted for the compu­
tation of the interfacial tension. Other complimentary data 
that must be obtained includes the density difference be­
tween the continuous and the drop phases, and the viscosity 
of the continuous phase (Appendix E)■
The force driving the coalescence of the drops F is the 
bouyancy force on the free drop.
F = Ap g V sin6 (5-1)
where = density difference between oil and water, 
g " gravitational constant,
V " volume of drop, and 
9 “ inclination angle.
The contact radius R of the thin film can be obtained 
from the force F and the interfacial tension as follows:
R = (F R̂ /3tty)*̂ (5-2)
where Ro = free drop radius, and 
T " interfacial tension.
Finally, the interfacial tension is given by
where w “ rotational speed
Y “ ^ Ap ÜJ R_ (5-3)
Coalescence between two drops which are suspended in a 
second, immiscible phase is affected by the dilational and 
shear viscosities of the interface. Section 2.3.2 discusses 
the Barber-Hartland theory of film thinning during droplet-
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droplet coalescence. This theory relates the rate of film 
thinning to the force driving the drops together (F), the 
radius of the area of contact between the drop (R), the 
viscosity of the continuous liquid phase (H), and the mum 
of the interfacial shear and dilational viscosities (n^K+E). 
Barber and Hartland (67) obtained the following relation 
describing the kinetics of the film drainage process.
d6 _ F6^X (  . (5-4)
where X = ( ----)
I g and I, are modified Bessel functions of
zero and first order respectively, and
5 ■ thickness of film.
Flumerfelt (63) modified the Barber-Hartland model
including in the total coalescence force not only the
external coalescence force, F, but also the intermolecular
dispersion forces which retard the coalescence process.
Flumerfelt replaced the coalescence force F in equation (26)
with the variable JT defined as:
JT = F +
65 3
where A is the Hamaker constant
(Note: During personal communication with Professor
Flumerfelt it was established that the constant 48 in this 
equation in the original publication (63) was in error. The 
correct value of 6 is used here).
Using the enhanced Barber-Hartland theory for film
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thinning, Flumerfelt (63) proposed a method for the estima­
tion of the total interfacial viscosity by performing con­
trolled coalescence tests in the spinning drop interfacial 
tensiometer. An attempt was made in this research to apply 
the controlled coalescence test for the determination of 
interfacial viscosities, but the scatter in the computed 
viscosities was prohibitive. This can be explained by not 
ing that the critical film thickness in Flumerfelt s analy­
sis is assumed to be constant and zero. For the system that 
is studied here, where there is low interfacial tension, 
rupture of the interface may occur at some thickness which 
is significantly greater than zero and this assumption is 
not true (see section 2.3.2). However, the controlled co­
alescence test does provide some insight into the ease of 
coalescence of particular systems. Since the coalescence 
force F and the drainage radius R affect this time, and 
since these variables change significantly, simply reporting 
coalescence times would not be satisfactory. In the present 
research the results of the coalescence test are presented 
as follows:
If the critical distance is significantly greater
than zero (as is expected here) then the molecular disper-
Sion term —  in equation 5-5 tends to zero and the
65:
modified drainage equation reverts to the Barber-Hartland 
model (equation 5-4). As shown by Flumerfelt et al. (120), 
assuming a liquid interface, this model can be integrated 
explicitly to yield
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' i r  (5-6)c
It is convenient to report the measurable quantities tc, F, 
and R as a variable T which is normalized with respect to F 
and R.
' ■ <5-7>
5.5.2 Discussion of Results
Coalescence tests were performed for the Tullos and 
MG-3 crude oils. The theory that t-butanol augmentation, 
which results in the lowest IFSV, causes fastest coalescence 
is tested quantitatively with the coalescence test. The re­
sults are presented in Table 5-1.
As shown in Table 5-1, the normalized coalescence time 
T for the MG-3 crude is much less than for the Tullos. 
Since the interfacial viscosities and hence the film drain­
age rates for these crudes are close this indicates that the 
collapse distance for the MG-3 crude is greater than for the 
Tullos. The conclusion that the rate of extraction of acid 
from the MG-3 crude is higher than for the Tullos (Section
5.4.2.2) would imply that the film is less stable due to IFT 
fluctuations associated with the transport of the sur­
factant and hence the collapse distance is greater (Section
2.3.2.3). The coalescence test therefore supports this 
conclusion.
Finally, it is shown in Table 5-1 that the normalized 
coalescence time for MG-3 oil drops with t-butanol augmented
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Table 5-1 Normalized Coalescence Times
2Crude Oil Water Phase t (dynes*sec/cm;
Tullos 0. 1% NaOH, lOOOOppm NaCl 63.50 + 14.80
MG-3 0.1% NaOH, lOOOOppm NaCl 15.22 + 4.80
MG-3 0. 1% NaOH, lOOOOppm NaCl 20.34 + 2.69
0.5% I PA
MG-3 0.1% NaOH, lOOOOppm NaCl 7.56 + 2.48
0.5% t-butanol
MG-3 0.1% NaOH, lOOOOppm NaCl 32.14 + 4.80
0.5% 1-pentanol
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alkaline water is indeed leas than for the less-optimum 
alcohols IPA and 1-pentanol. This supports the theory that 
successful formation and sustainment of oilbanks depend on 
fast coalescence rates.
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CHAPTER VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
6.1 Conclusions
The present research has investigated alkaline-water/ 
crude-oil interfacial phenomena in three major parts which 
are concluded below.
Part 1 - Interfacial Rheological Properties
A new method and apparatus for the measurement of
interfacial shear viscosity were developed and tested. It 
was found that the method has a good range of applicability.
The method was applied to study crude oil/alkaline 
water interfacial rheological phenomena. It was found that 
surface active material in synthetic crude oils quickly
aligns at the interface producing a crystalline structure 
which increases the IFSV. When small, polar molecules were 
present, the structure is broken and the IFSV is reduced. 
It was shown that alkaline water can increase or decrease 
the water/crude oil IFSV.
A study of fractionated Tullos and MG-3 crudes indi­
cated that fraction B, a non-surfactant fraction which is 
more abundant in Tullos, is responsible for an increase in 
the IFSV.
Alcohol in the water was found to affect the IFSV, and 
a trend was established which parallels the recovery effi­
ciencies for alcohol augmented floods. t-Butanol displayed
the lowest IFSV and the best recovery efficiency. A corre­
lation was established between IFSV and recovery efficiency.
237
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Part 2 - Interfacial Tension Transient Properties
Chapter 4 contains a study of the interfacial tension 
transient behavior of the crude oil/alkaline water system.
The effect of crude oil composition and other system parame­
ters on the transients was established.
The study of the effect of viscosity on the IFT tran­
sients suggested that the rate limiting step in the loss of 
surfactant from the oil to the water was diffusion of the 
acid species though the oil.
Synthetic oils were used to show that the formation of 
undissociated surfactant salt can be responsible for the 
upswing in the transients.
The fractionated crude oils were investigated and it 
was found that fraction E (the acid fraction) is responsible 
for the difference in the IFT transient behavior of the 
Tullos and MG-3 crudes. The MG-3 fraction E was lost to the 
water phase faster when either the Tullos fraction A or the 
MG-3 fraction A were used as base oils. As discussed below, 
this finding was significant in light of evidence gathered 
in the video microscopic study.
Part 3 - Microvisual Study
A microvisual study of interfacial phenomena in porous 
media during alkaline floods is included in Chapter 5. The 
mechanism of émulsification was investigated in modified 
thin cells which allowed high magnification video-microsco­
py, in microscope slide experiments, and in a pendant drop 
cell.
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It was found that the mechanism of émulsification in 
porous media and under flowing conditions is different from 
that observed under static conditions. While the microscope 
slide and the pendant drop cell experiments indicated émul­
sification through Marangoni turbulence and diffusion and 
stranding respectively, émulsification in the porous medium 
is predominantly through flow induced stringing of oil fol­
lowed by the breakup of the strings into emulsion droplets.
Chronologies were developed of the observed events 
leading to the recovery of oil in the thin cells. For the 
MG-3 oil, regions developed a considerable amount of time 
after the passing of the alkaline waterfront, where strong 
interfacial activity was present. In those regions, the IFT 
appeared to be very low and there was a high degree of 
émulsification. It is postulated that these regions develop 
because of chromatographic accumulation of the surfactant 
which is extracted from the oil. The generated emulsion 
was observed to flow with the water and coalesce with a 
slowly moving oil bank. The subtly formed oilbank consist­
ed of constantly coalescing and separating oil ganglia. As 
the oilbank progressed, it lost some oil but it was re­
plenished by the coalescing emulsion and by overtaken resi­
dual ox I.
The floods were performed for a range of alcohol types 
in the alkaline water. The only appreciable difference in 
the observed phenomena in the different floods was that the
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t-butanol flood showed the fastest coalescence rates. It was 
found in the IFSV study (Chapter 3) that the t-butanol
resulted in the lowest IFSV. It is clear that the lower
IFSV in the t-butanol flood leads to faster coalescence and 
therefore better oilbank formation. This explains the ob­
servation by Dahmani (6) that the recovery efficiency was 
best for the t-butanol flood.
The Tullos crude oil did not emulsify in the thin cell 
alkaline flood. This is explained as follows: The IFT
transient study (Chapter 4) indicated that the rate of loss 
of surfactant from the Tullos crude to the water was slower 
than for the MG-3 crude. This means that the accumulation 
of surfactant in the water which causes émulsification is 
reduced in the Tullos floods. This theory is strengthened by 
observations of Wolcott and Constant (103) who extracted
surfactant from Tullos and from MG-3 crudes with a KOH
solution. It was found that the amount of surfactant 
extracted from MG-3 (0.058 meq/g of oil; 90% of the initial 
acid concentration) exceeded the amount extracted from the 
Tullos (0.019 meq/g of oil or 76% of initial acid concentra­
tion). The Tullos flood showed the water-wet to oil—wet 
wettability reversal recovery mechanism and recovery was 
less efficient than for the MG-3 floods.
This study has enhanced the understanding of residual 
oil release and displacement mechanisms. The study uses 
combined experimentafmethods to relate alkaline flooding 
performance to carboxylic acid and phenol content of the
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crude and therefore it will enhance the ability to screen 
candidates for alkaline flooding. The occurence of unex­
plained failures which have plagued the method will be 
reduced via implementation of the combined techniques: stu­
dy of interfacial rheological properties, study of the IFT 
transient behavior, and microvisual study of alkaline 
floods in thin cells.
6.2 Recommendations
In the course of the research many questions were 
answered, but many others remain. Clearly, more research is 
needed. The following recommendations are made:
* The implications of the IFT transient must be further 
investigated to increase the use of this easily obtained 
data. The IFT transient, when used in conjunction with 
other data will provide important information about the 
nature of the surface active material in the crude and about 
the mechanism of recovery which is likely to prevail.
* Interfacial rheological properties are highly important 
and more research in this area is necessary. In particular, 
the effect of alcohol concentration for several alcohol 
types may indicate that alcohol augmentation can be opti­
mized further. The new, easily implemented method for the 
measurement of interfacial shear viscosities which is deve­
loped in this research will facilitate such efforts.
* Microvisual observations should be performed in longer 
thin cells to determine how increased flooding times and
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distances affect émulsification and oil bank formation.
* Oil banks were observed to be replenished by residual 
oil which was overtaken. The effect of residual oil satura­
tion on alkaline flooding oil bank formation and recovery 
efficiency should be studied.
* Chromatographic separation of surfactant was suggested 
in the microvisual study. This may be due to alkaline 
chemical-rock interactions. This effect must be studied to 
verify the hypothesis.
* It is indicated that coalescence of emulsions is an 
important factor in oil bank formation. Reservoir clay 
fines are known to stabilize emulsions. The effect of clay 
fines on oilbank formation must be investigated.
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MEMSErt IF\/ÜN D3U=oEJ01H.AL<A.F0-?r
//FEJUHN JiJB ( 130V,46166,10,10) XE',MSGCLA3S=S,tJ;)TIFY=0E.)!)W)J,// CLA3i.=Ü/*Jl)BPA:<M 5HIFr=a// EXEC Fo?rvcLC,we3i()'̂ .C()=ao4o.<,TiMi-:=io //FOffr.SYSIM OJ ■* cc ■***♦■*+**■♦**+*•»•+c * *C * IFVJt) *c ★ *Ü *•****•**•*■***•♦*»•♦cC GEIf5:HC MOGiiA.M ACCEPTS CYLIMÔ ICAL CELL IUTEjOFACI AL C SHEAÜ VlSCJMEfE-i UATA AMU GEOEfVAfES All'JLE PWOFILE,C PLOTS DATA, AIW ESTIMETES HITE,{FACIAL SMEAR VISCOSITYCC DATA EUTEIED»C R,'IALL = .{ALL RAJIJS (COC CJPMT = CJP HEIGHT (C.M)C IN TIT = interface HEIGHT (CM)C .10 = lUITIAL Ror.ATIOiJAL SPEED (RAD/SEC)C RHOA = TOP PHASE JEIISI TY (3/CC)C RHOH = i30IT0;.t PHASE DENSITY (G/CC)C VISCA = TOP PHASE VISCOSITY (POISE)C VI SC A = BOTTO.V PHASE VISCOSITY (POISE)C NTERMS = .lUMdER OF TERMS USED 11 SUMMATIONC
COM/.U)N/BLOi<l/RNALL,CJPHr,I.irHr,.V0,RHOA,R:HO3,VlSCA,VISC3
CO;..;AON/3LOK2/ISV,NfERMS,CELNAMCOMMOH/JLOK6/ilPrS,XPLT(50),Y?LT(50)CO.M.MON/SLOK//FILNAM, FOPPHI ,T0PPH2,B0TPH1 ,30TOH2,B()TPM3,30TPH4s,BorpiiDDI .MENS I ON XK ( 50 ), ANG( 0,102 ), RADI U ( 0,102 )REAL ISV CALL IMir DO 60 J=l ,5 IF(J.GT.1)00 TO II 1SV=0.GO TO 1211 lSV=IO.**(J-6)
12 S=ISV/VISCB/R .{ALL  DO 40 1=1,60 R=0.I+O.OI6*!
R AD IU (J,I)=RC COMPUTE ANGLE
CALL VISAfKR.S,ANGLE)ANG(J,I)«ANGLE 40 CONTINUE SO CONTINUE C PLOT DataCALL PLTUHF(RAJ1J,ANG,RHOA,RHOB,VISCA,VI.SC3,CELNAM) IF(.IPTS.E!).0)00 to 60 C NU.MERICAL INTERPRETATION OF DATA TO YIELD .MEAN IFSV C STANJARu DEVI ATI 01CALL INTPRT(ANG,AVGIFV,STDDEVI C .'iRlic(6,*)Â SlFV,STi)JEV C PLOT .MEAN IFSV AN.) ERROR CURVES CALL PLTJT(A(1G,aVUIFV,STDD:V)
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MÉMBéS DS'4=PSJ(H'̂ .ALKA.r()-îr
CALL E0JO3 Wrtirc(6,110)110 F«i)MAT(IX,'iPLOf J03 COMPLETE )n
60 srop END
SdStlOJTIME PLTOT(ANO,AVOIFV,STODEV)C0«M0i'l/3L0i(l/î .VALL.CJPHf, l.'JTHf ,W0,4H0A, 9H03, VISCA, SC3 COM.v,()Ii/3LO<5/K?TS, XDLTC iO ), Y^LK 50)01 MEN 31 ON A.'U(P,I02), Al (I02),A2( l02),A3(l02),îîAUI( 103)IFLOI=01FLJ2=0IFL'33=0XL0W=1.XriIÜ=0.
00 10 i=i,Nprs1F(XPLT(I).Lr.XLOW)XLOW=XPLT(I)10 1F(XPLT(1 ).0r.XHl'J)X11Ü=XPLT(l )NN=(XHIG-XL0.-|)/0.0I6 IF(Ni'l.tO.O)NN=l SI=AVGIFV-STDO£V 1F(SI.GE.0.)G0 TO 15 SI=-SIlrLOI=l   _la S2=AVG1FVlF(à2.üE.0.)G0 10 16S2=-S2IFLG2=I16 S3=AVGIFV+STDÜEV lF(à3.GE.0.)Ü0 TO 17 S3=-S31FLJ3=I17 CONTINUE NNzNlI* I00 30 1 = 1,Nil H=XLOW+(i*-l )*0.016 HAÜI(I)=rtCALL VISAiU4,0.,ANT0P) 'SS=3I/VISC3/HWALL CALL VISAIK-Î,S3,ANGLE)IFdFLGI .EQ.0)G0 TO 18 Aid )=2.*AllT0P-ANGLE GO ro 2018 Ald)=ANGLE20 SS=S2/VISCd/iTNALLCALL VISANCN,S3,ANGLE)IF(IFLG2.E0.0)G0 TO 22 A2CI)=2.*aNTOP-angle GO TO 2322 A2d)=ANJLE23 SS=33/Vl.iC3/NWALL CALL V13AIU l,33,ANGLs)IFdFLG3.E0.0) 50 TO 24 Aid) =2. *AN TOP-ANGLE (50 TO 2a24 A 3d ) «ANGLE 2a CONTINUE30 CONTINUE
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I r V ü N  D S '(= (J E J (rH .A L K A .F ()R r
Al (,’iiJ+n=v'PLT(tJprs+i )A2( Jll+l )=<'PLf(ilPrS+|)A3(IJIJ+I)=YPLT(HPTS+I )AI(îW+2)=ypLf( IPfS+2)
A 2 ( N I ! + 2 ) = y P L T ( W P r S + 2 )AJci:J+2)=YPLr(;Jprs+2) t<A;)i(iJiJ+i )=xPLr((!PTs+i )HAUl ( M!4+2) =XPLr(.4PfS+2 )CALL VrHICKd )CALL Ll;l=dL\Jl,AI ,M^M .D.O.-I)CALL LIUE(iLADI.A3,tilM ,0,0,-l )CALL vrHic:<(3)CALL LINc(t<AlDI,A2,MM,l ,0,0,-I )
YLA3L=A2(NN)/A2(W+2)-0.050 XLAilL=-}AJl(;I:n/RAlJl ( W+2)+0, I IF(tiAOKtJN) .GE.O.DGf) TO 310 
1 =  1Go TO 330 310 IH(rlAUl(ilN).Lf.0.9)00 TO 320 1=50GO ro 330 320 I = (WA01IIJM)-0.1 )/O.OI6 IHd.cO.0 )1=1  330 COWnilUEYLA32=A'JJ( l,l)/A2(îd+2)+0.3 1F(YLA-32.LT.2.95)G0 fO 335 lF(XLABL.Lr.l.2)00 fO 335 YLA32=AtlG(4,l )/A2(NU+2)+0.3 335 CALL VTHlCiCl I )CALL SYM256(XLA3L,YLA3L,0.II,63,0.,-I)XVEC=XLAdL+0.05YVECI=YLA3L+0.0b3YYE02=YLAB2+0.03I25CALL VECTOHIXVEC,YVECI,XVEC,YVEC2>XVEC2=XYEC+0.04CALL VECTOR!XVEC,YVEC2,XVEC2,YVEC2)CALL 3YMBOL<XLABL,YLAD2.0.0625,' EXPERlME'lTAL',0., 15)YLAB2=YLAB2-.I ICALL 3YMdOL(XLAbL,YLA82,0.0625,' PHOFILE',0.,10) YLAi32=YLAB2-.l ICALL SYMBOL!I.9,3.I,0.0625,' 1FSV='.0.,B)XL=I.9+9.*0.0625
call NUMBEW!XL,3.I,.0625,AVG1FV,0.,4)CALL SYWOL!999.,999.,.0625,' SP',0.,3)CALL SYM256!3.2,3.1,0.0625,//,0.,-l)CALL SYB256!999..999.,0.0625,155,0.,-!)XLI=3.2+2.*0.0625CALL NU«3EK!XLI,3.. ..3625, 3T)0EV,O.,4) 
call SYMBOL!999.,999.,.0025,' SP',0.,3)XLI=XLI+9.*0.0625CALL S Y M 2 5 6 ! X L I, 3.1, 0 . 0 6 2 5 , 9  3,0.,-I)RcTJRIIE.iO
SJBROUriRE liJlfREAL .V.HSJI, M.M.5SJ0, A «J. JI ,32, II, XT, 1 f<THT. I 3V,KM, LM, L.MA S,<I,K2,LI,LA2,LA I, : i I ,H2,KMS,LMS,LMAS
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McMBErf Ir/JN USI=PEJ()M'I.ALKA.FOHr
CHA-<ACrE!i*l 3 CSLIJA;.!,FILlJAM,r.)?PHt ,T()PFH 2,30rPH I .BOT^HZ 
S, Bin PH 3, b()l‘Pi34, B.)TPW5COV.mI)IJ/BLO<I /PJALL,CJPHf, IIITiT, n, UH()A, iMOB, VI3CA, V13C3 C()MM!)N/BL().<2/I dV, firEHMS.CELN AM C().MM()N/BU),<3/Hr,HI ,PI .EPB.VPAT Cl)/HM;)fl/bL()K4/I..'U30), IMA(50), .<.<(63)
C n,'.i.v<)|j/)L l)Ko/H Pr5,XPLr(60), Y ’ I ,r (6 0 )C()‘.(WJiI/‘3U).<5/;JACL( d ), lJA.):i( d )C()«,M()IJ/dL()K7/FILIIA.M, roPP.HI ,T;)P.°H2,Bi)T?HI ,30TPHZ,3()rPW3,‘)0TPH4 S,Bi)fPil5 rtEA )(4,1 !)0) H.-MI.L, CJP IT, lUTHT, MO 4£AJ(4, no) Hi)A,-IHi)B.V13CA,VlàCB HEAJ(4,I 10)ISV,rI,firEC.lS PE.AJ( 4,99 )CELNAM, tWUMMY HEA J( 4, 99 ) FI LtMM, NOd .'.(MY HEAu)(4,99)r.)P?‘II,II0J'<MY rfEAO( 4,99) T0PPH2, IJDU .M/.'.Y H=AJ( 4,99 )Bi)TP-II ,|IUU.MMY rtEADC 4, 99) BOIP12, IIUJ.-.WY «EAJ(4,199)30TPH 3,(JACL(I),1 = 1,3) rlEAJ(4, I 99)B!)TPH4, (MAOH(I), 1 = 1 ,S)9cA J( 4,99 ) 3i)T,J'I6, HUU..IMY
rir=CUpiir/.).'lALLHI=IIirHr/«WALLPI=3.1415923
EPS=V1SCA/VISC3VPAf=PH()A/cPS/HHl)BLM(I)=P1/HILMA(l)=PI/(!lT-!ll)HEAJ(6,120)11,XK(I)ÜD 10 M=2,NrE«KS HEA0(5,120)11,XK(M)LM(M)=LM(M-I)+P1/HILMA ( M) =LMA ( .M-1)+PI / ( .IT-iI I )10 Ci)HriNUE
HEA3(4,B0)NPTS  
iF ( i ip r s .E o .o )u ; )  ro  13 
DO I 7 1 = 1 ,MPTS 
H E A U (4 ,9 0 )X P L f(I) , Y P L T (I)
I 7 COliriNdE  
18 C O ,in  HUE
wrtirE(6,i30)cuPHr wrtirE(6,i40)iNrHr H;IirE(6, I50)HWALL WHIFE(6, !60)rt!l().B WHlf£(6,I70)VIiCB miTEIô, ldO)4Hi)A .HrtirE(6,l90)Vl:iCA 7MirE(3,200)/I0 rtiIirE(6,230)HTEtlMS 80 rOH.W(15)90 FOH.MAr<2F7.3)99 ri)4MAr<AI3,II )100 FOiI.MAr(4FIO,3)I 10 r;)4.7.Ar(2r 7.3,14)120 F0,I.MAT(l3,FI2.6)
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.MEfWErf IF V G d D S N = P E J (H » .A L K A .F ()« r




G / C C ' )
CEI.'FI P O I S E ' )  
G / C C ' )
C E N F I P O I S E ' )
(I AO/SEC' ) POISE.CM')
M 4 )
SOGJOGTIIIE VISAN(H, 3, ANGLE) .WEAL MM33J I, MM6SJO, A4G, JI, J2,31, -IT, IIIFHF, ISV, KM, LM, LMA S,'<| ,K2,LI ,LA2,LAI ,31,42,KM5,LM3,LMA6 CHA'MCFEW*IJ CEL. I AMC0M.M()il/JL0:<l/iMALL,CJPHF,I’iTIF,>n,W.H0A,.-M03,Vr3CA,VISC3C0MM0rl/HL()K2/IaV,.'ITE-lhS,CEUI\MC()M.M0!J/JL()KJ/HF,HI ,PI ,E.’S, / JAFCOMMO.’J/JLOKM/LM ( 5 0 ), LMa ( 5 0 ), X < ( 50 )Ci)«.mON/.3Lo:<//FILIIA.M, FOPPHI ,TOPPHZ,HOTPH1,90TPH2,B0TPH3,30TPH4 S,60FPi|5
A.IGLE=0.DO 30 M=I,1IFEW.MS Km=XK(.M)K.’o=.<M*K.MAWG=rCMJ2=-)/,Ml3SJO( AWG,IE.7)AWG=.<M*,<JI=mM3SJI(AWG,IEW)V0=2./K.M/J2
UO 20 ll=l,iJFE«MS L.MS=LM(N)**2.L.MA3=LMA(iI)**2.C3=(-1 ,**iJ )LM4.*(Ca-l .)/3I/LM3/L.M(H)LAI=4.*(CS-l.)/(IT-II)/LMA3/LMA( I)Kl=-1 ./(<MS*S+I ./III+=OS/(HF-I1M-A*CIH-EOS«(HT-II )))K2=-;<I*EPSA Mli = ( 4. /.< )// {11 HrLM ( U ) ) / J2 -6 >1.1 *V0 )A'UA=(4./KM/((:IF-!II )*LMA(II))/J2-6*LAMV0)Al = l .+<1 *(6*LI *LM(II) »CS-2./HI)A2=(KM3+LM3)*( I .+0+1.1 l)*C5)-2.*!(.M5*<l/;llAJ=-<2 *<')+LI v*LMa(W)*CS-2.*LMA(N)/ II/I.M(I|)) A4a-tC2*({;<.lj+L.M3)*6*Ll*LMA(;n*C3-2.+KM3*LMA(!l)/l,.MCI>/3I )A3= /WAF+( I .-:<2+(5*LAI *LMA('J) »CS-2./( IIF-II ) ) )A6=(K..iS+L.MrtJ)*< I .-5*LAI*X2*LAA(.I)+Co)+2.*<MS*K2/{lir-'II )A/=/-<AT»:<I -KO+LAI +L'!(II) «C.S-2.+L.MIH)/(ifF-!II )/LMA(M)) A)=CI*((<M6+L«AJ)+6*LAMLM('I)*C3-2.+XV,3*LH(iI)/LMA(.T)/(HF-MI ))
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■vlcMBÊri I F / J N  üSr|=PEJ(H L A L . < A . F ( ) i r
C
C
CI = C A d - A J * A V A o ) / ( A I - A 3 < r A 7 / A - 5 )
C 2 = ( A 4 - A J * A 6 / A a ) / ( A I - A3 » A / / A 6 )
C 3 = ( A d - A / * A 2 / A I ) / ( A 5 - A 7 » A 3 / A I )
C 4 = ( A 6 - A / * A 4 / A I ) / ( A 3 - A / * A 3 / A I )
Sri)=((CI+C4)**2.-4.*(CI*C4-C2*C3))**.5
H I=(-(CI+C4)-Sro)/2.
! l 2 = ( - ( C I + C 4 )  + S r ; ) ) / 2 .
ül  = (C2*AMNA+AM'J*(H2 + a i  ) ) / ( ‘l 2 - H I  )
Ü2=A,.' ,N-JI
Al iüLE=A'v' )LE-JI  K - l  . * LM( l i )  K ü | / H I + 0 2 / H 2 )  +S.Î2*LMA('n*(J I * C ! I I + C I ) / ( - n  ) + J 2 * ( . l 2 + C I  )/<HZll/C2) 
20 CONTINUE 
30 CONTINUE
ANüLE=AN3LE* 'N0*NNALL4*2. I 0 3 / V I  SC3/ f i
N a r E ( 6 , 6 0 ) J . I , N , I S / , A t I J L E
NETJNN
ENJ
SJi iNOUTINE I MT?NT(ANU, AVGI FV. STDOEV)
Ci ) M4 0N/ ‘3LU.<l / N . V A L L . C J P U i M ' i r  I T ,  NO, NNOA, PUOd, VI SCA,  VI  SCU 
C 0 / . ! 4 0 N / ü L 0 K 3 / t ; ? r 5 , X P L T ( - 5 0 ) , Y P L r ( 5 0 )
01 MENSl ON A JU(P,  1.02 ) ,  I F L A Ü ( 5 0 ) , à  I V S ( 3 0 )  
f 0 L = 0 . 00001  
0 0  100 N=1, NPT5  
I r L A ' 3 ( M ) = 0
I p ( X P L f ( N ) . G E . O .I) 0 0  r o  10 1=1
ü o r o  30
10 I F ( X P L T ( N ) . L r . 0 . 9 ) 3 0  TO 20  
1 =50
GO r o  3 0  
20 l= (X PL r( l I ) -O . I ) /O.OIâ  
I H d . E O . 0 )1  = 1 
3 0  CONTINUE 
C PNELIr t lNANY LOCATION 
A N G ( 6 , I ) = 0 . 01F(YPLT(N).LT.ANJ(I,I))J0 TO 40 YPLT(N)=2.*ANG(1,1)-YPLT(N)
I F L A G C J ) » !
4 0  CONTINUE NT0P=1 
N J 0 f = 2  
o T = 0 .
SB=O.OOI  YUor=ANU(2,I )
0 0  3 0  ••1=2,3
I F C Y N M ' C D . G T . Y d O D G O  TO 6 0  
N T(Jf—
NdOT=.M+l 3T=IO-**( .'.1-3.)3j=i0.*sr 30 Y'.3i)T=ANO(Nüor, I )
6 0  CONTINUE 
C NI . IECT I  )N
N=XPLT( i )
JO riO . <=1,20  
j = ( 5 i > o l 3 ) / 2 .
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wiîMUEri IF/ÙN r)SN=DEJ() 1N.ALKA.FfHT
CALL P L 0 T ( 2 . , 4 . , 3 )
CALL P L t ) f ( 4 . , 4 . , 2 )  
c a l l  P L i ) r ( 4 . , 3 . , 2 )
CALL P L ! ) r ( 2 . , 3 . , 2 )
CALL P L ( ) f ( 2 . , 4 . , 2 )
D!) ‘JO J= I , ‘J 
L)t) 40 1 = 1 ,5 0  
X X ( I ) = X ( J , 1 )
Y / ( l ) = Y ( J , 1 )
40 CONriDUE
CALL L M d ( X < , Y Y . j 0 , l , 0 , 0 , - l )
C I F (  J . l iE .  I ) 0 0  ro 44 
C Y L A d L ( J ) = Y Y ( I ) / Y / ( 6 2 ) + . l 126
C (30 ro 4d
44 1F( J..L;. I );30 r.) 45
YLAJLC J) = Y Y ( n / Y Y ( ‘j 2 )  + . 025  
(30 ro 4 d 
4d Y L A J L C J ) = Y Y ( I ) / Y Y ( 5 2 ) - . I 0 0  
46 CiWri iJOi  
30 coNri l iJElr('Jpri.c'J.O)JO ro 55 WPirECo, OXPLi(I),Y?Lr(l )
. ■ N i r £ ( 6 , * ) X P L r ( 5 ) , Y P L r ( 5 )
. Y i l i r t ( 6 , * ) X X ( b l  ) .  YY(51 ) 
r f - l i r E ( 6 , * ) X X ( 5 2 ) , Y Y ( 5 2 )  
r i . < i r E ( 6 , * ) X ( l , l ) . Y ( l , I )
, i 4 i r E ( 6 , * ) X ( l , 5 0 ) , Y ( l , 5 0 )  
x p L r o i p r s + i ) = x x ( 5 i >
XPLr ( .JPr3+2)=XX(52)
YPLr(NPrS+l  ) = YY(‘j |  )
YPLr( iJPro'+2)=YY(52)
CALL LINc<XPLT, YPLT. I IPrS. I  , - l  , 5 )
55 CALL iY M d O L C O . , - ! . 0 , . 1 0 ,
S ' F IO iH E .  AH(3LÉ V5.  MOI  AL POSITION' ' , 0 . , 5 2 )
c a l l  iYKijOL( I . I d / 5 , - 1. 2 ,  .  10 , C E U U M , 0 . , 1 3 )
CALL VTHICXCI )
C 00  10 J J J = I , 4
C J=2*JJJ
C 00 50 1= 1 ,5 0
C X X ( I ) = X ( J , I )
C Y Y ( I ) = Y ( J , I )
C 60 coiiri.J'JE
c  CALL L ( 3 L I ) . E ( X X , Y Y , 5 0 , I , 0 , 0 , - I )




C rtrfi r= LcOÊiJj
CALL 5 Y / - . 2 5 û ( 2 . 2 , 3 . d O , . n 5 2 5 , ' r o P  pMA3Ei ' , 0 . ,  m ),
CALL JYH256{2 . 3 , 3 . / O , . 0 6 2 5 , TOPP1 1 , 0 . , I 3)
CALL SYm2 3 6 ( P V J . , V P P . , . 0 6 2 3 , roPP 1 2 , 0 . , 1 3 )
CALL ôY'<250( 2 . 2 ,  3 .6 0 ,  . 0 6 2 5 , ' 3 0 iTOM P H A S E : ' , ! . .  I 3)
CALL S Y ‘(2 56 ( 2 .  3, 3 . 6 0 , .  06 25 ,  !) ) r  3 11 , 0 . , I 3 )  
c a l l  dY.'l256(  y ;  ) . ,  Vy6 . , . 0 6 2 5 .  d')rP 1 2 , 0 . ,  I 3)
CALL 3 Y M 2 5 5 ( 2 . / ,  3 . 4 0 , . 0 3 2 5 , 0  ) r ' H 3 , 0 . , l 3 )
CALL 6Y'<256( 3 . 1 , 3 . 4 0 ,  . 0 5 2 5 , , ! ACL( I ) , 0 . , - l )
00 131 J = 2 , 6  
131 CALL d Y X 2 5 6 ( P J 2 . , P 9 6 . , . 0 6 2 3 , I A C L ( J ) . 0 . , - I )
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«tMritH Ir/JU U3M=PSJ<)HU.AF.KA.F!)-?T
S o = i / 7 I S C 3 / P . J A L L
CALL VlSAU(!!,3S,A’i3LE)
M r E (  6 ,  *  ) ,J, / P L T (  .V) ,  A JOLE 
I F ( A 3 S ( Y P L r ( l i ) - A l J O L £ ) . L E . T O L ) 0 ( )  TO 9 0
i p ( y p L r ( î J ) . L r . A i J 0 L E ) ' . 5 . )  r o  / o
S.3=S
00 r o  ?5 
10 s r = s  
16 C. ) :rnrJJE  
ao COHTINJF  
9 0  S i l VO( H) =a
W r i i r E ( 6 , * ) S - F V S ( M )  , S T , S 3 , I F L A 0 ( M )  
I F ( l F L A J ( N ) . E 0 . l ) S 4 / â ( l l ) = - 3 H / à ( N )
100 COWriNüE
AVErfAül'F'J Ai'iJ S r A N J A i J  Ü E V I AT I . W CALC.
DO iJOO N = l , N 'P r S  
aJMàV=àUMSVfàHVS(M)
SMSVS0=5;.lSV0fJ+ aHvFS( N) *SHVS( IJ)
200 C o N r i N J E
AY01FV=;àJMSV/»DTS
a r J J c V  = ( ( 5 . v i 3 V a J - S U M a / * à J M S Y / F P T à ) / ! J P r 5 ) * * 0 . 5
HErürfU
E.Fli
sua iOÜTI NE PLTJNF ( X, Y, RHOA, rf W <i,  V I50A, V15C3,CELMA.V) 
COMM(J,I/dLOKà/N.-'rà,XPLT<âO), YPLT( 50)
C0/.l;.«)N/3L0K4/KACL( 8 ), NAOH (3 )
C 0 M M 0 l l / J L 0 K / / r l L M M , r 0 P P H I , r 0 P P i l 2 , B 0 T P H I , 8 0 r P H 2 , B 0 T p ; i 3 , B 0 T P = I 4
S , 3 o r P r i 5
d i m e n s i o n  X ( 9 , I 0 2 ) , Y ( 9 , 1 0 2 ) , X X ( I 0 2 ) , Y Y ( I 0 2 ) , Y L A B L ( 5 ) 
CHANACTÊN*I3 CEL NAM. FI LNAM. TOPPHI .T 0PPH2 .3 0T PH1  , 30 TPW2.  
saoTPH 3, a o T P 4 4 ,  dorP'Fô 
CALL l O E N I  
CALL v r i l l C K ( 2 )





CALL V r , I I C X (  I )CALL aYMdOL(b.O,3.42,.04,FlL.lAM,O..I3)
CALL P L 0 r ( 3 . , 2 . â , - 3 )
UO 3 0 1 = 1 , 5 0  
X X ( I ) = X ( I , I )
Y Y ( 1 ) = Y ( I , 1 )
30 CONTINUE
Y Y ( 5 0 ) = Y ( 5 , 5 0 )
CALL N S C A L E ( X X , 4 . , 5 0 , I  , 5 )  
c a l l  N 3 C A L E ( Y Y , 4 . , 5 0 , I , ô )
CALL G I I J < 0 . , 0 . , l , 4 . , 1 . . I , 3 . , I . )
CALL ' 3 i l D ( 0 . , 3 . , l , 2 . , l . , l , l . . l . )CALL AXI >(••).,0.,'i<A0lAL POal riON'.-15,4. ,0.
S , X X ( 5 I ) , X X ( 5 2 ) )
CALL A X I j ( 0 . , 0 . , ' T N A V E N à E i )  ANGLE <N A O . ) ' . 2 2 . 4 . , 9 0 . , Y Y ( 5 I ) ,  
S Y Y ( 5 2 ) )
C a l l  v r i i c K ( 2)
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IHVüfJ JS J=PfJ!)  i f^. /vLKA.FO^T
3)
CALL SY;.iatj6(2. 7,3.n, ,0'S2‘i,B!)roM4.0., I 3) call 3Y.M256C 3.1 , 3.30, .0525,rJAi)'l( I ),0.,-l I 00 132 J=2,d 132 CALL 5Y.M2b6(W9.,999.,.0625,.UoUJ).O.,-l)CALL SYf/,230(2. /.3.20, .0523,3’)r°'(ô,0., I 3)CALL 3yM3l)L(2.43, 3./3,0.n62'5,''l',0., I )CALL SY 1233(2.3,3.-3,.13,31 , )

















CALL 3 Y M 2 b ô ( . 1 0 , Y L A 3 L ( I ) , 0 . 1 1, 1 3 / . 0 . , - I  ) 
CALL S Y M 2 3 6 ( . I / , Y L A 3 L ( 1 ) , 0 . 1 1 , 1 3 4 , 0 . , - |  ) 
CALL S Y M 2 5 6 ( , 2 4 , Y L A 8 L ( l ) , 0 . 1 l , 1 6 2 , 0 . , - ! )  







/ / G 0 . F r 0 5 F 0 0 !//u().rr04r00l
/■»
//
SYM3( )L( .  ! 0 ,  YLA3L( I ) , 0 . 0 5 2 3 , '  
S Y M 3 0 L ( . ! 0 , Y L A 3 L ( 2 ) , 0 . 0 6 2 5 , '  
S Y M 3 0 L ( . ! 0 , Y L A B L ( 3 ) , 0 . 0 6 2 5 , '  
SYv,3( )L( . ! 0 ,  Y L A 3L (4 )  , 0 . 0 5 2 5 , '  
3 YMbOL( . !  0 , YLA3L( 5 ) , 0 . 0 6 2 5 , '
= 0 . 0 ' , 0 . , 9 )  
n . 0 0 ! ' , 0 . , 3 )  
0 . 0 1 ' , 0 . , 3 )  
o . ! ' , o . , m )
! , 0 ' , 0 . , 3 )
0.0 •JS! !=PEJ0HI J.ALKA. 3£S«r (3RT) . DI SP=SHR  
JÜ JS!l=PEJ0H:'J.ALKA.L)ArA(rUAUE),0I3P=3HR 0005.-
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Table — C—1
Sample: OIL PHASE - Toluene
WATER PHASE - Distilled Water
Cell No. 1
Run Particle Radial Angle
No. No. Distance (rad.)
1 1 0.39 12.82
1 2 0.23 13.53
1 3 0.45 12.43
2 1 0.25 13.37
2 2 0.36 12.61
2 3 0.41 12.66
2 4 0.52 12.03
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Table - C-2
Sample: OIL PHASE - Decane
WATER PHASE - Distilled Water 
Cell No. 1
Run Particle Radial Angle
No. No. Distance (rad. :
1 1 0.21 10.30
1 2 0.34 9.58
2 1 0.30 10.30
2 2 0.22 10.56
3 1 0.17 11.00
3 2 0.34 10.33
4 1 0.37 10.21
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T able — C—3
Sample: OIL PHASE - Hexadecane
WATER PHASE - Distilled Water 
Cell No. 1
Run Particle Radial Angle
No. No. Distance (rad.
1 1 0.22 5.27
1 2 0.38 4.71
1 3 0.50 4.21
2 1 0.25 5.41
2 2 0.37 4.71
3 1 0.24 4.95
3 2 0.36 4.97
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T able — C—4
Sample: OIL PHASE - Decane
WATER PHASE - Distilled Water 
Cell No. 2
Run Particle Radial Angle
No. No. Distance (rad. :
1 1 0.28 11.30
1 2 0.33 11.13
2 1 0.21 11.83
2 2 0.37 11.13
3 1 0.32 11.39
3 2 0.39 11.08
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Table — C—5
Sample: OIL PHASE - Toluene
WATER PHASE - Distilled Water 
Cell No. 3
Run Particle Radial Angle
No. No. Distance (rad.)
1 1 0.32 7.77
1 2 0.14 8.50
2 1 0.26 8.02
2 2 0.36 7.44
2 3 0.44 7.30
3 1 0.25 7.28
3 2 0.33 7.20
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Table — C—6
Sample: OIL PHASE - Decane
WATER PHASE - Distilled Water 
Cell No. 3
Run Particle Radial AngleNo. No. Distance (rad.)
1 1 0.26 6.25
2 1 0.29 5.84
3 1 0.24 6.28
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Table — C—7
Sample: OIL PHASE - Hexadecane
WATER PHASE - Distilled Water
Cel 1 No. 3
Run Particle Radial Angle
No. No. Distance (rad.)
1 1 0.15 3.40
1 2 0.24 3.18
1 3 0.28 3.18
2 1 0.28 2.79
2 2 0.36 2.64
2 3 0.02 3.25
3 1 0.11 2.77
3 2 0.36 2.80
4 1 0.17 3.14
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Table — C—8
Sample: OIL PHASE - Decane
WATER PHASE - Distilled Water 
Cell No. 4
Run Particle Radial Angle
No. No. Distance (rad.:
1 1 0.29 6.28
1 2 0.39 5.32
2 1 0.32 5.93
3 1 0.44 5.56
3 2 0.41 5.61
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Table — C—9
Sample: OIL PHASE - Synthetic Crude
WATER PHASE - Distilled Water 
Cell No. 1
Run Particle Radial Angle
No. No. Distance (rad.)
1 1 0.39 2.18
2 1 0.39 2.06
3 1 0.45 1.59
4 1 0.35 2.02
5 1 0.39 2.02




Sample: OIL PHASE - Synthetic Crude + Phenol
WATER PHASE - Distilled Water
Cell No. 1
Run Particle Radial Angle
No. No. Distance (rad.>
1 1 0.32 2.02
1 2 0.35 2.11
1 3 0.45 2.05
2 1 0.28 1.94
2 2 0.30 1.94
2 3 0.23 1.94
2 4 0.61 1.69
3 1 0.22 1.97
3 2 0.34 2.13
3 3 0.34 1.95
3 4 0.57 1.83
4 1 0.21 2.11
4 2 0.29 2.27
4 3 0.35 2.06
4 4 0.41 1.90
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Table — C—11
Sample: OIL PHASE - Synthetic Crude
WATER PHASE - 0.1% NaOH lOOOOppm NaCl 
Cell No. 1
Run Particle Radial Angle
No. No. Distance (rad.)
1 1 0.33 0.09
1 2 0.53 0.07
2 1 0.29 0.08
3 1 0.31 0.06
4 1 0.46 0.04
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Table - C-12
Sample: OIL PHASE - synthetic crude + phenol








1 1 0.38 1.801 2 0.49 1.612 1 0.33 2.04
2 2 0.38 1.852 3 0.69 1.403 1 0.41 1.83
3 2 0.41 1.66
3 3 0.65 1.364 1 0.40 2.094 2 0.40 2.09
4 3 0.54 1.555 1 0.59 1.37
5 2 0.53 1.61
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Table — C—13
Sample: OIL PHASE - Tenneco II
WATER PHASE - Distilled WaterCell No. 1
Run Particle Radial AngleNo. No. Distance (rad.)
1 1 0.68 0.521 2 0.20 0.871 3 0.22 0.65
2 1 0.23 0.352 2 0.54 0.24
3 1 0.43 0.20
3 2 0.30 0.204 1 0.33 0.145 1 0.35 0.116 1 0.38 0.06
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Table — C—14
Sample: OIL PHASE - Tenneco IIWATER PHASE - 0.1% NaOH + lOOOOppm NaClCell No. 1
Run Particle Radial Angle
No. No. Distance (rad.)
1 1 0.41 3.14
2 1 0.50 3.113 1 0.35 2.663 2 0.54 2.30
4 1 0.32 3.234 2 0.63 3.14
5 1 0.39 3.19
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Table - C-15
Sample: OIL PHASE - Tullos + 25% heptane
WATER PHASE - Distilled water 
Cell No. 1
Run Particle Radial Angle
No. No. Distance (rad.)
1 1 0.36 1.26
2 1 0.34 1.26
3 1 0.33 1.24
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Table — C—16
Sample: OIL PHASE - tullos + 25% heptane
WATER PHASE - 0. l%NaOH lOOOOppm NaCl
Cell No. 1
Run Particle Radial AngleNo. No. Distance (rad.}
1 1 0.42 1.06
1 2 0.70 0.65
2 1 0.34 1.102 2 0.63 0.70
3 1 0.32 1.183 2 0.62 0.794 1 0.53 1.13
4 2 0.43 1.16
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Table — C—17
Sample: OIL PHASE - MG-3 + 25% heptaneWATER PHASE - Distilled water
Cell No. 1
Run Particle Radial Angle
No. No. Distance (rad.>
1 1 0.45 1.70
2 1 0.46 1.68
3 1 0.48 1.784 1 0.48 1.80
5 1 0.50 1.62
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Table — C—18
Sample: OIL PHASE - MG-3 + 25% heptane
WATER PHASE - 0.1% NaOH lOOOOppm NaCl 
Cell No. 1
Run Particle Radial Angle
No. No. Distance (rad.)
1 1 0.49 1.482 1 0.56 1.363 1 0.62 1.224 1 0.75 0.70




Sample: OIL PHASE - California Crude + 25% heptane
WATER PHASE - Distilled water 
Cell No. 1
Run Particle Radial AngleNo. No. Distance (rad.)
1 1 0.33 1.26
2 1 0.38 1.17
3 1 0.43 1.224 1 0.50 1.05
5 1 0.61 0.94
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Table — C—20
Sample: OIL PHASE - California Crude + 25% heptane
WATER PHASE - 0.1% NaOH lOOOOppm NaCl 
Cell No. 1
Run Particle Radial Angle
No. No. Distance (rad.)
1 1 0.31 1.43
2 1 0.45 1.033 1 0.62 0.824 1 0.34 1.16
5 1 0.31 1.24
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Table — C—21
Sample: OIL PHASE - tullos fractions A + B








1 1 0.64 0.11
2 1 0.70 0.092 2 0.46 0.21
3 1 0.55 0.16
3 2 0.60 0.16
3 3 0.63 0.114 1 0.53 0.154 2 0.61 0.16
4 3 0.76 0.105 1 0.81 0.09
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Table - C-22
Sample: OIL PHASE - Tullos •fractions A+D+E
WATER PHASE - 0.1% NaOH l%NaCl 
Cell No. 1
Run Particle Radial AngleNo. No. Distance (rad.
1 1 0.53 0.27
1 2 0.71 0.18
2 1 0.24 0.283 1 0.35 0.26
4 1 0.42 0.274 2 0.52 0.25
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Table - C-23
Sample: OIL PHASE - Toilus fractions A B D and E
WATER PHASE - Distilled Water 1% NaCl 0.1% 
Cell No. 3
NaOH
Run Particle Radial AngleNo. No. Distance (rad.)
1 1 0.46 0.202 1 0.50 0.243 1 0.64 0.174 1 0.69 0.17
5 1 0.66 0.17
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Table — C—24
Sample: OIL PHASE - MG3 fractions A and B
WATER PHASE - Distilled water 0.1% NaOH 1% Nad 
Cell No. 3
Run Particle Radial Angle
No. No. Distance (rad.:
1 1 0.71 0.182 1 0.74 0.162 2 0.71 0.17
3 1 0.61 0.234 1 0.58 0.255 1 0.68 0.21
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Table - C-25
Sample: OIL PHASE - MG-3 fractions A D and EWATER PHASE - Distilled water 1.% Nad 0.1% N
Cell No. 3
Run Particle Radial Angle
No. No. Distance (rad.)
1 1 0.58 0.24
2 1 0.42 0.273 1 0.49 0.28
4 1 0.45 0.30
5 1 0.58 0.21
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Table - C-26
Sample: OIL PHASE - MG-3 fractions A B D and E
WATER PHASE - Distilled Water 1.7. NaCl 0.1% NaOH 
Cell No. 3
Run Particle Radial AngleNo. No. Distance (rad.:
1 1 0.47 0.332 1 0.51 0.262 2 0.63 0.183 1 0.58 0.244 1 0.39 0.325 1 0.44 0.34
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Table — C—27
Sample: OIL PHASE - Tullos + 25% heptane
WATER PHASE - 0.IXNaOH lOOOOppmNaCl 0.1%IPA 
Cell No. 1
Run Particle Radial Angle
No. No. Distance (rad.)
1 1 0.29 0.93
2 1 0.28 1.053 1 0.30 0.95
3 2 0.57 0.76
4 1 0.34 0.934 2 0.61 0.72
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Table — C—28
Sample: OIL PHASE - Tullos + 25%heptaneWATER PHASE - 0. l*/.NaOH lOOOOppm NaCl 0.57.1 PA
Cell No. 1
Run Particle Radial Angle
No. No. Distance (rad.)
1 1 0.20 0.941 2 0.21 0.93
2 1 0.36 0.912 2 0.32 0.93
2 3 0.61 0.633 1 0.36 0.87
3 2 0.43 0.85
4 1 0.38 0.934 2 0.49 0.81
4 3 0.68 0.52
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Table - C-29
Sample: OIL PHASE - MG-3 + 25% heptane
WATER PHASE - 0.1% NaOH lOOOOppm NaCl 0.1% I Pi
Cell No. 1
Run Particle Radial Angle
No. No. Distance (rad.>
2 1 0.68 0.732 2 0.83 0.483 1 0.59 0.89
3 2 0.83 0.44
3 3 0.85 0.484 1 0.57 0.96
4 2 0.81 0.455 1 0.56 0.99
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Table — C—30
Sample: OIL PHASE - MG-3 + 25%heptaneWATER PHASE - 0.l%NaOH lOOOOppm NaCl 0.5% IPA 
Cell No. 1
Run Particle Radial AngleNo. No. Distance (rad.)
1 1 0.65 1.48
2 1 0.52 1.50
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Table - C-31
Sample: OIL PHASE — MG-3 Oil + 25% heptane
WATER PHASE - 0.1% NaOH 1.0% NaCl 0.5% t-butanol 
Cell No. 1
iun Particle Radial Angle
Jo. No. Distance (rad.:
1 1 0.40 1.57
1 2 0.64 1.271 3 0.64 1.341 4 0.74 1.06
2 1 0.52 1.482 2 0.66 1.22
2 3 0.78 0.912 4 0.75 0.94
3 1 0.60 1.34
3 2 0.67 1.263 3 0.63 1.22
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Table — C-32
Sample: OIL PHASE - MG-3 Oil + 25% heptane
WATER PHASE - 0.1% NaOH 1.0% NaCl 0.5% t-butiCell No. 1
Run Particle Radial Angle
No. No. Distance (rad.)
1 1 0.40 1.57
1 2 0.64 1.271 3 0.64 1.341 4 0.74 1.06
2 1 0.52 1.482 2 0.66 1.22
2 3 0.78 0.91
2 4 0.75 0.94
3 1 0.60 1.343 2 0.67 1.26
3 3 0.63 1.22
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VIDEO CLIP D-la
Entrapped Oil Drop in Cryolite Cell 
Shortly A fte r Crude-Gil/Alkaline- 
Water Contact




In th is reglon^whlch comprises 
several pore spaces, there is 
a high degree of interfacia l 
A ctiv ity
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VIDEO CLIP D-lc
EMULSIFICATION IN POROUS MEDIUM 
UNDER FLOWING CONDITIONS:
Apparently the interfacia l tension is 
very low and there is flow  induced 
"stringing" of oil in the water phase. 
The strings subsequently break up into 
emulsion droplets
null
n i l #
lil lf
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VIDEO CLIP D-ld
EMULSIFICATION IN POROUS MEDIUM 
UNDER FLOWING C0NDITI0NS(2): ,
Apparently the interfacia l tension is 
very low and there is flow  induced 
"stringing" of oil in the water phase. 




1#̂ ! ! ilii
I# @11#
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VIDEO CLIP D-1e
EMULSIFICATION IN POROUS MEDIUM 
UNDER FLOWING C0NDITI0NS(3):
Apparently the interfacia l tension Is 
very low and there Is flow  Induced 
"stringing" of oil In the water phase. 
The strings subsequently break up Into 
emulsion droplets
ifI# # # %IIILI||I(!
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VIDEO CLIP D-2a
EMULSIFICATION ON MICROSCOPE SLIDE;
Shocking motions of the interface 
indicate the occurence of Marangoni 
turbulence.
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VIDEO CLIP D-2b
EMULSIFICATION ON MICROSCOPE SLIDE:
Emulsion droplets "pinch o ff" from 
interface and move into the water 
phase
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VIDEO CLIP D-3a
EMULSIFICATION IN PENDANT DROP CELL:
No signs of the Marangoni induced 
kicking of the drop. Marangoni 
turbulence in present but not the 
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VIDEO CLIP D-3b
EMULSIFICATION IN PENDANT DROP CELL:
HORIZONTAL INTERFACE:
Signs of diffusion and stranding 
émulsification (Davies (44)) there 
is an ordered flow  of emulsion towards, 
along, and away from the interface.
Alkaline water
Emulsion
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VIDEO CLIP D-4
CHRONOLOGY OF MG-3 FLOOD: 
t  < 4 hrs.
Alkaline front has passed but there 
is no visible effect on the interface. 
No émulsification, no deformation of 
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VIDEO CLIP D-5
CHRONOLOGY OF MG-3 FLOOD:
4 hrs < t  < 10 hrs
Some flowing emulsion passes the 
entrapped o il, but otherwise there 
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VIDEO CLIP D-6
CHRONOLOGY OF MG-3 FLOOD:
8 hrs < t  < 20 hrs
Oil bank passes the scene and 
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VIDEO CLIP D-7
CHRONOLOGY OF MG-3 FLOOD:
10 hrs < t  < 20 hrs
Trailing edge of oil bank is witnessed, 
emulsion catches up w ith  oil and 
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VIDEO CLIP D-8
CHRONOLOGY OF MG-3 FLOOD: 
lOhrs < t < 20 hrs
Oil bank has passed and a considerable 
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VIDEO CLIP D-9
CHRONOLOGY OF MG-3 FLOOD:
12 hrs < t  < 24 hrs 
Discrete pockets where there Is a 
high degree of in terfacia l activ ity. 
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VIDEO CLIP D-IÜ
CHRONOLOGY OF MG-3 FLOOD: 
t  > 14 hrs
Active region has passed and a zone 
Is le ft  where there Is no deformation of 
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VIDEO CLIP D-11
CHRONOLOGY OFTULLOS FLOOD: 
t  < 2 hrs
Alkaline water front has passed but 
there are no visible signs of interfacia l 









2 hrs < t  < 12 hrs
Flowing oil and ganglia, but there is no 
émulsification. Oil increasingly coats 
the rock providing a continuous flow  








2 hrs < t  < 12 hrs
Flowing oil and ganglia, but there Is no 
émulsification. Oil Increasingly coats 
the rock providing a continuous flow  
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VIDEO CLIP D- 14
CHRONOLOGY OFTULLOS FLOOD: 
t > 12 hrs
Recovery completed. The grains are 
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VIDEO CLIP D- 15
CHRONOLOGY OFTULLOS FLOOD: 
t  > 12 hrs
Recovery completed. The grains are 
clearly coated w ith  oil and are no 
longer transparent. Water drops/ganglia 
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General Experimental Procedures
The following are experimental procedures that were 
used throughout the research.
1. Measurement of Bulk Fluid Viscosity and Density
Bulk fluid viscosities were measured with an Oswald
viscometer at the temperature of the cell during the inter­
facial viscosity experiment.
Bulk fluid densities were measured by weighing 5 ml of 
the liquids in a volumetric flask at room temperature and 
comparing to an equal volume of distilled water.
2. Preparation of Chemicals
Over long periods of time, alkaline chemicals, at low
concentrations, react with CO^ in the air. A high concen­
tration alkaline solution (10% by weight) was prepared for 
storage and easy preparation of fresh, low concentration 
solutions. The alkaline solutions were prepared as follows: 
If, for example, 100 ml of an aqueous solution of 0.1% NaOH, 
10000 ppm NaCl, and 0.5% IPA solution was needed, then one 
gram of the 10% NaOH master solution was placed in a 100 ml 
beaker. One gram of NaCl and 0.5 grams of IPA were added, 
and the beaker was filled with distilled water until the 
total weight of the contents was 100 grams.
Synthetic crudes were prepared by dissolving the 
surface active material in toluene and mixing the toluene 
solution with the paraffin oil. This procedure was followed 
because it was found that the material dissolved better in
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the toluene than in the paraffin oil.
The amount of acid that was needed was determined as fol­
lows:
The acid number is defined as the milligrams of KOH needed 
to neutralize one gram of oil. The molecular weight of KOH 
is 56.09. If, for example, a solution was needed with an 
acid number of 1.5, then to prepare 1 g of oil 1.5/56.09 
milli-equivalents of acid were necessary. The weight of 
the acid to be added was MW*1.5/59.09 milligrams per gram of
oil, where MW is the molecular weight of the acid.
3. Measurement of Crude Oil Acid Numbers
The method used for the determination of acid numbers 
was potentiometric titration (ASTM procedure D664) A
Sargent Welch Model 6000 pH meter and electrode were used 
for the potentiometric titration. A magnetic stirrer was 
used to stir the solution during the titration and the 
solution was kept under a nitrogen cap to prevent CO^ con­
tamination. The 0.1 N KOH solution was restandardized after 
every experiment since it was found to change considerably 
over time due to COg absorption.
4. Fractionation of the Crude Oil
The crude oil fractions used in this study were
prepared in a separate study (103). The following procedure 
was followed to isolate the asphaltencs (polycyclic struc­
ture, non-volatile solid) and the acidic components (mainly 
carboxylic acids):
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a. Twenty grams of oil were dissolved in 400 ml pentane and 
allowed to mix overnight. The pentane solution was filtered 
through a double walled cellulose Soxlet extraction thimble. 
The thimble was placed in a Soxlet extractor and washed with 
pentane to remove any residual oil. The asphaltene fraction 
was then extracted by refluxing toluene through the thimble 
and evaporating the solvent in a rotaty evaporator.
b. Forty grams of ion exchange medium (J.T. Baker's bonded 
phase quantinary amine) was washed twice with methanol 
(MeOH). The ion exchange medium was then converted to the 
hydroxide form by washing it twice with a NH^OH/MeOH solu­
tion (2 ml NH^OH in 100 ml of MeOH). The solid phase was 
allowed to soak in the NH^OH solution for five minutes 
before filtering and then washed with MeOH until the 
filtrate was neutral, washed twice with pentane, and air 
dried.
c. The ion exchange medium was packed into a glass Soxlet 
extraction thimble, and a piece of filter paper was placed 
on top of the solid phase. Any air bubbles were removed 
from the medium by refluxing pentane.
d. The deasphaltenated crude was then dissolved in pentane 
and placed on the ion exchange medium. Pentane was refluxed 
through the thimble, usually overnight, until the extract 
was clear. The pentane was removed from the extract in the 
rotary evaporator to yield the non-acidic fraction A.
e. The thimble was removed from the Soxlet extractor and 
washed in succession with 600 ml of toluene to yield frac-
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tion B, 10 % IPA in toluene to yield fraction C, 25% MeOH/ 
toluene to yield fraction D, and finally 0.IN MCI in 50% 
MeOH/toluene followed 0,2% HCl in MeOH to yield fraction E.
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Program for Generation of Plots 
for Graphical Interpretation of 
Cylindrical Cell Interfacial 
Shear Viscometer Data
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cC PiJ'KîrtAM F()-4 GEMERATI IN OF PLOTSC F04 U4APrllCAL IMTEhP-iETAno.O OFC CYLi;n,̂ ICAL CELL INTE4FACIAL VISC'I'.iETEPC OAfA.CC DIS PP0Ü4AM USES T IE MATHEMATICALC At.'ALYSIS SY CA.MBPIOJE TO COMPUTE AMOC PLOT TPAYEiSEO ANGLE AS A FUNCTION OFC INTEHFACIAL SHEAR VISCOSITY FORC SEVERAL radial POSITIONS.C JlMENSlON XK(5G),AHJ(9,I02),SNVI3(9,102)REAL mMJS J I, /.1.M IS JO. AIG.JI . JZ.NI.HT, INTHT, ISV.K M, LM( 50 ), L.-.IA ( 50 )S,.<l ,K2,LI,LA2,LAI,HI,H2.KVS.LNS,LMAS CHARACTER*!i CELNAM REA J(4, 100)RW ALL,CÜPNT,1N THT,NO R=A:)(4,100) RH0A,RH0),VI5CA, Vise J READ(4, I IO)ISV, R,IITERMS REA 3(4, VR)CELIMMC H T=C J PH T/RW all HI=INTIfT/RWALL S1=(HT*HT-HI*HI)/(HI-HT)S2=HI*HI+HI*SIPI=3.14|592SEPS=VISCA/VISCi3VRAT=RH0A/E?S/RH03LM(l)=PI/HIL.MA( l)=PI/(HT-HI)RcAJCb,120)11,XK(I) 1)0 10 W=2.UTERMS______________________________ ____________REAJ(5,120)11,XK(M)LM(M)=LH(M-ll+PI/HI LMA(H)=LMA(M-I )+PI/{.|T-HI )10 CONTINUEC DO 50 J=l,9 R=J/IO.DO 40 1=1,50 ISV=IO.**(I/IO.-4.)S=ISV/VISCU/RWALL SHVIS(J,I)=ISV ANG(J,I)=0.C DO JO M=l,I.TERMS KM=XX(M)KkS=<.v,*<MA.W=.<MJ2=-M;.iSSJ0( ARG, 1ER)ARU=-CK*RJI=MMJSJI(ARG,IER)V)=2./K.'l/J2
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wEMBHti AP?ENF üSU=3EJi,)HN.ALKA.FOUT
C DO BO H=l ,J<rEJ<.MS LMB=LM( :•))*★ 2.LMAS=LMA( li) **B.
Cô=(- 1 ,» * N ).LI =4. *(CS-1 . ) /HI/LMVL;.‘.( H)LAI=4.*C0S-I.)/(ir-II)/LnA3/LHA(I)Kl=-I ./(,<KS-vS+l ./HH-EPS/(Hr-in+'5*(riI+EPS»(HT-HI ) ))K2=-KI*E?SAMli*( 4. /K J.y ( .-11 ( 'j ) ) / J2-6-vLI vVT )A'.1IIA=( 4./KM/( < Hf-HI) *I.MA( :J ) )/J2-4*LA I *V0)AI = I .+KI *(6'tLI'«L.m(M) *CS-2./HI)A2=(K,1S+LHB)*( I , + £>*LI*i<l*LM( I)*J3)-2.*KHS*.<|/HI AJ=-K2+( A*LI *L.'U( X) *JS-2. ■*LMA( \!)/Hl/UH »i) )A4=-.<2* ( ( KM3+L.MS) *6*L I *LMA(N ) *03-2 .★KMS*LMA( H) /IJU 0) /HI ) A3=VHAr*( I .-K2 *(6*L \I *LMA('J) *03-2./( HT-HI ) ) )A6=(KV.S+LKA3)»( 1 .-6*LAI*<2*L'AA(:I)*C3)+2.*'('23*K2/(Hr-HI )A /= I * ( 6+L AI *I.M( i; ) *C5-2. *L'.U )J) / ( HT-H I) /L'.'A ( H ) )A3=XI*((.<V.3+LMA3)*3*Ul*I.M(!J)*C3-2.*KMS*LM('n/LMA(H)/(Hr-MI )) CI = (A2-A3»AH/A3)/(AI-A3 *A//A5)02=( A4-A3*Ai/A-5 )/( AI-A3*A//A3 )C3=(AB-A/*A2/AI )/(A5-A7*A3/AI)04=(A3-A/*A4/AI)/(Aô-Al*A3/AI )5T0= ( (Cl +C4) -**2.-4, *{ C1 rC4-C2 *C3 ) ) **.5 Hl=<-(CI+04)-3ro)/2.H2=(-(Cl+C4)+3r;))/2.JI=(C2*A’̂:IA+AMJ*(!|2+0I ))/(H2-:II )D2=ArtH-DlAiI'J(J,l )=AM3(J,I )-JI*(-l .**iI)*(!(l*LM(.’JJ*(DI/HI+D2/H2) + s;<2*L.v,A(N)*(0|*(MI+CI)/( II )*D2*(.I2+CI )/(H2))/C2)20 CONTINUE0 30 COiirilJUE0 AlJo'( J, I ) =AM'K J, I ) *W0*HWAL!.**2. *P I0B/V ISCU/4 0 W,<ir£(6,40)J,I,lM3V,AUG(J,I)40 CONTI HUE
50 CONTI ilUcc CALL PLTJT(SHVI:3,ANO,iiilOA,̂ H03,VISCA,VI3C3,CELNAM)60 F0rf/.IAT(I5,3FI2.6)C /IHITE(6,130)CU?(IT N4ITE(6,140IINTIIT NUIT£(6,I50)NKALL NNITc(6, lôOlHilOB •4NITE(6,I /OlVIiO:)/INI TE( 6, 180) HtlOA .VNITE(6. IPOVIJCA Nil TE(6.200).<0 .iNlTt(6,2b))iiTiHNS VV F0.<viAT(AI3)100 Fo41AT<4r l0.6)I 10 F0NVAK2F/.3.I4)12 ) FON4AT(I5,rl2.6)123 FOA/MTdb.FIZ.A.FII.s)130 rOHAATIKXOTH'IJEN IEI3HT* '.rl.O.'CM')
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APP'iifr' D 5’J=P:ïJiH:J.ALKA.H(Wr




190 FO'iMArC 2Ü0 Fi)îMAÏ( 
210 FiNMAlX 
220 FOtiMA'n 2 3) FUihtAf( 240 F!);<MAT( 230 F'J4MAi'{ 
sroF  S.IU
IX.MMTFrtFACE MElGHf» U,'.'<ALL 4AÜI JS» IX,'HEA'/Y LIOJID LIOJIU LIOJIÛ LlQJlü
',F7.3,/ CM')'.F7.3.' CM')OFHSIPYt '.F7.3,' 0/CC') YlâC.).-jlTY» ' ,F 7. 3, ' OEOn POI SE' ) DENSITY* '.F7.3,' 0/CC') YISC>)iirY«'.F/. 3,' CENmolSE') NorAflONAL SOEE.0:'.F7.S,' iMD/SEC') U,'l,'ir£«F. SHEAR V13C051fY«'.F7. 3,' FOI SE.CM')I X,'FHACrit)i;AL RADIAL DISTANCE') lX,')r' TNACE7 PA7TICLE »',F7.3)U,' ')IX.'HUMJEH OF TERMS l'J SOMMATION» ',14)
IX,'1EA7Y IX,'LIGHT IX,'LIGHT IX,'HUT.
SJSHOUriHE PLTJT(X,Y,RHOA,RH08,VJSCA,Y1S:a,C=LNAM) DIMENSION X(4,I02),Y(V,I02),XX(103),YY(I02),YLA3L(S) CHARACTER*)3 CELI AM CALL I DENT call M1-;I1C<(2)CALL PL0T(0.,0.,3) call PLOT!I I.,).,2)CALL PLOTCI I.,3.6,2)CALL PL0f(0.,3.5,2)CALL PL0T(0.,O.,2) 
call YTMlCKd). 
call PLOTO.,2.6,-3)C 00 20 J=l,9C DO 10 1=1,100C NEAlK 3,IOO)K,X(J,I),Y(J,I)C 10 CONTINUEC 20 CONTINUEDO 30 1=1,60 XX(I)=X(I,1)YY(I)=Y(I,I)30 CONTINUECALL SCAL0G(XX,5.,50,I)CALL NSCALECYY,4.,60,I,3)CALL GRliD(0.,0.,0,5.,XX(52),l,3.,l.)Call UR1J(0.,3.,0,3.,XX(62),I,I.,1.)CALL LGAXIS(0.,0.,'INr.iHEA«.YISC.(SURF.O0ISE)',-27,5.,0. S.XXISl),XX(62))call AXIS(0.,0.,'TNAYER3ED angle (RAD.)',22,4.,90.,YY(6I), SYYI62))CALL VTHICKI2)CALL PL:)T(3.,4.,3)CALL PLOT(6.,4.,2)CALL ?Lor(6.,3.,2) 
call PLOT!3.,3.,2)CALL PL0T(3.,4.,2)DO 30 JJJ=I,6 J=(JJJ-I)*2*I DO 40 1=1,60 XX(I)=X(J,1)YY(1 )=Y(J,1)40 CONTINUE
call LGLINEIXX,YY,50,I,0,0,-I)YLA3L(JJJ)=YY(I)/YY<62)*.026
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•viEMbÊrt APPENF i)SM=PEJO-(f/.ALKA.F(Wr
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call iYMdOL!0.2,4.2,.IO,S'CYLIMOHICAL cell IHTEHr'ACIAL SHEAR VISCOMETER ',0.,49)CALL EOJOH WHITE!6,110)100 FORMAT!I5,FI2.6.FI2.5)I 10 FORMAT! IX,'PLOT J013 JOf/Jl.ETEJ')RETJRiiE;JU//GO.FTOaFOOl )D .)Stl=PEJOHM. ALKA.3E5RT! 5RT) ,!)ISP=S'1R//JO.r T04p00I Ju J31=PEJ0 1.1. ALKA. B -S lT! VI3IMT4 ). JI SP=.3'R/* 0006
//
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